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Amendment 2-0n page 8, line 12, strike "shall" and insert:
may

Under Rule 7.11, HB 14 was laid on the table.
By the Committee on Health & Rehabilitative Services and
Representatives Gordon, Lehman, Fox and GerstenCS for HB 402-A bill to be entitled An act relating to child
abuse; adding paragraphs (f), (g), (h), and (i) to s. 827.07(1),
Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, amending subsections (1)
(b), (2), (4), (6), (7), (9), (11), and (12) thereof and adding
two new subsections thereto; providing definitions; authorizing
the courts to order medical services by a licensed physician
or treatment by a duly accredited practitioner under certain
circumstances; providing for immunity from criminal prosecu
tions to licensed physicians offering such services; requiring
certain reports to be made to the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services; requiring certain persons to report
the death of a child resulting from abuse; excluding autopsy
reports from confidentiality requirements; providing for the
taking of photographs; providing for the taking of x-rays at
the county's expense to be reimbursed by the parent, guardian
or custodian; providing that photographs and reports on X
rays shall be sent to the department; providing for the taking
of a child into protective custody; providing for confidential
ity of certain records; creatin� a method for classifying re
ports of child abuse; providing for expunction of unfounded
and indicafed reports; providing an exception; providing
immunity to persons taking photographs and x-rays of sus
pected abused children and persons taking children into
custody; requiring appointment of a guardian ad ]item to rep
resent an abused child in certain judicial proceedings; pro
viding for education and training for appropriate persons;
providing penalties for failure to report and for preventing
another from reporting; providing a criminal, rather than a
civil, penalty for willful or knowing publication or disclosure
of certain confidential information; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB 402 was laid on the
table. On motion by Ms. Gordon, the rules were waived and
CS for HB 402 was read the second time by title.
Representative Gordon offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-0n page 2, line 14, insert: Section 1.
tion 827.04, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
827.04

Sec

Child Abuse.-

(1) Whoever, willfully or by culpable negligence, deprives a
child of, or allows a child to be deprived of, necessary food,
clothing, shelter, or medical treatment, or who, knowingly or
by culpable negligence, permits physical or mental injury to the
child lJ½e t>-h� &I' meRt&¼
e4i �e eh,ild te ae matet>ia+!-;i:
CiM.langer-ed, and in so doing causes great bodily harm, perma
nent disability, or permanent disfigurement to such child shall
be guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided
in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

*ealtft

(2) Whoever, willfully or by culpable negligence, deprives
a child of, or allows a child to be deprived of, necessary food,
clothing, shelter, or medical treatment, or who, knowingly or
by culpable negligence, permits physical or mental injury to the
child the �i-1 &P m�+ hea-lth sf �he ehild �
m&ter�a,l-½f
e:eda:egered, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

ae

Section 2.
read:
827.05

1153
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Section 827.05, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Negligent treatment of children.-

Whoever, though financially able, negligently deprives a child
of, or allows a child to be deprived of, necessary food, clothing,
shelter, or medical treatment or permits a child to live in an
environment when such deprivation or environment causes the
chi/d's physical or emotional health to be significantly impaired
or is in danger of being significantly impaired shall be is guilty
of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided
in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or 775.084.
Renumber subsequent sections
Ms. Gordon moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Gordon offered the following amendment:

Ms. Gordon moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Gordon offered the following title amendment:
Amendment 3-0n page 1, line 2, after the word "abuse;"
insert: amending s. 827.04 and s. 827.05, Florida Statutes, relat
ing to the severity of physical and emotional abuse and negligent
treatment;
Ms. Gordon moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Gordon offered the following title amendment:
Amendment 4-0n page 2, line 2, after the semicolon, strike
"requiring appointment of a guardian ad !item to represent an
abused child in certain judicial proceedings;"
Ms. Gordon moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Fortune offered the following amendment:
Amendment 5-0n page 6, line 8, strike the period and insert:
, and to reimburse the Department of Rehabilitative Services
for the cost of photographs taken pursuant to this paragraph.
Mr. Fortune moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
On motion by Ms. Gordon, the rules were waived and CS for
HB 402, as amended, was read the third time by title. On pas
sage, the vote was:
Yeas-103
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So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.
By the Committee on Health & Rehabilitative Services and
Representatives Hodes and BatchelorCS for HB 1598 was taken up. On motion by Dr. HodesCS for SB 1011-A bill to be entitled An act relating to
emergency medical services; amending s. 401.23(2) and (6),
Florida Statutes, and adding subsections (11)-(16), redefining
"attendant" as an "emergency medical technician," and pro
viding other definitions; amending s. 401.27(7), Florida Stat
utes; providing for issuance of provisional certifications; amend
ing s. 401.31(2), Florida Statutes, to conform to the act; amend-
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945.30
Payment for cost of supervision and rehabilitation.--�
person under Anyene-en probation or parole supervision, except a
person on probation or parole within or without the state under an
interstate com act ado ted ursuant to cha ter 949, shall be reouired
to contr1 ute
--pe�-ment no ess t an ten o lars nor more than
fifty dollars per month as decided by the sentencing court, to a
court-approved
public
or
private
entity providing him with
supervision and rehabilitation. Any failure to pay such contribution
shall constitute grounds for the revocation of probation by the court
or the revocation of arole b the Parole and Probation Commission.
Re a 1 1tat1on eefflfflTSSTen may exempt a
O
T e Department o
person from the payment of all or any part of the foregoing
contribution if it finds any of the following factors to exist:
(1)
The offender has diligently attempted, but been unable, to
obtain employment which provides him sufficient income to make such
payments.
(2)
The offender is a student in a school, college, university,
or course of vocational or technical training designed to fit the
student for gainful employment. Certification of such student status
shall be supplied to the secretary of the department eemmissien by
the educational institution in which the offender is enrolled.
(3)
The offender has an employment handicap, as determined by a
physical, psychological, or psychiatric examination acceptable to, or
ordered by, the secretary eemmissien.
(4)

The offender's age prevents him from obtaining employment.

The offender is responsible for the support of dependentBT
(5)
and the payment of such contribution constitutes an undue hardship on
the offender.
(6)
There are other extenuating circumstances, as determined by
the secretary eemmissien.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1977.

Approved by the Governor June 30, 1977.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 30, 1977.
CHAPTER 77-429
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 402
AN

ACT relating to child abuse; amending s. 827.04 and s.
827.05, Florida Statutes, relating to the severity of
physical and emotional abuse and negligent treatment;
s.
adding paragraphs (f), (g), (h), and (i) to
827.07(1), Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, amending
subsections (1)(b), (2), (4), (6), (7), (9), (11), and
(12) thereof and adding two new subsections thereto;
providing definitions; authorizing the courts to order
medical services by a licensed physician or treatme�t
by a duly accredited practitioner
under
certain
circumstances; providing for immunity from criminal
prosecutions to licenied physicians offering
such
1746
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services; requiring certain reports to be made to the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services;
requiring certain persons to report the death of a
child resulting from abuse; excluding autopsy reports
from confidentiality requirements; providing for the
taking of photographs; providing for the taking of x
rays at the county's expense to be reimbursed by the
parent,
guardian
or
custodian;
providing
that
photographs and reports on x-rays shall be sent to the
department; providing for the taking of a child into
protective custody; providing for confidentiality of
certain records; creating a method for classifying
reports of child abuse; providing for expunction of
unfounded
and
indicated
reports;
providing
an
exception;
providing
immunity
to persons taking
photographs and x-rays of suspected abused children and
persons taking children into custody; providing for
education and training
for
appropriate
persons;
providing penalties for failure to report and for
preventing another
from
reporting;
providing
a
criminal, rather than a civil, penalty for willful or
knowing
publication
or
disclosure
of
certain
confidential information; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section
827.04

1.

Section 827.04, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Child abuse.--

(1)
Whoever, willfully or by culpable negligence, deprives a
child of, or allows a child to be deprived of, necessary food,
clothing, shelter, or medical treatment, or who, knowingly or by
culpable negligence, permits physical or mental injury to the child
tne--phy sieel--eP--ffle"tel--neeftn--e£--the--ehtld--te--be--ffletePteff y
e"da"gePed, and in so doing causes great bodily harm, permanent
disability, or permanent disfigurement to such child shall be guilty
of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in s.
775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
(2)
Whoever, willfully or by culpable negligence, deprives a
child of, or allows a child to be deprived of, necessary food,
clothing, shelter, or medical treatment, or who, knowingly or by
culpable negligence, permits physical or mental injury to the child
tne--�hysieal--eP--ffle"tal--health--e£--the--ehild--te--ee--ffletePielly
e"de"gePed, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
Section

2.

Section 827.05, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

827.05
Negligent
treatment
of
children.--Whoever, though
financially able, negligently deprives a child of, or allows a child
to be deprived of, necessary food, clothing, shelter, or medical
treatment or permits a child to live in an environment when such
de rivation or environment causes the child's h sical or emotional
ea t to
e s1gn1 1cant y 1mpa1re
or 1s 1n
anger o
e1ng
significantly impaired shall be is guilty of a misdemeanor of the
second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or
775.084.
1747
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Section 3.
Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section 827.07,
Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is amended and paragraphs (f),
(g), (h), and (i) are added to said subsection, subsections (2), (4),
(6), (7), (9), (11), and (12) are amended, subsections (8)
and (10)
are renumbered as subsections (9) and (11), respectively, and new
subsections (8) and (13) are added to said section to read:
827.07
(!)

Abuse of children.--

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

(b)
"Abuse" or "maltreatment" includes any willful or negligent
acts which result
in
neglect,
malnutrition,
sexual
abuse,
tt"feese"eele physical injury, mental injury ffle�efiel-e"de"gerffle"�-e£
ffle"�el-heel�h, or failure to provide sustenance, clothing, shelter,
or medical attention.
"Unfounded report" means any report made pursuant to this
when an investiqation determines that no indication of the
alleqed abuse or maltreatment exists.
(f)

(g)
"Indicated report" means a report made �ursuant to this
section if an investigation determines that some indication of the
alleged abuse or maltreatment exists.
"Physical injury" means death, permanent
(h)
disfigurement, or impairment of any bodily organ.

or

temporary

(i)
"Mental injury" means an injury to the intellectual or
psychological capacity of a child as evidenced by a discernible and
substantial impairment in his ability to function within his normal
range of performance and behavior, with due regard to his culture.
(2)
PURPOSE.--The purpose of this section is to provide for the
detection and correction, through the provision of rehabilitative and
ameliorative services, of the abuse or maltreatment of children who
are unable to protect themselves. Such abuse or maltreatment includes
any willful or negligent acts which result in neglect, malnutrition,
sexual abuse, tt"feese"eele physical injury, mental injury ffle�eriel
eHeeH�effflefl�--e£--fflefl�el--heel�h, or failure to provide necessary
treatment, attention, sustenance, clothing, shelter, or medical
services. A parent or guardian legitimately practicing his religious
beliefs who thereby does not provide specified medical treatment for
a child shall not, for that reason alone, be construed a negligent
parent or guardian; however, such an exception shall not preclude a
court from ordering, when the health of the child requires it, that�
or

(a)

Medical services from a licensed physician as defin�d herein,

ffleeieel---sefviees---ef Treatment by a duly accredited
(b)
practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means for healing in
accordance with the tenets and practices of a well recognized church
or religious organizationL
be provided.
Any licensed physician providing medical treatment
under the revisions of ara ra h (a) shall not be held criminall
iable.
(4)

REPORTS OF ABUSE REQUIRED.-1748
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(a)
Any person, including, but not limited to, any physician,
nur� teacher, social worker, or employee of a public or private
facility serving children, who has reason to believe that a child has
been subject to abuse shall report or cause reports to be made to the
department. When the attendance of a physician with respect to a
child is pursuant to the performance of services as a member of a
staff of a hospital, clinic, or similar institution, he shall notify
the person in charge of the institution or his designated delegate,
who shall report or cause reports to be made in accordance with the
provisions of this section.
required to report or investiqate cases of
or maltreatment� who has cause to suspect that
a child died as a result of abuse.or maltreatment; shall report that
fact to the appropriate medical examiner. The medical examiner shall
acce t the re ort for investi ation ursuant to s. 406.11 and shall
report his finding to the po ice, the appropriate State Attorney, and
the department.
Autopsy reports maintained by the medical examiner
shall not be subject to the confidentiality requirement provided for
in this section.
(c)
An
erson re uired to investi ate cases of sus ected child
abuse or ma treatment may take or cause to e ta en p otographs of
the areas of trauma visible on a child who is subject to a report
and, if the areas of trauma visible on the child indicate a need for
a radiological examination, may cause the child to be referred for
diagnosis to a licensed physician or an emergency department in a
hospital. Any licensed physician who has reasonable cause to suspect
that an injury was the result of child abuse may authorize a
radiological examination to be performed on the child. The county in
which the child is a resident shall bear the initial costs for the x
rays of the abused child; however, the parent, guardian, or custodian
of the child shall be required to reimburse the county for the costs
of such x-ra s, and to reimburse the De artment of Rehabilitative
Services for t e cost of photograp s taken pursuant to
this
paragraph.
Any photographs or reports on x-rays taken pursuant to
this section shall be sent to the department at the time the written
report is sent or as soon thereafter as possible.
(6)

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PUBLIC AGENCIES.--

(a)
Upon receipt of a report of abuse of a child, the department
shallcause an immediate investigation to be made. If the department
has reason to believe that a child has been criminally abused, it
shall immediately and orally notify the State Attorney, who shall
assist local law enforcement officers in the investigation of the
case. The department shall secure the cooperation of law enforcement
officials, courts of competent jurisdiction, and other appropriate
state and local agencies providing human services. All state, county,
and local agencies have a duty to give full cooperation to the
department, to transmit reports of abuse to the department, to
protect and enhance the welfare of abused children, and to protect
and enhance the welfare of other children potentially subject to
abuse detected by a report made pursuant to this section. Any report
which alleges that an employee or agent of the department, acting in
an official capacity, has committed an act of child abuse shall be
investigated by the State Attorney in whose circuit the alleged act
of child abuse occurred.
(b)
A law enforcement officer or authorized agent of the
department may take a child into protective custody as provided in
1749
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cha ter
39.
An
erson in char e of a hos ital or similar
institution or any physician treating a chi d may keep that child in
his custody without the consent of the parent or the guardian,
whether or not additional medical treatment is required, if the
circumstances or conditions of the child are such that continuing in
his place of residence or in the care or custody of the parent,
guardian, custodian or other erson res onsible for the child's care
presents an imminent danger to t e child s
ife or health.
Any
person taking a child into protective custody shall immediately
the
notif the de artment. The de artment shall notif the
or t e c i
s we are t at t
person responsi e
taken into custody. The department shall attempt to
of a child in an institution whenever possible. The department shall
begin child protective proceedings in the circuit court at the next
regular session of the court pursuant to the requirements of chapter
39.
(7) ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF CENTRAL REGISTRY.--A central
registry shall be established and maintained by the department.
The
registry shall contain information as to the name of the abused
child, the name of the family or other persons responsible for his
care,
and the result of the investigation.
All information
maintained in the registry and all reports and records transmitted to
or maintained by any person permitted under this section to receive
such information, concerning known or suspected instances of child
abuse or maltreatment, shall be confidential and�--�he-i"£erme�ie"
ee"�ei"ed-i"-�he-regi5�iy-5hell not ee open to----Ynspection by the
public.
However, appropriate disclosure may be made for use in
connection with the treatment of the abused child, or person
Information contained in the registry may also
perpetrating abuse.
be available for purposes of significant research relating to child
abuse.
The department shall not make such information available,
however, unless application is made by a researcher or research
agency of professional repute, and unless the need for the records
and the significance of the research for which they are to be used
have been demonstrated to the satisfaction of the department.
Records shall not be opened under this subsection unless adequate
assurances are given that patients' names and other identifying
information will not be disclosed by the applicant. In addition, the
names of persons reporting abuse shall in no case be released to any
person, other than employees of the department involved in the
investigation of reports of abuse, without the written consent of the
person reporting.
(8)
CLASSIFICATION OF REPORTS.--All reports of child abuse or
maltreatment maintained within the central registr�
shall
be
classified
in
one of three categories:
under investigation,
indicated, or unfounded. Upon receipt of the complete written report
from the required investigation, reports shall be classified as
indicated or unfounded. All identifying information contained in
reports classified as unfounded shall be immediately expunged. All
identifying information contained in reports classified as indicated
shall be expunged from the registry 7 years from the date that the
last indicated report was received.
However, if the individual
remains a client of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services, all identifying information contained in reports classified
as indicated shall not be expunged. All information other than
identifyin$ information maintained in indicated or unfounded reports
at the time of expunction shall be disposed of in a manner deemed
appropriate by the department.
1750
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(10)�9+
IMMUNITY.--Anyone participating in the making of a
report, the taking of photographs or x-rays, or the taking of a child
into custody pursuant to this section or participating in a judicial
proceeding resulting therefrom shall be presumed prima facie to be
acting in good faith and in so doing shall be immune from any
liability, civil or criminal, that otherwise might be incurred or
imposed.
(12)
A guardian ad litem may be appointed by the court to
represent the child in any child-abuse judicial proceeding.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING.--The department shall, within
(13)
available a
conduct a
continuin
ublicit
and
e ucation
program
or
istrict
epartment sta , persons an
officials required to report, and any other appropriate persons, to
encoura e the fullest de ree of re ortin of sus ected child abuse or
ma treatment. T e program s a
inc u e
ut not
e
imite
to
information concerning the responsibilities, obligations, and powers
provided under this chapter as well as the methods for diagnosis of
child abuse and maltreatment and the procedures of the child
protective service program, the circuit court, and other duly
authorized agencies.
Jl.!l._�¼¼+

PENALTIES.--

(a)
Any person responsible for the care of a child who fails to
report a case of known or suspected child abuse shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.
775.082,��-Zl_h()_ll]_� or s. 775.084.
(b) An
erson who knowin 1 or willfull
revents another erson
from making such report shall be gui ty of a misdemeanor of the
second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083 or s.
775.084. A"yo"e-tt"ewi"gly-o"e-wil¼£ttlly-vielo�i"g-�ne-previ5ie"s--e£
�hts--5ee�ie"--5no¼¼-be-gttil�y-e£-o-ffli5eefflea"er-e£-�ne-5eee"e-eegree7
ptt"i5nable-os-previeee-i"-5·-��5.88�-or-5.-��5.883.

ill Any person who willfully or knowingly makes public or
discloses any confidential information contained in the child-abuse
registry or the records of any child-abuse case, except as provided
in this section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
775.084 fflay--be--nele--perse"ally--liob¼e.---A"y--perse"--i"jttree--er
oggrtevee-by-5tten-ei5ele5ttre-5nol¼-be-e"�i�lee-�o-eafflages.
Section 4.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1977.

Approved by the Governor June 30, 1977.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 30, 1977.
CHAPTER 77-430
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 434
AN

ACT relating to education; amending s. 236.081(6),
Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, to provide for
funding for student development services as a general
categorical program; deleting provisions providing for
1751
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H 0927 GENERAL BILL BY HABEN
RELIEF OF HEIRS OF DIANE MEIER; COMPENSATES FDR DEATH IN ACCIDENT CAUSED
BY NEGLIGENCE OF DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION. CLAIM WITH APPROPRIATION:
$300,000. EFFECTIVE DATE: Jl/01/76.
04/08/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND
CLAIMS -HJ 00086
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILE1; UPON ADJOURNMENT IN HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
RtTIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND CLAIMS
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; REFERRED TO RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND
CLAIMS -HJ 00058
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND CLAIMS
H 0928 GENERAL SILL BY HABEN
RELIEF OF HEIRS OF THOMAS E. MOYES; COMPENSATES FOR DEATH IN ACCIDENT
CAUSED BY NEGLIGENCE OF DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION.
CLAIM WITH APPROPRIATION: $300,uOJ. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/76.
04/08/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND
CLAIMS -HJ 00087
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED; UPON ADJOURNMENT IN HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND CLAIMS
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; REFERRED TD RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND
CLAIMS -HJ 00058
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND CLAIMS

HOUSE BILL ACTIONS REPORT
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H 0936 GENERAL BILL BY HECTOR ANO OTHERS I IDENTICAL S 0045)
DIV. OF PURCHASING; PROVIDES FOR ANNUAL PERFORMANCE AUDIT & REPORT;
RE�UIRES REPORT BE SUBMITTED TO LEGISLATIVE AUDITING COMMITTEE WITHIN 6:J
DAYS ArTER RESPONSE TO AUDIT BY AFFcCTED AGE�CY. AMENDS 287.032.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/76.
Q4/08/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00087
05/20/75 HOUSE COMM. REP□Rr: FAVORABLE BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-HJ 00592; NOW REFERRED TC APPROPRIATIONS
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED; UPON ADJOURNMENT IN HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
APPKOPRIATIONS
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIKST TIME; REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00058
05/07/76 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00528
05/21/76 HOUSE IDEN./SIM. SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED -HJ 00688
05/24/76 HOUSE LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE, IDEN./SIM. BILL PASSED, REFER
TO S 0045 -HJ 00724
H

0938

H 0939

09/29/75

HOUSE

WITHDRAWN -HJ 00058

07/30/75

HOUSE

WITHDRAWN -HJ 00058

H

0929 GENERAL BILL BY HIEBER
CHILD ABUSE; INCREASES ACTS WHICH CONSTITUTE NEGLIGENT TREATMENT OF
CHILDREN & PENALTY FOR SUCH TREATMENT; REQUIRES PERSONS TO REPORT BELIEF
THAT CHILD HAS BEEN DR MAY BE SUBJECT TO ABUSE, ETC. AMENDS 827.05 &
827.07. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/76.
04/08/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00087
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED; UPON ADJOURNMENT IN HO�SE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH
ANO REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
11/06/75 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE BY
HEALT H ANO REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; REFERRED TO HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00058; COMM. REPORT:
UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE BY HEALTH AND
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -HJ 00174

H

0940 GENERAL BILL BY HECTOR AND OTHERS
MOTOR CARRIERS; PROVIDES THAT ROAD TAXES IMPOSED JN MOTOR VEHICLES FOR
HIRE BE COLLECTED BY PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION; DELETES REQUIREMENT THAT
FOR HIRE PERMITS BE RENEWED ANNUALLY. AMENDS 323.05. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/76.
04/08/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, FINANCE AND
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00088
05/09/75 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE W ITH AMEND. BY TRANSPORTATICN
-HJ OJ477; NOW REFERRED TC FINANCE AND TAXATION
05/19/75 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORAoLE BY FINANCE AND TAXATION
-HJ 00572; NOW REFERRED TC APPROPRIATIONS
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED; UPON ADJOURNMENT IN HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
APPROPRIATIONS
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00059
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

H

0930

H

0942 GENERAL BILL BY HECTOR AND OTHERS (COMPARE H 3403, SIMILAR S 0048)
MOTOR VEHICLES; EXPANDS TIME PERIOD IN WHICH M.V. OWNERS INVOLVED IN
ACCIDENTS MUST FILE REPORT IF DRIVER UNABLE; INCREASES PROPERTY DAMAGE
AMT. & TIME PERIOD REQUIREMENTS FOR DRIVER & INVESTIGATING OFFICER TO
FILE ACCIDENT REPORTS, ETC. AMENDS F.S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/76.
04/08/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, RHERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00088
05/09/75 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY TRANSPORTATION
-HJ 00477; NOW REFERRED T O APPROPRIATIONS
05/16/75 HOUSE WITHDRAW!\ FROM APPR□P-RIATIONS -HJ :J0543; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED; ON HOUSE CALENDAR UPON ADJOURNMENT
01/22/76 HOUSE RECOMMITTED TO APPROPRIATIONS
0�/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME! REFERREO TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 0 0059
CONTINUED Ol'C NEU PAGE

12/05/75

HOUSE

WITHDRAWN -HJ OOQ58

H 0934 GENERAL BILL BY JOHNSON
INTANGISLE PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION; AUTHORIZES AGENTS & FIDUCIARIES
FILING RETURNS TO CLAIM SAID EXEMPTION ON BEHALF OF PRINCIPALS OR
BENEFICIARIES. AMENDS 199.072. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/76.
04/08/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO FINANCE ANO TAXATION,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00087
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED; UPON ADJOURNMENT IN HOUS� COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE AND TAXATION
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; REFERRED TO FINANCE ANO TAXATION,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00058
06/0�/76 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ANO TAXATION

JPIU/h
05/Zll/1b SENATE
06/01/70 SENATE
06/02/76 SENATE
Ob/09/76 HOUSE
06/25/7�

HOUSf IILL ACJION� AE,OAJ

,AG£ .,, Ol/l2/l6

RECEIVED, REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00445
CONSIDEKED, PLACED ON LOCAL CALENDAR BY RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00514
O -SJ u0556
PASSED; YEAS 36 NAYS
SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
BECAME LAW WITHUUT GOVERNOR'S SlGNATURE
CHAPTER NO.

H 3937 LOCAL BILL BY FREEMAN
MONROE COUNTY; DcCLARES LEGAL BIRTHDAY OF ANY PUBLIC EMPLOYEE IN COUNTY
IS LEGAL HOLIDAY FOR T HAT EMPLOYEE. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/04/76.
04/28/76 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00458
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
H 3938 LOCAL BILL BY MELVIN
DUVAL COUNTY/RELIEF OF THOMAS FINLEY TIMMERMAN; COMPENSATES HIM FOR
INJURIES TO HIS MINOR DAUGHTER, SANDRA OLIVIA TIMMERMAN, DUE TO
NEGLIGENCE OF COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD. CLAIM: $40,010. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON aECOMING LAW.
04/28/76 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND
CLAIMS -HJ 00458
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND CLAIMS
H 3939 LOCAL BILL BY MELVIN
CITY UF JACKSONVILLE/RELIEF OF ANN MELZER; COMPENSATES HER FOR INJURIES
SU�TAINED BY HER MINGR SON, JOHN SMID, AT ROBERT E. LEE HIGH SCHOOL IN
DUVAL COUNTY. CLAIM: $25,100. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/2B/7b HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFiRRED TO R ETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND
CLAIMS -HJ 00458
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL AND CLAIMS

HOUSE alLL ACTIONS REPORT

PM.E C.8C.

FDR REAL PROPERTY SUBLEASED FOR CONVENTIONS, PUBLIC S HOWS OR TRADE
SHOWS. AMENDS 212.031. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/76.
04/28/76 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFcRRED TO FINANCE AND TAXATION,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00458
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND TAXATION
H 3942 GENERAL BILL BY DIXON (IDENTICAL S 06751
STATE AGENCIES; PROVIDES FOR ESTAoLISHMENT OF CENTRAL STATE MAIL SERVICE
TO PICK UP & DELIVER ALL MAIL, WITHIN TALLAHASSEE AREA, BETwEEN STATE
AGENCIES & BETWEEN UNITS OF SAME AGENCY LOCATED IN SEPARATE BUILDINGS,
ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/77.
04/28/76 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00458
05/13/76 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS -HJ 00590; NOW REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
05/21/76 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00b96
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 3943 GENERAL dill BY SMITH
JACKSONVILLE TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY; DELETES REQUIREMENT THAT HEARINGS
ON PLANS FOR CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION OF EXPRESSWAY & TRANSIT FUNCTIONS
OF AUTriORITY BE CONDUCTED AT SPECIFIC LOCATIONS. AMENDS 349.042.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/28/76 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -HJ OJ458
05/14/76 HOUSE COMh. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00610
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR

H 3944 GENERAL BILL BY rlEALEY
•BARBERS; SPECIFIES PROCEDURES FOR FILING SURETY BOND BY APPLICANTS TO
CONDUCT SCHOOLS OR CGLLEGES OF aARdERING; PROVIDES ALTERNATE PROCEDURES
H 3940 GENERAL BILL BY GALLAGHER, GORDON AND OTHERS
UPON FAILURE TO OBTAIN BOND, ETC. AMENDS 476.071. EFFECTIVE DATE:
ICS 0 7ol CHILD AdUSE; AUTHORIZES COURTS ORDER MEDICAL SERVICES BY
07/01/76.
LICENSED PHYSICIAN OR TREATMENT BY ACCREDITED PRACTITIONER UNDER CERTAIN
04/28/76 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO REGULATED INDUSTRIES ANO
CIRCUMSTANCES; PROVIDES IMMUNITY FROM PROSECUTION TD SAID PHYSICIANS,
LICENSING -HJ 00458
ETC. AMENDS 827.u7. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/76.
05/14/76 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
04/2B/76 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO SELECT CO�MITTEE ON HUMAN
REGULATED INDUSTRIES AND LICENSl�G -HJ 00609
RIGHTS -HJ 00458
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
05/03/7� HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM SELECT COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS;
REREFERREO TO HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
H 3945 GENERAL BILL BY FORTUNE (IDENTICAL S 08351
-HJ 00481
DEPT. OF EDUCATION; PROVIDES FOR DURATION OF EMPLOYMENT & RETENTION
05/21/76 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY HEALTH AND
RIGHTS OF PERSONNEL EMPLOYED FOR SPECIFIC PROJECTS UNDER GRANTS OR
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -HJ 00697
CONTRACTS. AMENDS 229.085. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/25/76 HOUSE C/S READ FIRST AND SECOND TIME; AMENDMENT ADOPTED
04/28/76 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION, APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00779
-HJ 00459
05/26/76 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 107 NAYS
05/20/76 HOUSE COM�. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY EDUCATION -HJ 00663; NOW
0 -HJ OJB35
REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
06/01/76 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00485;
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY RULES
AND CALENDAR -SJ 00515
H 3946 GENERAL BILL BY ROBINSON, G. ANO OTHERS
06/04/76 SENATE DIED ON CALENDAR
FLA. RETIREMENT SYSTEM; PROVIDES LEGISLATORS ARE NOT SUBJECT TO
COMPULSORY PARTICIPATION R�QUIREMENTS OF SYSTEM; PROVIDES THAT
H 3941 GENERAL BILL BY STEINBERG !IDENTICAL S 1032)
LEGISLATORS ELECTED AFTER 7/1/76 MAY ELECT TO BECOME MEMBERS OR NOT
TAX ON LEASE OR RENTAL OF REAL PROPERTY; PROVIDES PARTIAL TAX EXEMPTION
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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HOUSE BILL ACTIONS REPORT

0-.11-.111

Olt/25/77 SENAH,
05/09/77 SENATE
05/11/71 SENATE
05/25/17 SENATE
05/27/77

HOUSE

05/Jl/77
06/06/17

HOUSE

PAGE 105

CONSERVAT10N -SJ 00152
EXTENSION OF Tl"E �ANTED CO""ITTEE NATURAL RESOURCES
ANO CONSERVATION -SJ 00215
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE NATUflAL RESOURCES
AND CONSERVATION -SJ 00350
WITHDRAWN FROM NATURAL RESOURC�S ANO CONSERVATION
-SJ 00366; PLACED ON CALENDAR
SUBSTITUTED FOR S 488; PASSED AS AMENOfO; YEAS 29 NAYS
0 -SJ 00506
CONCURRED; PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDEC; YE•S 98 NAYS
0
-HJ 00808
SIGNED 8Y OFFICERS ANO PRESENT�O TO GOVERNOR -HJ 00939
APPROVED 8Y GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-101

H 0-.01 GENERAL BILL 8Y MALLOY AND 01'HERS
DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARDS; PPOVTOES FOIi NONPARTI SAN ELECTION OF NEMt!IERS l
THAT ELECTORS NUST APPROVE DRCJVISIOHS OF THIS ACT IN REFERENOUN;
PROVIDES FOR ADOPTION 8Y DISTRICTS ALREADY H AVING NONPAIITISAN ElfCTl°'4S,
ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON 8ECMING LAW.
02/15/77 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO ELECTIONS, APPROPRIATIONS
0lt/05111 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ELECTIONS, APPIIOPAIATlc»IS
-HJ 00063
05/18/71 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE BY
ELECTIONS -HJ 00623
H 0'>02 GENERAL BILL BY GORDON ANO OTHERS CC°"PARE H 1161, SJNILAA S 082T,
COMPARE H lit27t
,est CHILO A8USEJ AMENDS LAW RE SEVERITY OF ABUSE; AUTHORIZES COUflTS TO
ORDER NEOJCAL SERVICES BY LICENSED PHYSICIAN OR TREATNENT BY ACCREDITED
PRACTITIONER UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; PROVIDES 1""'1.JNITT FRON
CRININAL PROSECUTIONS TO LICENSED PHYSICIANS OffERING SUCH SERVICES,
ETC- A"ENOS CH. 827.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
02/1�/71 HWSE PREFTLEO, REFERRED TO HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES, APPROPRIATIONS
Oit/05/77 HOUSE INTROOUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH ANO REHA8JLJTATIVE
SERVICES, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00063
05/10/77 HOUSE COMN. REPORT1 C/S BY HEALTM ANO REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
-HJ 0050/t; NOW REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
05/25/77 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FRO" APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 007171 PLACED ON
CALENDAR
06/02/77 HOUSE C/S READ FIRST AND SECOND TINE; AMENO"ENTS ADOPTED&
READ THIRD TINE; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEA� 103 NAYS
5 -HJ 01153
06/03/77 SENATE RECF.IVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; PASSED; YEAS JO NAYS
0
-SPJ 000'>5
06/23/77 HOUSE SIGNED 8Y OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNffll
APPROVED 8Y GOVERNOR CHAPTElt NO. 71-'>2�
06/30/77
H 0"03
H O"Olt

01/31/77

HOUSE

WITHDRAWN -HJ 00063

01/28/77

HOUSE

WITHDRAWN -HJ 00063
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269-713-10-5

2

3

A bill to be entitled

929

1:btc

4

An act relating to child abuse; amending s.

1. 4

5

827.05, Florida Statutes, 1975, adding to the

1.5

6

acts which constitute negligent treatment of

7

children and increasing the penalty for such

8

treatment; amending s. 827.07(1)(b), (4) and

9

(11), Florida Statutes, 1975, adding to the

1. 7

10

acts which constitute child abuse; requiring

1. 8

11

persons who believe a child may be subject to

12

abuse to report such belief to the Department

13

of Health and Rehabilitative Services;

14

increasing the penalty for knowing or willful

15

violations of law relating to child abuse;

16

providing an effective date.

1. 6

1. 9

1. 10

1 • 11

17
181

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

1:enc

19
201
211
221

section 1.

Section 827.05, Florida Statutes, 1975, is

amended to read:
827.05

Negligent treatment of children.--Whoever

1. 1 2

1. 12

231

negligently deprives a child of, or allows a child to be

1.

13

241

deprived of, necessary food, clothing, shelter, �ervision,

1.

14

251

educationL or medical treatment is guilty of a felony of the

1.15

26 I

third deg_r_e_e 111i!:lii!e111el\ner-e£-�he-seeend-deg-ree, punishable as

1. 15/ 1

271

provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

28
291

Section 2.
subsections (4) and

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) and
(11)

of section 827.07, Florida Statutes,

1. 17
1. 18

�I 1975, are amended to read:
31

827.07

Abuse of children.--

1. 19

:I:
m

2

(1)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

1 • 19

(bl

"Abuse" or "maltreatment" includes any willful or

1.20

31 negligent acts which result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual

1. 21

41 abuse, unreasonable physical injury, material endangerment of

1. 22

51 mental health, [and] failure to provide sustenance, clothing,

1. 23

61 shelter, �uEervis�on, education, or medical attention.
7

(4)

REPORTS �F ABUSE REQUIRED.--Any person, including,

Bl but not limited to, any physician, nurse, teacher, social

1. 25

1.25/1

91 worker, or employee of a public or private facility serving
101 children, who has reason to believe that a child has been or

1.25/2

111 ma� subject to abuse shall report or cause reports to be

1. 25/3

121 made to the department.

1.25/4

When the attendance of a physician

131 with respect to a child is pursuant to the performance of
141 services as a member of a staff of a hospital, clinic, or

1. 25/5

151 similar institution, he shall notify the person in charge of

1.25/6

161 the institution or his designated delegate, who shall report

1.25/7

171 or cause reports to be made in accordance with the provisions
181 of this section.
19

(11)

1. 33

PENALTIES.--Anyone knowingly and willfully

1. 33

201 violating the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a

1.34

211 misdemeanor of the first �eeena degree, punishable as provided

1: los

221

in s. 775.082L e� s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

Any person who

1: los

231 willfully or knowingly makes public or discloses any

1.34/1

241 information contained in the child-abuse registry or the

1.34/2

251

records of any child-abuse case, except as provided in this

261 section, may be held personally liable.

Any person injured or

271 aggrieved by such disclosure shall be entitled to damages.
28

Section 3.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1976.
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2

1 :btc

1 bill to be entitled

3
4

An act relating to child abuse; adding

1.

5

paragraphs (f) and (g) to s. 827.07(1), Florida

1.4/1

6

Statutes, amending subsections (2), (3), (4),
(6), {7), (9) and

(11)

thereof and adding

tvo

8

nev subsections thereto; providing definitions

9

of indicated and unfounded reports; authorizing

4

1.4/2
1.4/3

10

the courts to order medical services by a

11

licensed physician or treatment by a duly

12

accredited practitioner under certain

13

circumstances; providing for immunity from

14

criminal prosecutio ns to licensed physicians

15

offering such services; specifying conditions

16

of sexual and emotional abuse for the purpose

17

of making a report; requiring certain reports

1.4/7

18

to be made; requiring medical examiners to

1.4/8

19

report the death of a child resulting from

:c
m

20

abuse; providing for the taking of photographs;

1.4/9

�

21

providing for the taking of x-rays at the

22

county's expense to be reimbursed by the

23

parent, guardian or custodian; providing for

24

the taking of a child into protective c ustody;

1.4/12

25

providin g for confidentiality of certain

1.4/13

26

records; expanding provisions relating to those

27

to whom names of persons reporting abuse may be

28

released; creating a method for classifying

29

reports of child abuse; providing for

1.4/1�

30

expunction of unfounded and indicated reports;

1.�/1G

1

31
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1.4/4
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1.4/5
1.4/6

1.4/10
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()
�
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providing immunity to persons taking
2

photographs and x-rays of suspected child abuse

3

and persons taking children into custody;

4

providing education and training for

5

appropriate persons; providing penalties for

6

failure to report and for preventing another

1.4/17
1.4/18

I•

4/19

from reporting; providing an effective date.
8

91 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

1:enc

10
Section 1.

11

Paragraphs (f) and (g) are added to

subsection (1) of section 827.07, Florida S tatutes,

131

subsections (2),

14 I

subsections (8), (10) and (12) are renumbered as subsections

151

(9),

16 I

(12) are added to said section to read:

(4), (6), (7),

(9)

and

(11)

1.20/1

(8)

and

17

827.07

18

(1)

19

.U:l._"Unfounded_�or-t 11 _111eans_a.!Ll'. r-e£ort_mad�ursuant

Abuse of children.--

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

WI to_this section_when an investigation deter-mines_that no

1.20/2
1.20/3
1.20/4
2.2
2.2/1
2.2/2

er-edible evidence_of_the alleged_abuse or maltr-eatment_eXi$t?•

2.2/4

221

"Indicated_r_g_eor-t"_means_a r_g_eort made_£ursuant to

1:lus

23 I this section if au_i.!1Y�tiqiiti.9n� d�tElnnj_P.E:!$� that� s9�l?� cn�gible

2.2/5

�I evidence_of the alleged abuse_or_maltr-eatment_exists.

2.2/6

(2)

PURPOSE.--The purpose of this section is to

�I provide for- the detection and correction, thr-ough the
VI provision of r-ehabilitative and ameliorative services, of the

I

2.2/3

21 I

25

2.2/7
2.2/8

.....

"'

�I abuse or- maltr-eatment of children who are unable to pr-otect

2.ij9�

�I themselves, such abuse or- maltreatment includes any willful or-

2. �(.1G
.

30 I

negligent acts w hich result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual

31 I

2
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abuse, unreasonable physical injury, aaterial endanger■ent of
21 mental health, Q£ fand, failure to provide necessary

2.2/11
2.2/12

31 treatment, attention, sustenance, clothing, shelter, or
41 ■edical services.

A parent or guardian legitimately

2.2/14

51 practicing his religious beliefs vho thereby does not provide

2.2/15

61 specified medical treatment for a child shall not, for that
11 reason alone, be construed a negligent parent or guardian:

2.2/16

SI however, such an exception shall not preclude a court from

2.2/17

91 ordering that.._
10

ilL Medical servi.5.es_from_g ehysician licensed_under

2.2/18

0
:a

J�l

2.2/20

,.z

11 I £hiu:1ter 458 or ,!!59i _Q£
12

•edieai-�erTiee�-er Treatment by a duly accredited

13 I practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means for healing
141 in accordance with the tenets and practices of a well

2.2/21

15 I recognized church or religious organization i

2.2/22

16

171 be provided to the child vhen his health requires it.

!ll

2.2/24

18 I _li�g_n;;gd_illlll1£!.!!1!_ eroyJa diruL.111�M,�iiLJ:J:"1,g.1:111�!1L11n d� r�1:he

191 ,Erovisions of ear�£�h (a) shall not be held crimin2ll_y
20l 1i.i!�1�
21

(3)

CONSIDERATIONS

PRELIMINARY

TO SUBMISSION OF

2.2/25
2.19

221 REPORT.-23

ill .In consideration of physical injury, the following

2.19/1

�I items shall be considered evidence of maltreatment or abuse

2.19/2

25 I reguiring a rfil?ort_ to be made be£ere-the-rei,ert-i:5-reguired:

2.19/4

26

1.._iat

Characteristic disti::ibution of fi::actures;

1:lus

. . .

27

l�1bt

Dispropoi::tionate amount of soft tissue injury;

2. :_i.c;;;s

28

biet

Evidence that injuries occurred at different

�I times oi:: are in different stages of resolution;

2.i§/6
....
2. �ye

30

2.19h

31

!!.:_idt

Cause of i::ecent trauma in question;
3
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2

2�1£t

3

1�1gt

Family history;

2.19/10

History of previous episodes; and

2.19/11

No nev lesions occurring eeettrin� during child's

2.19/12

41 hospitalization or removal from custody of a parent or

2.19/13

51 caretaker.
6

J!U._In consideratiQ!L2f sexual abuseL-the_followin.g

2.19/14

items shall_be considered evidence_of_maltreatment_or_abuse

2.19/15

BI reguir in.g_a__llEOJ;:t to be_made:
1...__�efil.e of att�mEtfilL!:.i!.filL.Or sod�

1:lus

10

.2i __ Eyidence_2f_incest_or_gtt�mpted incest.i_

2.19/16

11

Ji.__Assault when a sexyal act is com2leted_or

2.19/17

9

121

gtte.ID.£teg.i_
h,__Assa!!lt_and batteu_when_a sexual act_is com2leted

13

--

14 I Q
. L.gi.!�Ja.12.t.�£.i.

2.19/18

151

2.s__Histo£y_of E.fevious_fil!isode.§.i._and

2.19/19

16 I

h_ Evidence_of_ veneresl_dis§se in_a child_under 14

2. 19/21

17 I e.x�l!!ding that which is_conqenital in oriqiL
181

1£1.__In_considerstion_of emotional abuseL-1he followi!!Sl

2.19/22

191

items_sl!All be c2nsidered indications_of_maltreatment or_abuse

2.19/23

20 I !�lli!ifing i! re2O1:t_to_ be made:
21 I

J.i._-1!!£i£ation that abuse or maltreatment was th�_£i!.!!§�

221 of_acute 2sycholoqical_damage_as_evidenced by a psychiatric
23 I

241

2.19/24
2.19/25

exam ina tion_andLor _Esycholo_gical_assessment;
2�_ Indica,tion_that_as_,g_result of abuse_and

2.19/26

mallreatmen.t a child is exhibiting_a failure to thrive_in the

25

26 abse�ce_2.f_an ouanic_disease�

2.19/28

27

(4)

REPORTS OF ABUSE REQUIRED.--

2.�..;.;29

28

J2l

Any person, including, but not limited to, any

1: iu:s�

291 physician, nurse, teacher, social worker, or employee of a
30

I public or private facility serving children, vho has reason to

31 I

4
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believe that a child has been subject to abuse shall report or

21 cause reports to be made to the depart■ent. When the

12.19/31

41 to the performance of services as

13.3

31 attendance of a physician vith respect to a child is pursuant
a me ■ ber

of a staff of a

51 hospital, clinic, or similar institution, he shall notify the

61 person in charge of the institution or his designated

delegate, vho shall report or cause reports to be made in
accordance vith the provisions of this section.

3

1 3.2
•1

3.4
3.5

J..QL__All_.P�.£§2.!LI_gguir�g_to report cases of suspe£gg

3.5/1

111 del!artme.u1L vho_has reasons121.sl_£ause to su� that_a s;hild

3.5/4

91

Bl

101 child abuse_or maltreatment L including vorkers_oLihe

121 d�as_a re§.Yl t_oi abuse OI_mal trea tment�ll IfillOrt_that

131 fact to_th��fil?IQ.Pri�te medical_��filiner,

The m �gi£al

3.5/2

3.5/6

141 �x��in�£_shglLs££�1!1_th.!L£:�port for investigation �nd_�hall

3.5/8

161 lltorneu the dgJ2artment and_.!..o the hospital if_the hospital

3.5/11

151 re_port_his_finding to_the l!olic�_j;;he a.J2E!.:O_p£iate �tate

17 I made the initgl re_port.

181

JcL_A.!lY_l!erson_reguired_to investigate cases_of

19 I suspected child abuse_and_maltreatment 111ay_tak�Lor_cause_to be

20 I taken_ _photogr�hs_of the areas_of trauma visible_on a_ child

211 vho_is_subjP,ct 10 a_re_port_andL _il_the geas of_trauma�visible

3.5/10
3.5/12
3.5/13

3.5/15

22 I Q!LtbE:! c:hil<Li.n.2i£�1!Lg_��.9-12.L2_radiological examins!_io�

3.5/16

251 licensed__physician_who_has reasonable cause_to_susl!ect_that an

3.5/19

27 I radiological_examinat ion_to_be_ _perfor med on_ the_child�_lh�

3. s.;:io

291 ab�sed_child_l!fOYide� howeve,L__that th!Ll!llenh_gusrdian.._or

3.Si2,

23 I rnay_cause_the child_to_be_referred_f or dia_gnosis_to_a_licensed

241

1! .!U'.sician

or an_emer�ncy_de_partment in a hospital�

A!!..1

261 injury_was_the result_of child abuse may authorize_a

281 county_shall_bear_the_initial costs for the x-rau_of the
301 custQg��n-2Lth�_£hi1g.-§ha11_��-£�.9uired to teimbu��g the
31 I

5
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ll.5/23

21 re.EQrts_or_x-rays_ ta lcen_£!Fsu5nt to_ this section sha.lLbe sent 13.5/25

31 to the de£artmen!_a!_the time_the written report_j,s sent 2r as
41 §.QOn therea_tter_as £2Ssible.s.

3.5/26

5

(6)

RESPONSIBILITIES OP PUBLIC AGENCIES.--

3.5/27

6

Jil

Upon receipt of a report of abuse of a child, the

1: lus

71 department shall cause an immediate investigation to be made.

3.5/28

81 If the department bas reason to believe that a child has been

3.5/29

91 criminally abused, it shall immediately and orally notify the
101 State Attorney, who shall assist local law enforcement
111 officers in the investigation of the case.

The department

3.5/30

0

:!!!

e

3.5/31

121 shall secure the cooperation of law enforcement officials,
131 courts of competent jurisdiction, and other appropriate state

3.5/32

141 and local agencies providing human services. All state,

3.5/33

151 county, and local agencies have a duty to give full

3.5/34

161 cooperation to the department, to transmit reports of abuse to

13.5/35

►
,-

n
ua

171 the department, to protect and enhance the welfare of abused

13.21

18 I children, and to protect and enhance the welfare of other

13.22

:z:
lit

13.22/2

�

191 children potentially subject to abuse detected by a report
WI made pursuant to this section. Any report which alleges that
21 I an employee or agent of the department, acting in an official
221 capacity, has committed an act of child abuse shall be
231 investigated by the State Attorney in whose circuit the

3.22/3

Ml alleged act of child abuse occurred.

3.22/4

251

Jll_!-1!2li£LQ!fi£gf.L._law �nf9rcement official or

26 1 �9t�9I1��g���t of_ihLill!E�rt�gnt may talce a child intQ

271 Erotective_custody.,_and any_£erson in charge of a b02£ital_or
281 �imi!gJ�ii!Y!i2n_Q£-fillY_£h.rsician treatin�hi!L�y_lceep

1:lus
3.22/6
3. 2-�i,

, .

291 that_child_in_his custody_without_the consent of the_Earent_or 13.2?, _lb
301 the fil@rdiaJl.L_whether_or not additional_medical_treatment_ is
31 I

6
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I�lll!!£�QL _if_1hg_firf�111stances or conditions of the chi!���

3.22/11

21 such_that c2.ntinuin.9._in his_;place_of_residence_or_ in_the care
31 or_custody_of_the_;paren.L_guardianL custodian or_othg_£erson
41 £fill:P2Q§ible for

!h�

child's care._ll£e sents an imminent d�nger

3.22/13
3.22/14

51 to the child's life or health. __An,L_Eerson taking_a child into

3.22/15

61 ;protective custody_shall immediately_notify_the_de;partment and

3.22/16

71 the_circuit_Court_and shall make ever�asonalle _gffort to

3.22/17

8 \ in.!:Q£!!L..!he parent or_,!:!!�--E�§Q.!L£�.2:eonsj_bl�_ f9-r_ the child's
91 w£.lfare_of the _Elace or_facility to which the child_ hiis been

3.22/19

--

3.22/21

0
:a

121 de�rhent.._ __ It may_include a hospital if the child is or will

13.22/22

JI,
r-

131 be_;presen_tly_admitted_to the hos;pital.

3.22/24

101 bro.!UJht. _Tbe_;place tbe_child_shall_be_tak.en_ to_ shall be
ll I .Q�§i..9.n�!ed_fQL,!:ha,!_;purpose by_,!:b§!_Ci!-'�!lit_ �9!1J:t_ 9r_ the

The_de12artment shall

141 be_res,Eonsible for attempting to avoid__Elacement_of a child in

13.22/27

15 I a foster home_or_an_instit ution_whenever__possible_and

13.22/29

The d��rtment shall beili_fh!aJ2I.2.!:!!f! iv�

161 �.E!:Q.P.fiate.

3.22/30

l

3.22/31

19 \ Juvenil�- Lil"' _.
20

(7)

ESTABLISHM�NT AND MAINTENANCE OF CENTRAL

3.22/33

The registry shall contain

3.22/35

23 I information as to the name of the abused child, the name of
UI the family or other persons responsible for his care, and the

3.22/36

251 result of the investigation.

3.22/37

All information maintained in

UI the registry and all reports and records concerning known or
271 suspected instances of child abuse or maltreatment shall be
28 I confidential.

The information contained in the registry shall

29 I not be open to inspection by the public.

All £�Qrd.§_�.Q

301 .£2cies of records forwarded from_the central abuse registry_,!:.Q
31
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21 I REGISTRY. --A central registry shall be established and
221 maintained by the department.

n

j�
'

17 \ _eroceedin__gs_in tha_Circuit Court at_the next regular session
18 I of_ the court �rsuant to_the_re.9.uirements_of cha;p.!:er 39L

i

3.22/38
• � -C I

13. 2?.-/39
1: llls,-:
!3.�2/it.1

local de�rtment offices�nd all information and dictation in

\3.22/42

21 file�_located in the d.!,�tr1£L2.Ll2£�l office o.L!h�
31 de£�Ll!�IlL�hliLQJL£2fil!ide£ed as part of the centr�l

3.22/43

41 i;:e.9,isti;:_yJ.- confidential_and_not_Q.Een to ins,eection b�he

3.22/45

51 .EJ!bl.i� __ All_in fo.i;:ma1i on f onrn rded_to_ local_law_en force11ent
61 officialsJ.-the_state_attorneyL _and thos�ersons_,eer mitted Ju
law_to_obtain the_information_and_co_eies of the abuse reqistu
81 records shall_be_considered as_part of the central registru

3.22/46
3.22/47
3.22/49

91 confideptial_and_not_o,een to ins,eection by the publi.££.

0

10 I However, appropriate disclosure may be made for use in
11 I connection vith the treatment of the abused ch ild, or person
121 perpetrating abuse.

Information contained in the registry may

3.22/50
3.22/51

131 also be available for purposes of significant research
14 I relating to child abuse.

The department shall not make such

3.22/53

151 information available, however, unless application is made by

3.22/54

161 a researcher or research agency of professional repute, and

3.22/55

17 I unless the need for the records and the significance of the

3.22/56

18 I research for vhich they are to be used have been demonstrated

3.22/57

19 I to the satisfaction of the department.

3.22/58

Records shall not be

Ml opened under this subsection u nless adequate assurances are

3.22/59

21 I given that patients• names and other identifying inforaation

3.22/60

221 vill not be disclosed by the applicant.

3.22/62

In

addition, �jthout

231 the_written consent of_the reporter.L the na11es of persons
�I reporting abuse shall in no case be released to any person,
25 1 other than employees of the departme nt involved in the

3.22/63

26 I investigation of reports of abuse, l av_enforcement_off icials.L

11: lus

27 I state_attorneu_and_the court_where an in camera ins,eection_is

13. i!2/o4

28 I Q£Q_g�g 11it: ¼lo11t-the--.ri-ttet1-eort�en t-o£-the-tier1'on-�etiortit1g.
29

J8t__ CLASSIFICATION

OF_REPORTS.L --Re,eorts of_child_abuse

30 I 2.halUJL!l!aintai!)_ed on the central reqistry_j11_9n�-9L.thJ"��
31

8
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n
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'
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�

f&

�ategori�fil!.§£�1�4.a. unfounded, or indicated,
21 rn2rts_shall be_deemed_sUSfil1Cted.!.

All initial

Reports of_sus£ected child 13� 22/67

31 abuse shall be_maintained for not more than 2 years_after_ the
41 £�£Qrt is received.

3.22/68

On or befor.!L1he �£iration of that time, 13.22/69

51 SUS£eCt�d re£2.1:ts_shall_be_con verted_into_either_unfounded or

3.22/70

61 indi��!�Q_£eP0£1.§L _£££SUant to findings communicat�Q-1u._1h�
department.
8

w

Jndica.ted reEQrts shall be_�a.:i.nta.:i.n��-9D_!h�

91 I�.9i.§try_.2.lllr vhen accompanied by SU,E£lementa.l_ :i.nf9rma.tion as

3.22/71
3.22/72

101 feguired_Qy_£�£�.9I�LJ� subse£ti.Q.Q_J&l�
11

ill_ If no finding has, been filade by the dep�£�fil!LQ!:

3.22/75

13 I the_da t e_a_re12..2rt vas recei ve4.a._ the_ re,EQrt_ shall_ be _ classified

3.22/77

141 �unf2.!:!.!1Q&QLI�.2!! of insufficient evidenc�

3.22/79

Jc)

Afte�_2_years from_the receipt_of the last report

n
en

171 2h,gll be ex£l!ng�{L_

19 I

(d)

If no further reports are madeL-1.J!�!!,g£�§.L

3.22/82

addresses_and_ all other information_ contained_ in_ indicated

WI I�R.2£1.§ shall be expunged 7 years from the date the report vas

3.22/84

21 I

3.22/85

receive!.,_or_vhen_the child reaches the age of 18, vhichever

22 I !L.§.22.!!�I�
23

JlQLi9r

INMUNITY.--Anyone participating in the making

3.22/90

241 of a report, the taking_of_£hQiQ.9I�£lls or x-r�ll"-2.£�

3.22/93

251 taking_of a child in,tQ custody pursuant to this section or

3.22/94

�I participating in a judicial proceeding resulting therefrom

3.22/95

VI shall be presumed prima facie to be acting in good faith and

3.n,1�6

nl in so doing shall be immune from any liability, civil or
�I criminal, that othervise might be incurred or imposed.

' '
3-�?/97

30
31

9
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3.22/80

16 I �!Li!!.f.2rm�tiQIL£Q!!.i�ined in a report clas2,ifi�g___g.§_!lnfounded
18

,.

3.22/74

12 1 �l!L21hN:�.2.E£f>Priate state or loc�L��ncy after l_ye;1r s from

15

0
::D

. .. .. .. ..

:z:
m
�

1&

.illl. __EDUCATION AND TRAINlNG,- -The department_shall

3.22/98

21 wtihin_availlhle_a££�O£riations_conduf.1_s_continuinq�licity

3.22/99

31 and education_£roqram for district department staf�rsons
4\ and_officials reguired_to report.L_filld an.y_other a_p_propriate

3.22/100

51 ,Eersons, to encour� the fullest_degree of re_portin g_of

3.22/101

6\ su.§_£ected child ab,!lse_or maltregtment.1.- The program shall
in£1�de_Q�!-11Q1_� limited to re_§Eopsibilities, obli�ti.2JLll
81 and _ _poweI..2_�nder_this_ chfil!ter as_ well-A§ the_diagnosis

ot

3.22/102
3.22/104

91 fllil!L_abu�!L,,aOd__!!g.ll.£fi!!�nt_ l!!HLthe procedures of !�chj_ld

3.22/105

0

101 _protective seyvice.L_1he_Circuit_£Qurt and other_.Q.Uil
3.22/106

11 I �thorized �en£ies .1.
12

J11li44r

13

.li!l

1:lus

PENALTIES.--

tnrene-knewin'jiy-and-wiii£ttiir-•ioiatin'J-�he

3. 22/108

14 \ pro.,isior1s-0£-this-seetion-�haii -be-'j1tii:t7-ot-a-■iede11eaner-0£
151 the- �eeond-de'jree7-pttflishahie-ae-pre.,ided-in-e�-��5T8ei- or- �T
16 \

��s�ee-:3.

Any person who willfully or knowingly makes public

3.22/110
3.22/111

17 \ or discloses any information contained in the child-abuse

3.22/112

18 I registry or the records of any child -abuse case, except as

3.22/113

191 provided in this section, may be held personally liable.

Any

3.22/114

20 I person injured or aggrieved by such disclosure shall be
3.22/115 �

21 I entitled to damages.

J�l __!n.L_�I§Qll,

22 1

official or institution responsible

3,22/116

231 for_the_care of_a child failing to-..!:fil?_ort a case of known or
24 I .2.!rnpectfd child_l!QUSe shall pe__gui lty of a_misdemean.2.L.Qf thf

3.22/117

25 I s ec9J19� 9�.fil:�f-L-.P.!:!.l!ishi!.Elf-!!�Iovided in s, 77 5. 081-L-1?.1.

3.22/119

261 ]].2.t,0Bl�£-2.1._]15 .1. QlliL.__!filQllg_ who knowin.9!LQ£ willfully

3.22/120

271 fil:_fil'.fnt.§_l!nQ!he£_£il.§2.!! from such reportiug_sh�!l_be gui.ll.Lof

3.2-Z/� 22

28 I a 111isdemeanor_of_t he_second deqree.L.. punishable as _provided in

3.�);/j23

291

3-�Y,124

.li!.._ _ 775,081-L_s.

30

775iQ83�or s ,�775.084,

Section 2.

31

This act shall take effect October 1, 1976.
10
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3

3940

A bill to be entitled

1 :btc

4

An act relating to child abuse: adding

1•4

5

paragraphs (f) and (g) to s. 827.07(1), Florida

1. 5

6

Statutes, amending subsections (2), (3), (4),

7

(6), (9) and

8

subsections thereto: providing definitions of

9

indicated and unfounded reports: authorizing

(11)

thereof and adding two new

1. 6

1. 7

10

the courts to order medical services by a

ll

licensed physician or treatment by a duly

12

accredited practitioner under certain

13

circumstances: providing for immunity from

14

criminal prosecutions to licensed physicians

15

offering such services: specifying conditions

16

of sexual and emotional abuse for the purpose

17

of making a report: requiring certain reports

1.9/2

18

to be made: requiring medical examiners to

1.9/3

19

report the death of a child resulting from

20

abuse: providing for the taking of photographs

21

and x-rays at the state's expense: providing

22

for the taking of a child into protective

23

custody: creating a method for classifying

24

reports of child abuse: providing for

1.9/6

25

expunction of unfounded and indicated reports:

1.9/7

26

providing immunity to persons taking

27

photographs and x-rays of suspected child abuse

28

and persons taking children into custody:

29

providing education and training for

30

appropriate persons: providing penalties for

31

1.8

-

\,
0'

1.9
1.9/1

1.9/4
1.9/5

·I ;n

1.9/8

,
,

-- '9
:;9/

. I, - :

•l

H

i (.J,
i (t)
i�

io

failure to report and for preventing another
2

1.9/10

from reporting; providing an effective date.

3
1:enc

41 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
5

Section 1.

6

1.20

Paragraphs (f) and (g) are added to

71 subsection (1) of section 827.07, Florida Statutes,
Bl

subsections (2),

(3),

(4),

(6),

(9)

1.20/1

and (11) are amended,

9I subsections (8), (10) and (12) are renumbered as subsections
( 11)

1.20/2

and ( 14) respectively, and new subsections (8) and

101

(9),

11 I

{ 12) are added to said section to read:

1.20/3

1.20/4

121

827.07

13I

(1)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

2.2/1

14

I

{f)

"Unfounded report�means any report Made pursuant

2.2/2

15

I to this section unless an investioation deternines that some

16I
17

Abuse of children.--

credible evidence of the alle�buse or maltreatment �xists.
(g)

2.2

12.2/4

"Indicated renort" means a report made pursuant to 11:lus

this section if an investiqation determines that some cre<lible 12.2/5

19 I

evider1ce_of__t_b_e alle.2,_e� _abuse or maltreatme11t exists.
(2)

I 2. 2/6

PURPOSE.--The purpose of this section is to

211

provide for the detection and correction, through the

221

provision of rehabilitative and ameliorative services, of the

231

abuse or maltreatment of children who are unable to protect

2.2/7
2.2/8
2.2/9

24I themselves. Such abuse or maltreatment includes any willful or 12.2/10
25I negligent acts which result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual
26I

abuse, unreasonable physical injury, material endangerment of

2.2/11

27I

mental health, £E_ ta�a+ failure to provide necessary

2.2/12

28I treatment, attention, sustenance, clothing, shelter, or
29I medical services.

A parent or guardian legitimately

JOI practicing his religious beliefs who thereby does not provide
31I

►
r-

12. 2/3

18I

201

\
o\
:II

specified medical treatment for a child shall not, for that
2

�I
�I� •.2/14
.::. ,2/15

%

m

ij·
!=�
=O

reason alone, be construed a negligent parent or guardian:

2.2/16

21

however , such an exception shall not preclude a court from

2.2/17

31

ordering that:
La)

4

Me<lical services from a �sician licensed under

2.2/18

51 cha,eter_458 or 459, or
(b)

6

me�iea¼-serviees-er Treatment by a duly accredited

12.2/20

71 practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means for healing
81

in accordance with the tenets and practices of a well

2.2/21

91

recognized church or religious organization�

2.2/22

10

Any

111

be provided to the child when his health requires it.

121

licensed physician providing medical treatment under the

131

provisions of paraqraph (a) shall not be held criminally

14 I

liable.

15

161
17

(3)

2.2/24 2.2/25

CONSIDERATIONS PRELIMINARY TO SUBMISSION OF

2.19

In consideration of physical injury, the following

2.19/1

REPORT.--

M

181

items shall be considered evidence of maltreatment or ahuse

2.19/2

191

requiring a report to be made io,e�ere-��e-re�er�-is-re�ttire�:

2.19/4

201

.l.:..-fa,-

Characteristic distribution of fractures:

1:lus

21 I

.3...:...-f!o,7

Disproportionate amount of soft tissue injury:

2.19/5

22 I

l:.:fe,-

Evidence that injuries occurred at different

2.19/6

231

times or are in different stages of resolution:

2.19/8

2..:..-fe,-

Cause of recent trauma in question:

2.19/9

Family history:

2.19/10

26 I

2..:.-fH

History of previous episodes: and

2.19/11

271

2..:..-f�➔

No new lesions occurring eeettri�� during child's

2.19/12

2,1 I

i:.:fe.➔

251

281 hospitalization or removal from custody of a parent or
291

\

caretaker.

30

31

3

:I�·� 9/13

ij·
i:�

[O

(b)

In_con!li_c:i_eration of sex_ual_abuse, the followin.5.

2/ items shall be considered evidence of maltreatment or abuse
31 requiring a report to be made:
4

1.

Evidence of attempted rape or sodomy;

5

2.

Evidence of incest or attempted incest;

6

3.

Assault when a sexual act is com,e.leted or

1:lus

2.19/17

71 attem,e.ted;
8

4.

Assault and battery when a sexual act is completed

91 or attem,e.ted;
10

5.

History of previous episodes; and

11

6.

Evidence of venereal disease in a child excluding

2.19/21

121 that which is conqenital in ori£in.
In consi�eration of emotional ahuse, the followinq

2.19/22

141 items shall be consir.ered indications of maltreatment or ahuse

2.19/23

(c)

13

15 I requiring a report to be made:
1.

16

Indication that abuse or maltreatment was the cause

171 of acute psycholoqical damage as evidenced by a psychiatric
101

2.19/24
2.19/25

examination and/or psychological assessment;
2.

19

Indication that as a result of abuse or

201 maltreatment a child does not talk,�o!"_loses the ability to

2.19/26
2.19/27

211 talk;
22

3.

Indication that as a result of abuse and

2.19/28

231 maltreatment a child is exhibitin£ a failure to thrive in the
24 I absence of an organic disease.

2.19/30

25

(4)

REPORTS OF ABUSE REQUIRED.--

2.19/31

26

(a)

Any person, including, but not limited to, any

1:lus

271 physician, nurse, teacher, social worker, or employee of a

2.19/32

281 public or private facility serving children, who has reason to
291 believe that a child has been subject to abuse shall report or :l�a.19/33
301

cause reports to be made to the department. When the

311

attendance of a physician with respect to a child is pursuant
4

.,..3. 1

.1. 2

::c
�

ij·
!=�
:o

11
21
31

41
51

to the performance of services as a member of a staff of a

3.3

person in charge of the institution or his designated

3.4

hospital, clinic, or similar institution, he shall notify the

delegate, who shall report or cause reports to be made in

3.5

accordance with the provisions of this section.

(b)� Any person required to report cases of suspected

6

71
81
91

101
111

121
131

141
15
161
171
181
191
201

211
221

1:lus

3.5/1

child abuse or maltreatment! includin� workers of the local

3.5/3

child protective service, who has reasonable cause to suspect

3.5/4

that a child died as a result of abuse or maltreatment, shall
report that fact to the appropriate Medical examiner.

3.5/5

The

medical examiner shall accept the report for investiqation and

,

shall report his findinq to the police, the appropriate State
Attorney, the local child protective service and to the

3.5/9

of suspected child abuse and maltreatment may t�ke or cause to 13.5/12
be taken at public expense photographs of the areas of trauma

3.5/13

medically indicated, cause to be performed a radiological

3.5/15

visible on a child who is subject to a report and, if
examination on the child.

Any photographs or

x-rays

3.5/14

3.5/17

taken

shall be sent to the child .12.rotective service at the time the

3.5/19

written report is sent, or as soon thereafter as possible.

3.5/21

�I in his capacity as a member of the staff of a medical or other 13.5/22
261
271
281

public or private institution, school, facility, or agencz, he

3.5/23

shall immediately notify the person in charge of such

institutionL__school, facility or agency, or his desiqnated
agentL�who shalLthen�take or cause to be taken at public

�I expense color photographs of visible trauma and shall, if
IDI medically indicated, cause to be performed a radiological

31

,.

JI,

Any person required to report or investigate cases 13. 5/11

23 I Whenever such person is required to report under this section
251

z

3.5/10

hospital if the hospital made the initial report.
(c)

3.5/7

I examination on the child.

5

3.5/25

· 1 · ..
.

�.:5/26
.

) .5/27
·1J�:

...

T'

:z:
m

f� t
0

(6)

2

J!..l

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PUBLIC AGENCIES.-Upon receipt of a report of abuse of a child, the

JI department shall cause an immediate investigation to be made.
41 If the department has reason to believe that a child has been
51 criminally abused, it shall immediately and orally notify the
61 State Attorney, who shall assist local law enforcement

3.5/31

71 officers in the investigation of the case.

3.5/32

The department

SI shall secure the cooperation of law enforcement officials,
91 courts of competent jurisdiction, and other appropriate state

3.5/33

101 and local agencies providing human services. All state,

3.5/34

111 county, and local agencies have a duty to give full

3.5/35

121 cooperation to the department, to transmit reports of abuse to

3.5/36

131 the department, to protect and enhance the welfare of abused

3.21

141 children, and to protect and enhance the welfare of other

3.22

151 children potentially subject to abuse detected by a report
161 made pursuant to this section. Any report which alleges that

3.22/2

171 an employee or agent of the department, acting in an official
181 capacity, has committed an act of child abuse shall be
191 investigated by the State Attorney in whose circuit the

3.22/3

20 1 alleged act of child abuse occurred.

3.22/4

21

1:lus

(b)

A ,P_Olice officer, law enforcement official or

221 authorized aq_e_nt of the department may take a child into

3.22/5

231 protective custody, and any person in charge of a hospital or

3.22/6

241 similar institution or any phvsician treating a child may keeo
25 I that child in his custo<ly without the consent 9f �h� _l)arent or

3.22/7

261 the �uardian, whether or not additional medical treatment is

3.22/9

271 required, if the circumstances or conditions of the child are

3.22/10

281 such that continuing_J.11_ his_,P_lace of residence or in the care
291 or custody of the parent, guardian, custodian or other person

�-._22/12

301 responsible for the child's c�resents an imminent danoer

1.'22/13

311 to the child's life or health.

Any_person takinq a child into
6

�� 22/14

I t5,

j�

'.O

11 protective custody shall immediately notify the child

21 protect�ve service and the Circuit Court and shall make every

31 reasonable effort to inform the parent or the person

41 responsible for the child's welfare of the place or facility
51 to which the child has been brought.

The place the child

61 shall be taken to shall be desiqnated for that purpose hy the

71 Circuit Court or the local child protective service.
81

It may

include a hosoital if the child is or will he presently

91 admitted to the hospital.

The local child Erotective service

101 shall be responsible for attemptinq to avoin placement of a

111 child in a foster home or an institution w�en��e.E.....J?.OSsible and 13.22/28
121 �riate.

The local child protective service shall begin

131 child protective proceedings in the Circuit Court at the next

141 regular weekday session of the court or, at that time,

151 recommend to the court that a Eetition not be filed and that

161 the child be returned to his parent or other person
17 I
18 I

resoons�ble for his welfare pending further action.
( 8)

CLASSIFICATION OF RF.PORTS.--ReEorts of child abuse

191 shall be maintained on the central registry in one of three
201

cate51ories:

suspected, unfounded, or indicated.

All initial

261 child protective service aqencies.
281

Indicated reEorts shall be maintained on the

registry only when accompanied by supplemental information as

291 required by paragraph (a) of subsection (6).
30

(b)

3.22/35
3.22/36

3.22/39

251 indicated reports, pursuant to findings communicated by local
(a)

3.22/34

On_or_l:)_efore the expiration of that time,

241 suspected reports shall be converted into either unfounded or

27

3.22/32

3.22/37

221 abuse shall be maintained for not more than 2 �ears after the
reEort is received.

3.22/30

Reports of suspected child

211 reports shall be deemed suspP.cted.

231

3.22/29

If no findin_g_h<!_s_bE'!en made by a local child

311 protective service or any other appropriate state or local

7

3.22/38
3.22/4/l
3.22/41

3.22/42

3.:22/113
3� 22/44

�;22/45

t
!f
=�
!O

ll agency after 2 years from the date a report was received, the
21

re.e.ort shall be classified "unfounded for want of an

31

investigation" or "unfounded by reason of insufficient

4

I evidence. "

5

(cl

The name�, addresses, and all other identifying

61

characteristics of all persons named in all unfounded reports

71

shall be expunqed immediately.

8
91

(d)

3.22/51

If no further reoorts are made, the names,

addresses and all other identif�inq characteristics of all

101

persons named in indicated reports shall be expunqed 7 years

111

from the date the re.e.ort was received, or when the child

121

reaches the age of 18, whichever is sooner.

13

.l..UU..f9t

IMMUNITY.--Anyone participating in the making

3.22/563.22/61

14 1

of a report, the taking of photographs or x-rays, or the

3.22/64

15 1

taking of a child into custody pursuant to this section or

3.22/65

16 1

participating in a judicial proceeding resulting therefrom

3.22/66

17 1

shall be presumed prima facie to be acting in good faith and

3.22/67

181

in so doing shall be immune from any liability, civil or

191

criminal, that otherwise might be incurred or imposed.

20

(12)

EDUCATION AND TRAINING.--The deoartment shall

3.22/68
1:lus

211

conduct a continuinq publicity and education program for

3.22/69

221

district department staff, persons and officials required to

3.22/70

231

report, and any other appropriate persons, to encouraqe the

241

fullest degree of reportinq of suspected child abuse or

251

maltreatment.

The EE£9:_ram shall include but not be limited to

3.22/72

261

responsibilities, obligations and powers under this chapter as

3.22/74

271

well as the diagnosis of child abuse and maltreatment and the

281

procedures of the child pr�t�c1:Jve�service, the Circuit Court

291

and other c1ul.:t'..._auth()rized agencies.

30

J..!.ll_f44t

3.22/71

..
?--.22/76
..

).:22/75

3.:.lus

PENALTIES.--

31

8

!�·
:�

10

.,)•

M
21

Al'lyefte-�fteWiftgiy-afte-wiiifttiiy-vieia�i"g-�ke

previeiefte-ef-�kie-eee�ieft-ekaii-ee-gttii�y-ef-a-fflieeeffleafter-e£

31 �he-eeeefte-eegree7-�ttPtiehaeie-ae-�reviee�-ift-BT-��;Tee�-er-eT
41 TT;Tee�T

Any person who willfully or knowingly makes public

51

or discloses any information contained in the child-abuse

61

registry or the records of any child-abuse case, except as

71

provided in this section, may be held personally liable and

81 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,
91

punishable as provic!�<Li�� s� 775.082, s. 775.083 or s.
Any person injured or aggrieved by such disclosure

101

775.084.

111

shall be entitled to damages.

12

3.22/84

(b)

3.22/86,

Any person, official or institution responsible

131

for the care of a child failing to report a case of known or

141

suspected child abuse shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the

3.22/Se

151

second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

3.22/90

161

775.083,�or�s. 775.084 and may be civilly liable for the

3.22/92

171

damages proxi�ately caused by such a failure.

181

knowingly or willfully orevents another person acting

3.22/93

191

reasonably from such reoortinq shall he guilty of a

3.22/95

201

misdemeanor of the seconn degree, punishable as proviced in s.

211

775.082, s. 775.083 or s. 775.084, anc'I may be civilly liable

3.22/96

221

for the damages proximately caused bv such action.

3.22/98

23

Section 2.

Anvone who

This act shall take effect October 1, 1976.
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215-82D-l-7

A bill to be entitled

:btc

An act relating to child abuse; adding

.4

3

paragraphs (fl and (g) to s. 827.07(1), Florida

.4/1

4

Statutes, 1976 Supplement, amending subsections

5

(l)(b), (2), (4), (6), (7), (9) and (11)

.4/2

6

thereof and adding two new subsections thereto;

.4/3

7

providing definitions; authorizing the courts

.4/4

8

to order medical services by a licensed

9

physician or treatment by a duly accredited

2

10

practitioner under certain circumstances;

11

providing for immunity from criminal

.4/5
.4/6

12

prosecutions to licens�d physicians offering

13

such services; requiring certain reports to be

.4/7

14

made to the Department of Health and

.4/8

15

Rehabilitative Services; requiring certain

16

persons to report the death of a child

17

resulting from abuse; excluding autopsy reports

18

from confidentiality requirements; providing

.4/10

19

for the taking of photographs; providing for

.4/12

20

the taking of x-rays at the county's expense to

• 4/13

21

be reimbursed by the parent, guardian or

22

custodian: providing that photographs and

23

reports on x-rays shall be sent to the

24

department: providing for the taking of a child

25

into protective custody; providing for

26

confidentiality of certain records; creating a

.4/18

27

method for classifying reports of child abuse;

.4/19

28

providing for expunction of unfounded and

29

indicated reports: providing immunity to

30

persons taking photographs and x-rays of

31

suspected abused children and persons taking
l
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.4/9

• 4/14

• � /17

.4/20
.4/21

215-820-1-7

.4/22

children into custody: providing education and

.4/23

training for appropriate persons: providing

2

.4/24

3

penalties for failure to report and for

5

criminal, rather than a civil, penalty for

1.4/25

7

certain confidential information: providing an

l.4/26

preventing another from reporting: providing a

4

willful or knowing publication or disclosure of

6

effective date.

B
9

101 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
11

Section 1.

12

Paragraph (bl of subsection (1) of section

131 827.07, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is amended and

141 paragraphs (fl and (g) are added to said subsection,
15 subsections (2),

16 subsections (8),

17
18

19
M

21

(9),

(4),

(6),

(7),

(9) and (11) are amended,

(10) and (12) are renumbered as subsections

(11) and (14) respectively, and new subsections (8) and

(12) are added to said section to read:
827.07
(1)
(bl

Abuse of children.--

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

"Abuse" or "maltreatment" includes any willful or

221 negligent acts which result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual

23 I abuse, wrongful ttl'l�ea�e!'lab¼e physical injury, material
UI endangerment of mental health, or failure to provide

251 sustenance, clothing, shelter, or medical attention.

26

(fl

"Unfounded report" means any report made pursuant

27 I to t_his secti_()_n _1o1h_e_l'l_an _i_nvesti.9.ation determines that no
�I indication of the alle.9.ed abuse or maltreatment exists.

291

(g)

"Indicated report" means a report made pursuant to

30 I this section if an investi.9.ation determines that some

311 indication of the alle.9.ed abuse or maltreatment exists.

2
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.24

1.24/1

1

1.24/2

l.24/3

1.24/4

l.24/5

1.24/6
1.29

l.30

il.30/1

1.30/3

1.30/4
1.30/7
.30/8

l.30/9

l.30/10
1. 30/11

l.30/12
1.30/13

215-820-1-7

publicity and education program for district department staff,

,70/2

21persons and officials required to report, and any other

.70/3

31 appropriate persons, to encourage the fullest degree of

.70/4

41reporting of suspected child abuse or maltreatment.

The

51£EE.9.ram shall include but not be limited to information

.70/5

6lconcerning the responsibilities, obligations, and powers

.70/6

provided under this chapter as well as the methods for

.0/1

s1diagnosis of child abuse and maltreatment and the procedures

.0/2

91of the child protective service program, the circuit court,

.0/3

101and other duly authorized agencies.
11

(13)i¼¼t

12

(a)

,0/4

PENALTIES.--

:lus

Any person responsible for the care of a child who

.0/6

13 1fails to report a case of known or suspected child abuse shall

.0/7

141be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as

.0/13

151 provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

.0/9

16

(b}��Any person who knowingly or willfully prevents

171anoth�r person from making such report shall be guilty of a

.0/12
.0/14

1s1misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.
191 775.082, s. 775.0a3 or s. 775.084.

/1\nyone-ltnowi:ng¼y-end

•4

201wi:¼¼£tt¼¼y-vi:o¼ati:n9-t"e-provi:�i:on�-0£-t"i:s-seeti:on-�"e¼¼-ee

•5

2119tt±¼ty-0£-e-mi:edemeenor-0£-t"e-�eeond-de9ree7-pttnis"ee¼e-e�

.6

221provi:dee-±n-�.-��5.0S�-or-�.-��5.0S�.

•7

23 1

1£l

Any person who willfully or knowingly makes public

:lus

241 or discloses any confidential information contained in the

:lus

25lchild-abuse registry or the records of any child-abuse case,

.7/3

�I except as provided in this section, shall be guilty of a
27lmisdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.

.:/4

�I 775.082, s. 775.0b3, or s. 775.084 mey-ee-"e¼d-persone¼¼y

.7/5

�I ¼i:ab¼e.--Any-person-injttred-or-e99r±eved-ey-stte"-d±se¼osttre

.7/6

301 s"a¼¼-be-ent±t¼ed-to-demege�.

.7/7

31 I

Section

2.

This act shall take effect October

1, 1977.
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173-232-5-7

l:btc

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to child abuse; adding

1.4

3

paragraphs (fl, (g), (h), and

1.4/1

4

827.07(1), Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,

5

amending subsections (l)(bl, (2),

6

(7),

7

new subsections thereto; providing definitions;

8

a uthorizing the courts to order medical

1.4/5

9

services by a licensed physician or treatment

1.4/6

(9),

(i)

to s.
(4),

1.4/2

(6),

(11), and (12) thereof and adding two

1. 4/4

10

by a duly accredited practitioner under certain

11

circumstances; providing for immunity from

12

criminal prosecutions to licensed physicians

13

offering such services; requiring certain

1.4/8

14

reports to be made to the Department of Health

1.4/9

15

and Rehabilitative Services; requiring certain

16

p ersons to report the death of a child

17

resulting from abuse; excluding autopsy reports

18

from confidentiality requirements; providing

1.4/11

19

for the taking of photographs; providing for

1.4/13

20

t he taking of x-rays at the county's expense to

1.4/14

21

b e reimbursed by the parent, guardian or

22

custodian; providing that photographs and

23

reports on x-rays shall be sent to the

24

department; providing for the taking of a child

1.4/7

1.4/10

1.4/15
1. 4/18

25

into protective custody; providing for

26

confidentiality of certain records; creating a

1.4/19

27

method for classifying reports of child abuse;

1.4/20

28

providing for expunction of unfounded and

1.9

indicated reports; providing an exception;

30
31

1. 4/21

providing immunity to persons taking
photographs and x-rays of suspected abused
1
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1.4/23

173-232-5-7

children and persons taking children into

2

custody: requiring appointment of a guardian ad

4

judicial proceedings: providing for education

3
5

6

litem to represent an abused child in certain

and training for appropriate persons: providing

penalties for failure to report and for

7

preventing another from reporting: providing a

9

willful or knowing publication or disclosure of

8

10

11
12

15

e ffective date.

Section

1.

Paragraph (bl of subsection

(1)

of section

(2),

(4), (6), (7), (9), (1 1 ), and

19 (12) are amended, subsections (8) and (10) are renumbered as
20 subsections _(9) and

24

(11),

respectively, and new subsections

(8) and (13) are added to said section to read:
827.07
(1)

(b)

Abus� of children.--

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

"Abuse" or "maltreatment" includes any willful or

251 negligent acts which result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual

261 abuse, ttnl"ee�enebl-e physical injury, mental injury me�e!'tel
v endenge!'men�-e£-men�el--heel-��. or failure to provide
l
n sustenance, clothing, shelter, or medical attention.
29

1.4/28

1.4/30

1a subsection, subsections

23

1.4/27

certain confidential information: providing an

17 paragraphs ( fl, (g), (h), and (i) are added to said

22

1.4/25

1.4/29

16 827.07, Florida Statutes, 1 976 Supplement, is amended and

21

1.4/24

c ririnal, rather than a civil, penalty for

131 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

14

1. 4/23

(f)

"Unfounded report" means any report made pursuant

301 to this section when an investigation determines that no
31 I indication of the alleged abuse or maltreatment exists.
2
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l:enc
1.24

1.24/1

1.24/3

1.24/6

1.24/7

1.24/8

1.29

1.30

1.30/1

1.30/3

1.30/4
1. 30/7

1.30/8

1.30/9

1. 30/1 0

173-232-5-7

information other than identifying informati.on maintained in

2 indicated or unfounded reports at the time of expunction shall
3 be disposed of in a manner deemed appropriate by the

4 �artment.
5

.Ll..QJ_f9t

IMMUNITY.--Anyone participating in the making

3.63

of a report, the taking of photographs or x-rays, or the

3.66

8 participating in a judicial proceeding resulting therefrom

3.68

6

7 t aking of a child into custody pursuant to this section or

9 shall be presumed prima facie to be acting in good fait h and

10 in so doing shall be immune from any liability, civil or
1

3.38/11
1
3.38/12

1 c riminal, that otherwise might be incurred or imposed.

12

(12)

41
15

proceeding.
(13)

EDUCATION AND TRAINI�G.--The de£artment shall,

16 1 within available appropriations, conduct a continuing

17

3.68/1

13.68/2

A guardian ad litem shall 111t1y be appointed by the 11:los

131 court to represent the child in any child-abuse judicial

1

3.67

publicity and education program for district depa�t�ent staff,

181 persons and officials required to report, and any other

191 appropriate persons, to encourage the fullest degree of
WI reporting of suspected child abuse or maltreatment.

The

211 program shall include but not be limited to information

13.68/3
3.68/4
3.68/5

3.68/6
3.68/7

3.68/8

22 c oncerning the responsibilities, obligations, and powers
1
23 provided under this chapter as well as the methods for

3.68/9

251 of the child protective service program, the circuit court,

4.0/3

241 diagnosis of child abuse and maltreatment and the procedures

�I a nd other duly authorized agencies.

27 I

ll!l..-fHt

PENALTIES.--

4.0/1

4.0/2

4.0/4

l:lus

Any person responsi.ble for the care of a child who

14.0/6

30 I be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as

4.0/8

28

(a)

�I fails to report a case of known or suspected child abuse shall
311 Erovided in s. 775.082,__s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
8
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4.0/7
4.0/9

173-232-5-7

(bl

Any person who knowingly or willfully prevents

4.0/12

21 another person from making such report shall be guilty of a

14.0/14

41 775.Uf:12, s. 775.083 or s. 775.084.

14.4

31 misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.
A.nyene-knew-ing¼y-and

51 w-i¼¼£�¼¼y-v-ie¼e�-ing-�"e-p rev-is-iens-e£-�"-is-see�-ien-she¼¼-be

61 g�-i¼�y-e£-e-m-isdemeener-e£-�"e-seeend-degPee7-ptlnts"eb¼e-es
71 prev-ided-in-sT-��5T08�-er-sT-��5T083T

SI

l£l.

Any person who willfully or knowingly makes public

91 or discloses any confidential information contained in the

101 c hild-abuse registry or the records of any child-abuse case,

11 I except as provided in this section, shall be guilty of a

121 misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.

4.5
4.6

4.7

l:lus

l:lus

4.7/3
4.7/4

131 775.082,_s_._ 775.083, or s. 775.084 mey-be-l'le¼d-pePsena¼¼y

4.7/5

151 91'\e¼¼-be-en�-i�¼ed-�e-demeges.

4.7/7

141 ¼ieb¼eT--A.ny-persen-�nj�red-er-eggr-ieved-by-stle"-d-ise¼estlre
16
17

1

Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1977.
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STAFF REPORT
HB 4�2
:�age 3

.

Requires the Department to begin protective cuatody pro
ceedings pursuant to the requirements of Chapter 39.
(7) Requires that copies of reports received by the local
Department offices, state attorney and law enforcement official■ be
confidential.
(8) Requires that reports of child abuse be maintained in
three categories: under investigation, indicated, or unfounded.
Provides for expungement of reports under certain circumstance■•

(10) Provides immunity to anyone taking photographs and x-ray■
or taking a child into protective custody.
Provides that the Department shall within available
appropriations conduct an education, training and publicity pro
gram involv�ng all areas of child abuse.
(12)

(13) Provides that anyone who fails to report or who prevent•
another person from reporting a case of child abuse or release•
confidential information shall be guilty of a second degree ai■Removes the personal liability for the releaae of con
demeanor.
fidential information.
Section 2.

Effective date of October l, 1977.
COMMITTEE COMMENTS

It is hoped that labeling reports as unfounded or indicated
will help solve the problem of maintaining the malicious bad faith
report in the Registry and remove those reports with no credible
evidence to support them. The determination of what constitutes
credible evidence will be liberally construed and primarily left
to th e discretion of the Department. The reports maintained in
the district offices ahall not be subject to the expungement
provisions.
The content of the proposed subsection on emergency protective
custody is, primarily, an extraction from Chapter 39, Florida
Statutes, which discusses taking a child into custody and detention.
This proposed subsection reflects the seriousness of the act of
renoving a child from his home and the subsequent necessity of rapid
judicial response when te�porary custody is required. One addition,
ho�ever, is made in the proposed subsection with regard to those
persons permitted to take protective custody of a child. Included
in the proposed subsection is authorization to professional medical
personnel intended to allow medical personnel more flexibility in
dealing with what they can determine to be a potentially dangerou■
aituation for the child. Thia aubsection ia particularly pertinent
in those aituations in which it prove■ difficult to obt&in an
immediate police hold or court order.

STAFF .REPOil.T
.l"·, •aB 402
PAGE 4
The propoaed aubsection providing for the taking of photographs
and x-ray■ of the abused child is intended to provide data to
augment the Department's file pertaining to child abuse. It is
intended that photographs and x-rays would become part of the child's
aadical file and thus could be used, when necessary, as evidence in
legal proceedings. Legally, this proposed subsection means that the
individual• who are mandated to report abuse and neglect do not
DMd parental perai■■ion or release to take the necessary p hotographs.
OTHER COMMITTEE REFERENCES
Bou■• Appropriation• Committee
SENATE COMPANION
Ilona

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Medical aervices that are authorized by the courts are currently
paid by !wdicaid or the Foster Care Program. The costs for the taking
of x-ray■ would be borne by the countiea to be reimbursed by the
parent■ or 9uardian■.
The Department has estimated the costs for providing'photographs
of abuaed children to be $42,600 the first year and $42,000 per year
thereafter. The followin9 ia a breakdown of the Department'• estimates:
A.

$55 tor photographic equipment for each of the 11 diatricts
($605 total).

B.

lO photo9rapha per caae

C.

$6 for fil.111 and development for each 10 shot role

D.

Estimated 7,000 cases x $6 per role of film • $42,000.

Historically, the local police departments have been very
cooperative in ■haring their existing photographic capabilities to
the Department, free of charge. The continued cooperation of the
local police departments would be necesaary in order to effectuate
thia provision at tM leaat pouible coat.
iTA1'1" COMTACT,

Peter Kitchell

STAFF REPORT
,HB 402
•Ji!age '

FLORIO\ HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OOSA.1.D L TI.:CKER. Sp.Ur.JOI-C\ L. RYALS, Spuk.u P,,.. Tempo,.

COJ.oUITEE ON HEAI.lli A R£HABILITATIVi: 8UVICi:8

Elai..., Gordon
ltw.,rpr,_
David J. Lelunan, ILD.
v .. c.... ,....

March 4, 1977

A REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
RE:

HB 402 by Representative Gordon
Child Abuse
PROBLEM

In many cases, reports of suspected abuse with no credible
evidence to justify them are list·ed in the Central Registry. A
study done by the National Clearinghouse on Child Neglect and Abuae
indicated that approximately 401 of the child abuse case ■ investi
gated were found to be invalid. For this reason it is felt that
there should be a procedure available to the Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services through which reports of child abuse
with no credible evidence supporting them may be removed from the
Registry.
A task force in Dade County studied the county's child mortal
ity rate over a 15-year period. In order to examine the problem,
the task force reviewed all cases under the age of 18 autopsied.by the
County Medical Examiner from 1960-1974. Of the 1,897 deaths that
were studied, approximately 3\. were originally stated to be related
to child abuse. In a retrospective view, however, the task force
discovered that approximately 17\ of these cases should have
potentially been in this category. It has been suggested, there
fore, that a report be made directly to the Medical Examiner,
who in turn will inform the appropriate authorities, when there is
suspicion that a child may have died as a result of abuse.
Evidence in cases of suspected abuse and neglect is often
difficult to obtain. The abusers tend to deny their actions;
marital partners tend to protect the abusing ones, the children
are often too young to give credible testimony, and often there &re
no witnesses to support allegations of abuse. For this reaaon,
the bill provides for the taking ot photograph• and x-raya in
c.uu of suapected child abuse.

-,.,..a.T_...l,a...t\'°'""'"'
■----�-..._ T......_ .,...._ -

--11

At the present time, Florida's child abuse legislation contains
no specific provision related to the emergency protective custody of
a child and there are limited efforts in the areas of education and
training programs available to the public for the purpose of inform
ing them about the beat method of handling, reporting and detecting
ca••• ot child abuse.
WHAT THE BILL DOES
Amends Chapter 827.07 to: include definitions for unfounded
and indicated reports; provide immunity from criminal liability to
physicians providing medical services when such services are ordered
by the court; require that a report be made to the local medical
examiner when there is suspicion that a child has died as a result
of abuse; provide for the taking of photographs and x-rays of an
abused child; provide for the taking of a child into protective
custody without parental consent when there is imminent danger to
the child's life or health; require that reports of child abuse be
maintained in one of three categories, under investigation, indicated,
or unfounded; provide for expungement of reports under certain
circumatances; provide immunity to anyone taking photographs and
x-ray■ ot an abused child1 provide that the Department shall within
available appropriations conduct an education, training and publicity
program in all areas involving child abuse; provide that anyone who
tail■ to report or who prevents another person from reporting a
caae of child &busa ■hall be quilty of a ■econd degree misdemeanor.
Section l amend• •· 827.07, Florida statutes, as follows,
(1)

Defines "ind_icated" and "unfounded" reports.

(2)

Provide& that any physician ordered by the court to pro

provide medical aervices shall be i=une from criminal liability.

(4) Requires that any person who suspects that a child has
died as a result of abuse sh�ll report this information to the local
Medical Examiner who shall conduct an examination and report his
finding■ to the police, the state attorney, and the Department.

Provides that any person required to investigate a case of
child abuse may take photographs of the child and may refer the child
to a licensed physician who may authorize that x-rays be taken.
Provide■ that the par.zit, guardian or custodian pay for the x-rays.
(6) Provides for the taking of an abused child into protective
custody under certain circumstances without ·the consent of the parent
or guardian. Requires that notification of uking a child into
protective custody be ■ent to the Department. Requires that the
Department notify the parent th&t their child ha■ been taken into
protective c��.

<tI Y-?!
Stat• of norida

HB 3940

(Regular Session 1976)

By

Representatives

Gordon, Gallagher and others
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to child abuse: addinq
paragraphs (f) and (g) to s. R27.07(1), Florida
Statutes, amending subsections (2), (3), (U),
( 6) , ( 9) and ( 11) thereof and adding two new
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the courts to order medical services by a

11

licensed physician or treatment by a duly

12

accredited practitioner under certain

13

circumstances, providing for immunity from

1,

criminal prosecutions to licensed physicians

15

offering such services: specifying conditions

16

of sexual and er,otional abuse for the purpose

17

of making a report: requiring certain reports

0

18

to be made: requirinq medical examiners to
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report thP. death of a child resulting from
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21

and x-rays at the state's expense, providing

22

for the taking of

23

custody: creating a method for classifying

a

child into protective

2'

reports of child abuse: providing for

25

expunction of unfounded and indicated reports:

26

providing immunity to persons taking

27

photographs and x-rays of suspected child abuse

28

and persons taking children into custody1

29

provi�ing education and traininq for

JO

appropriate persons: providing penalties for

JI

COUINC: IAbrds In .MNe}f ...._•th lype are deletions from ex.J1ttn9 law; \lllil0td1 �•r� additions.
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failure to report and for preventing another
from reporting; providina an effective date.

•I Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of r1ori�a1
Section 1,

Paragraphs (f) and (g) are added to

71 subsection (1) of section 827,07, Florida Statutes,
91

subsections (2), (3), (4), (6), (9) and (11) are amended,

subsections (8), (10) and (12) are renumbere".l as subsection!!

10 (9), (11) and (1Q) respectively, and new subsections (8) and
1
11 (12) are added to said section to read:
12
13

1A

827.07
(1)

(f)

Abuse of children.--

DEFINI'!'IONS,--As used in this section:

"Unfounded reoort" Means anv renort Made pursuant

151 to this section unles� an investicration deterrtines that some

1.9/10

11enc
1.20

1.20/1
1.20/2

1.20/3

1.2o;q
2.2

2.2/1

2.2/2
2.2/3

16I credible evi�ence of the alleae� ahuse or maltreatment exists.

2.2/4

1at this section if an investiaation �et0.r�ines that soMe cre�ible

2.2/5

17

191

20
21

(g)

"Indicate•J re,.,ort" Means a reoort made pur,rnant to

�vidence of the alleged abuse or maltreatment e�ists.
(2)

PURl'OSE.--The purpose of this section is to

provide for the detection and correction, through the

nl provision of rehabilitative an<l aMeliorative services, of the
231 abuse or maltreatment of children who are unable to protect

U themselves. Such abuse or maltreatment includes any willful or
25 negligent acts which result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual

26 abuse, unreasonable physical injury, material endangerment of
271 mental health, � t""e+ failure to provide necessary

28I treatment, attention, sustenance, clothina, shelter, or

29 medical services. A parent or quar,ian legitimately
1
30 practicina his religious beliefs who thereby does not provide

31

specified riedical treatr,ent for a chil.d shall not, !or that
2

1 I lUI

2.2/6

2.2/7
2.2/8
2.2/9

2.2/10
2.2/11

2.2/12

2.2/1Q
2,2/15

1 reason alone, be construed a negligent parent or guardian;
1
2 however, such an exception shall not preclu�c a court from

3j ordering that:

6

10

Medical �ervices froM a Physician licensed under

fil

...,eieai-seP¥iees-eP TreatMent by a duly accredited 12,2/20

chapter 059 or 059, or

recognized church or religious organization�

11 be provided to the child when his health requires it.
12
13

�

licensed nhysici�n orovicina medical treatMent under the

provisions of paraaraoh (a) shall not he held criminally

1,1 liable.

2. 2/17

(a)

7 practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means for healina
1
e in accordance with the tenets and practices of a well
91

2.2/16

2,2/18

2.2/21

2.2/22

2,2/2Q
2.2/25
2.19

15

(3)

CONSIDERATIONS PPP.LIMINARY TO SUBMISSION or

17

J.!l

In consic'eration of physical injury, the following 12. 19/1

161 REPORT.-101

items shall be considered evidence of maltreatment or abuse

19I requiring a reoort to he Made �efere-��e-re�er�-is-Pe�ttire�:

2. 19/2

2. 19/4

20

l:.f"+

Characteristic distri�ution of fractures;

11 lus

22

l,_fe+

Evidence that injuries occurred at different

2.19/6

!.:._fd+

cause of recent trauma in question;

21

�-fl,+

Disproportionate amount of soft tissue injury;

231 times or are in different stages of resolution;
2•

25

26
27

2. 19/5

2.19/8

2.19/9

�fe+

Fanily history;

2,19/10

2..:_f,+

No new lesions occurrincr eeettri"� during child's

2.19/12

�fH

History of previous episodes; and

28I hospitalization or reMoval froM custody of a parent or
291 caretaker.
30

31

3

2.19/11
2.19/13

215-82-4-6

215-82-4-6

(b)

In consideration of sexual abuse, the following

items shall be considered evidence of maltreatment or abuse

JI requiring a report to be made:
1.

2.

Evidence of attemoted rape or sodomy;

Evidence of incest or attemoted incest;

3.

Assault when a sexual act is completed or

4.

Assault and hattery when a sexual act is completed

5.

History of previous episodes; and

11 attemE_ted;

91 or atteme_ted;

10
11

6.

Evidence of venereal disease in a child excluding

121 that which is conaenital in oriain.
13

(c)

16

requiring a report to he made:
1.

181 examination and/or psychological assessment;
2.

Indication that as a result of abuse or

20 maltreatment a child does not talk, or loses the ability to
1
21 talk;
22

3.

Indication that as a result of abuse and

231 maltreatment a child is exhibiting: a failure to thrive in the

2.19/19

2.19/21
2.19/23

2.19/25

2.19/26
2.19/27

2.19/28

1: lus

j&

Any person, including, but not limited to, any

2.19/31

271 physician, nurse, teacher, social worker, or employee of a

2.19/32

191 believe that a child has been subject to abuse shall report or

2,19/33

Jll attendance of a physician with respect to a child is pursuant

3.2

281 public or private facility serving children, who has reason to
JOI cause reports to be made to the department. When the
4

•�cordance with the provisions of this section.
(bl

Any person required to report cases of susoected

91

26

REPORTS OF ABUSE RE0UIRED.--

,1 delegate, who shall report or cause reports to be made in

2.19/18

2.19/30

(4l

person in charge of the institution or his designated

71 child abuse or maltreatment, including workers of the local

2-'I absence of an oraanic disease.

25

hoapital, clinic, or similar insti;ution, he shall notify the

2.19/17

Indication that abuse or mal treatMent was the cause 12. 19/24

17 of acute nsycholoaical r.amaae as evider.ced by a !'SYChiatric
19

11 lus

2.19/16

In consi'"1eration of emotional ahuse_,_t_h_e_followinq 12.19/22

1• items shall be consi�ered indications of maltreatment or abuse
15

2.19/14

2.19/15

11 to the performance of services as a member of a staff of a

3,1

10

child protective service, who has reasonable cause to suspect
that a child died as a result of abuse or maltreatment, shall

report that fact to the aopropriate Medical examiner.

The

3,3
3.4

3.5
1:lus

3.5/1
3.5/3

3.5/4

3.5/5

11 medical examiner shall accept the reoort for investiaation and 3.5/7
1
1
3.5/9
12 shall report his fin�ina to the Police, the approoriate State
131 Attorney, the local child protective service and to the

1• I hospital if the hospital made the initial report.

3.5/10

16 of sus pected child abuse and maltreatment may take or cause to
1
17 be taken at public expense photographs of the areas of trauma

3.5/12

u

(cl

Any person required to report or investigate cases

11 visible on a child who is subject to a report andI if
19

medically indicated, cause to be performed a radiological

20 examination on the child,

Any photographs or x-rays taken

21 shall be sent to the child protective service at the time the
22 "'1"i_tten report is sent, or as soon thereafter as possible.

3.5/11

3. 5/13
3,

5/14

3, 5/15
3.5/17

3.5/19

231 Whenever such !)er son is require".l to report under thi�secti�
_

13.5/21

25 public or private institution, school, facilitv, or aaency, he
1
26 �hall immediately notiFy the person in charae o� such

3.5/23

28 agent, who shall then take or cause to be taken at public

3.5/26

30 medically indicated, cause to be performed a radiological

3.5/27

2•1 in his cae_acity as a Member of the staff of a mec'ical___c,r o_ther 13. 5/22
21 institution, school, facility or agency, or his desianated
29 expense color photographs of visible trauma and shall, if
JI uamination on the child.

5

3. 5/25

215-82-4-6

(6)

J!l

215-82-4-6

RESPONSIDILITIES OF PUBLIC AGEl!CIES.--

Upon receipt of a report of abuse of a child, the

department shall cause an immediate investigation to be made.

•I If the department has reason to believe that a child has been

51 criminally abused, it shall immediately and orally notify the

61 State Attorney, who shall assist local law enforcement
71 officers in the investigation of the case.

The department

Bl shall secure the cooperation of law enforcement officinls,
91

courts of competent jurisdiction, anrl other appropriate state

10 and local agencies providing human services. All state,

111 county, and local agencies have a duty to give full
12

13

1

cooperation to the department, to transmit reports of abuse to

the department, to protect and enhance the welfare of abused

1,1 children, and to protect and enhance the welfare of other
15

16

17
18

children potentially subject to abuse detected by a report

made pursuant to this section. Any report which alleges that

an employee or agent of the department, acting in an official
capacity, has committed an act of child abuse shall be

3.5/28 ,.........,_
l1lus

3.5/29

61 shall be taken to shall he desinnaterl for that ouroose hv the

3.22/20

8 I include a hosoitnl · i • the child is or wi11 he Eresently

3.22/23

3.5/32

3.5/33

3.5/34

3.5/35

3.5/36
3.21

3.22
3.22/2 '-"'

nl authorized aoent of the rleoartment mav take a child into

nl protective custodv, anrl anv person in charoe of a hospital or

2• similaz: institution or any p'ivsician treatino a chilrl may keeo
1
� that child in his custorly without the consent of the narent or

51 to which the child has heen brouaht.

The �lace the child

71 Circuit Court or the local chil ..-l orotective SP.rvice.
91

admitted to the hosoital.

It mai

The local chilrl protective service

10 shall be resoonsihle for atte�otinq to avoi� nlacement of a

J.22/18

3.22/21

3.22/�6

11 I i;:_hild in a foster home or an institution •.-,hP.never t:>Ossihle and 13. 22/28

. 12 !.P£!:2l'riate. The local child nrntective service s!>all beoin
1
13 child protective oroceerlinas in the Circuit Court at the next
1,

regular weekclay session of the court or, at that tiMe,

16

the child he returned to his p;,.rent or other person

15 recommend to the cour_t that a petition not be filed and that

3.22/29

3.22/30

J.22/32

17 res:oonsible for his welfare 2£.:"ldinq further action.

3.22/)4

3.22/4

19 shall he maintainer. on the central reaistry in one of three
1
20 categories: susoected, unfounrlerl, or indicaterl. All initial

3.22/)6

3.22/5

221 abuse shall be mainta)n__<e_�Lor not morP. tlcan 2 years after the

1:lus

A police ofFice� law enforcement official or

3.22/16

3.5/31

21

(b)

reasonable effort to inform the narent or the oerson

3.22/15

•I resnonsible for the child's welfare of the olace or facilit1

3.22/3

alleged act of child abuse occurred.

protective service and the Circuit 'court anrl shall mal:e ev<'ry

3.5/30

19 investigated by the State Attorney in whose circuit the
20

�

11 protective custody shall iMI:1ediately notify the child

3.22/6
1.22/7

18

t8)

CLASSIFICATION OF RJ'PORTS.--Reoorts of child abuse l3.22/35

211 reoorts shall he deeMerl susor,cte,�.
23I re!)ort is receiverl.

Reoorts of susnecterl chilcl_

On or be•ore�the expiration o� that time___,

2, suspected reoorts shall he cnnverterl into eithP.r unfounded or

25 indicatect reports, pursuant to finrlings col"!1lunicated by local

b.

22/37

3.22/33

13. 22/39

3.22/4"

the guardian, llhether or not arlditional merlical treatment is
1
27 required, if the circumstances or conditions of the child are

3.22/9

26 child orotective service aoencies.

3.22/41

291 or custody of the parent, guardian, custodian or other person

3.22/12'-"

28 registry only when accocipaniecl by suoplemental information as
1
29 required hy para�r�oh (a) of subsection (6).

3.22/42

26

281 such that continuing in _his El ace of residence or in the care
JO responsible for the child's care presents an imminent dancer
I
31 to the child's life or health. Ml oerson takino a child into

3.22/10

3.22/13

3.22/14

Indicated reports shall be maintained on the

27

(a)

JO

_!_b)�- If�no_____fi_n_dinq has been made by a local child

lll protective service or any other annroorinte state or locnl

I.

7

3.22/42

3.22/44

3.22/�5

215-82-4-6
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ii agency after 2 years from the date a report was received, the
re£2_rt shall be classifiec "unfounded for want of an

investigation" or "unfounded by reason of insufficient

• I evidence. •
(cl

The names, addresses, and all other identifying

61 characteristics of. all persons na.med in all unfounded reports
71 shall be exPunaed il'1l'lediatelv.
(dl

If no further reoorts are ma�e, the naMes,

9 addresses and all other icentifyina characteristics of all
1
10 persons named in indicated renorts shall he expunqed 7 years
II

from the date the report was received, or when the child

121 reaches the age of 18L whichever is sooner.
IJ

l.l.Ql.f9t

IMMUNITY,--Anyone participating in the making

1, of a report, the taking of photographs or x-rays, or the

IS taking of a child into custody pursuant to this section or
16 participating in a judicial proceeding resulting therefrom

17 shall be presumed prima facie to be acting in good faith and
18 in so doing shall be immune from any liability, civil or

19 I criminal, that otherwise might be incurred or imposed.

20

i1_ 2 l

EDUCATION

Al'![)

TRI\INitlG.--The department shall

21 conduct a continuina publicity and education Proaram for
1
22 district r1"J2.ar_t:ment_staff, oersons anrl officials reouired to
23 report, and any other apnroPriate oersons, to encouraae the

.i.!l.

llftyene-�neving¼y-ene-vi¼¼ftt¼¼y-•ie¼etin�-the
13,22/7(
'
pre•iatene-•f-ehis-eeeeien-eheii-e�-gttiiey-ef-e-�iseeffleener-ef

3.22/c
3.22/48

3,22/49
3.22/50
3,22/51
3.22/52
3.22/54
3.22/56
3,22/61
3.22/64
3.22/6,.5,--.,_
3.22/'-'
3.22/67
3,22/68

11lus

3,22/69

3.22/70

31 ehe-eeeend-•e�ree,-,..,.isheJt¼e-ee-i>fe¥iee➔-in-sT-++§T9��-er-sT
•I ii5T99�T

cl registry or the recorrls of any child-abuse case, except as

provided in this section, may be held personally liable and

Bl shall be guilty of a nisremeanor of the second dF!aree,
91 punishable as provided in s. 775.032, s. 775.083 or s.

101 775.084,
12

IS second degree, punishable as crovide<l in s. 775.032, s.
i
16 775,083, or s, 775,DB4 and may be civilly liable for the

17 damaqes oroxinately caused hy such a failure. l\nvone who
1
18 knowinglj'. or wi 11 fullv orevents a:,other person actina

21 775.082, s. 775.�R3 or s. 775.0R4, and mav be civilly liable
1
n f_OLthe_ c'.aMages proxiMately caused hv such action.
23

2S

3.22/75

27

JO

and ot�er �ult authorized agencies •
.l.11lf44t

PENALTIES,--

JI

8

3.22/\..-,
11lua

3.22/11

3,22/8,

3.22/8:
3,22/8L
3,n;e,

3.22/BE

3,22/6�
3.22/3'.

3,22/9(

3.22/9:;
3.22/9'

3,22/9:
19 reasonahlv from such recortinq shall he auiltv of a
1
20 misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provired ins.

3,22/74

2,

Any person, official or institution resnonsible

1,1 suspected child abuse shall he auilty of a misdemeanor of the

26 responsibilities, obliaations and powers under this chapter as
27 well as the diagnosis of child abuse and maltreatment and the
1
28 procedures of the child protective service, the Circuit Court

(bl

131 for the care of a child failinq to report a case of known or

3,22/71

The program shall include but not be limited to 13.22/72

Any person injured or aggrieved by such disclosure

111 shall be entitled to damages,

2•1 fullest cegree of reportina of suspected child abuse or
2SI maltreatment.

Alty person who willfully or knowingly makes public

or discloses any infor�ation contained in the child-abuse

3,22/8(

2•

Section 2,

3. 22;0'

This act shall take effect October 1, 1976. 13,22/H

26
28

29

30

31

3.22/�f

9
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1 :hbs

HOUSE SUIIMJ\RY

1:hbs

Authorizes a court, where a parent's reliqious heliefs do

3.22/10

that medical services hy a liccnse-1 p'1ysician or
osteopath be orovi�ed to a child when his health reauires
it. Exenpts any such p�vsician or osteonath from
criminal liabilitv. Specifies certain items as evidence
of sexual or erotional abuse for ournos-as of the
requirement that a renort of such· abuse be mar.e.
Requires persons required to make reports of suspected
abuse or maltreatr:ent of children to report suspicion of
death of a child from abuse or maltreatnent to the
appropriate medical �xaminer (who shall report his
findinq to the police, state attorney, local child
protective agency anc hospital, if applicable). Requires
the taking of photooraphs and x-rays at public expense as
evidence of abuse or maltreatment.

3.22/10
3.22/lC

not proviee for sn�cified medical treatment, to orOcr

10
11
12
13
1'
15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22
23
2•

,,.--...
�

Authorizes a law enforcement of�icer or authorized aqent
of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
to take a child into protective custody and provides for
the keeping of the child in custody without parental
conse nt under certain circumstances.

Reouires reoorts of

taking a child into protective custodv t6 be file� with
the child protective aoency and Circuit Court. Requires
institution of child protective procee�ings in Circuit
Court. Provices for the classiFication o• reoorts of
child abuse or maltreatment. Provides for the expunginq
of unfounded and indicated reoorts. Provides civil and
crir.linal in.muni ty to ?Crsons who take 9hotooranhs or x

rays pursuant to the �rovi�ions of the act.

Renuires the

Department of llealth and Re!-iabilitative Services to
conduct educational proo�ans.

Provides that any person who willfully or knowinaly
discloses infornation of child abuse or maltreatment from
the central reqistry is auilty of a 2nd dearee
misGe�eanor. Rcstrict3,· to ,ersons respon�ible for the
care of a child, provisions nakinq it a 2nc1 degree
misdemeanor to fail to report �nown or suspected abuse.
Provides civil liability. Provides that any person who
knowingly or willfully prevents anotrer from reporting
child abuse is guilty of a 2nd degree misdemeanor and is
subject to civil liability.

25
26

27
28

30
JI

10

3.22/1°
3.22/10
3.22/1'1
3.22/11
3.22/11
3.22/11
3.22/11
3.22/11
3.22/11
3.22/11
3.22/12
3.22/12
3.22;1:
3.22/lc
3.22/12

,,.--...

3.22/P
3.22/1�
3.22/11
3.22/13
3.22/13
3.22/13
3.22/13
3.22/13
3.22/13
3.22/13
3.22/13
3.22/lij
3.22/14
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Page Three
Medical Examiner who shall conduct an examination and report his
findings to the police, the state attorney, the Department or a
hospital if applicable.
Provides that any person required to report a case of child
abuse may take photographs of the child at the state's expense
and may, if necessary, cause a radiological examination to be
performed on the abused child.
(6) Provides for the taking of an abused child into protec
tive custody under certain circumstances without the consent of
the parent or guardian. Requires that notification of taking a
child into protective custody be sent to the Department and
Circuit Court and that every reasonable effcrt be made to infor111
the parent■ or guardian■• Requires the Department to begin pro
tective proceedings to determine whether or not the child should
be returned home.
(8) Requires that reports of child abuse be maintained in
one of three categories: suspected, indicated or unfounded.
Provides for expungement of reports under certain circumstances.
(10) Provides immunity to anyone taking photographs and
x-rays or taking a child into protective custody.
(12) Provides that the Department shall conduct an education,
training and publicity program involving all areas of child abuse.
(13) Provides that anyone disclosing. information contained
in the Registry shall be guilty of a second degree misdemeanor and
that anyone who fails to report or who prevents another person
from reporting a case of child abuse shall be guilty of a second
degree misdemeanor and shall be civilly liable for damages.
Section 2.

Effective date of October 1, 1976.
ECONOMIC IMPACT

There is presently available to Florida a $40,000 federal
grant for the purpose of providing education and training program•
in the area of child abuse. There are no eligibility require-·
ments to be met in order to receive these funds other than
completing an application. The Oepartment has also applied for
a federal grant of $55,000 for the purpose of educating and train
ing schoolteachers in the best available methods of handling and
detecting child abuse. An application has been sent to the
Regional Office of Child Development, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, and the outlook for receiving these funds
is favorable.

An accurate estimate on the costs that would 'be incurred by
the state for the taking of photographs is difficult to deten'line
because there is no available data on the number of photographs
that would be involved.
CO�ITTEC COMMENTS
It is hoped that labeling reports as unfounded or indicated
will help solve the problem of maintaining the malicious bad
faith report in the Registry a�d remove those reports with no
credible evidence to support them. Recognizing that many of t�e
child abuse cases rely on an accumulation of apparently insufficient
evidence ever a period of time �hich may make the total eviden=e
sufficient to protect the child who otherwise would be abused,
HB 3940 provides that no report be removed befora 'two years from
the receipt of the last report and that the determination of ..-hat
constitutes insufficient evidence will be made by the Department.
The content of the proposed subsection on e�ergency protective
custody is, primarily, an extraction from Chapter 39, Florida
Statutes, which discusses taking a child into custody and detention.
This proposed subsection reflects the seriousr,es:; of the act of
removing a child from his home and the subsequent necessity of rapid
judicial response when temporary custody is required. One addition,
however, is made in the proposed subsection with regard to those
persons permitted to take protective custody of a child. Incl·.ided
in the proposed subsection is authorization to pro�essional medical
personnel intended to allow medical personnel more flexibility in
dealing with what they can determine to be a potantially dangerous
situation for the child. This subsection is particularly pertinent
in those situations in which it proves difficult to obtain an
immediate police hold or court order.
The proposed subsection providing for the t�king of photographs
and x-rays of the abused child is intended to provide data to
augment the Department's file pertaining to child abuse. It is
intended that photographs and x-rays would becom� part of the child's
medical file and thus could be used, when necessary, as eviden=e in
legal proceedings. Legally, this proposed subsection means that the
individuals who are mandated to report abuse and neglect do not
need parental permission or release to take the necessary photographs.
OTHER COMMITTEE REFERENCES
None.
Staff Contact.:

Peter Mitchell
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HB 3940 by Representative Gordon and Others
Child Abuse
PROBLEM
In many cases reports of suspected abuse, with no credible
evidence to justify them, are listed in the Central Registry.
Since October, 1971, the Central Registry has received 120,119
reports of child abuse. Of this number, 74,694 have been in
vestigated and in 40,786 of the cases, some form of social services
were initiated. It is felt that there should be a procedure
through which reports of child abuse with no credible evidence
supporting thero may be removed from the Registry.
Present law outlines items to be considered evidence of
physical injury requiring a report to be made. Physical injury,
however, only represents a portion of the total cases of abuse of
children. Therefore, it is felt that the law should also include
a delineation of those items to be considered evidence or indication■
of sexual or emotional abuse.
A task force in Dade County studied the child mortality rate
over a fifteen year period. In order to examine the problem, the
task force reviewed all cases ur.der the age of thirteen autopsied
by the County Medical Examiner from 1960-1974. Of the 1,897 death■
that were studied approximately 3% were originally stated to be
related to child abuse.
In a retrospective review, however, the
task force discovered that approximately 171 of these cases should
have potentially been in this category. It has been suggested,
therefore, that a report be made directly to the Medical Exami'ner
who in turn will inform the appropriate authorities when there is
suspiciun that a child may have died as a result of abuse.
0

Evidence in cases of suspected abuse and neglect is often
difficult to obtain. The abusers tend to deny their actions; marital
partners tend to 'protect the abusing ones; the children are often too

Na,jorio I. TwnlNll, !ltalr°'""1or
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young to give credible testimony and often the12 are no witnesses
to s•1pport allegations of abuse.
At the present time, Florida child abuse legislation contains
no provision related to the emergency protective custody of a child
and there are no education or training programs available to the
public to inforr:i thero about the best method of handling, reporting
and detecti�g cases of child abuse.
\-/HAT THE BILL DOES
Amends Chapter 827.07 to: include definitions for unfounded
and indicated reports; provide immunity from crininal 1iability
to physicians providing medical services when s�ch services are
ordered by the court; delineate items to be considered evic!<er.ce of
sexual and emotional abuse requiring a report to be made; require
that a report be made to the local nedical exam_r.�r when there is
suspicion that a child has died as a result of 3buse; provide for
the taking of photographs of an abused child at the state's ex
pense; provide for the taking of a child into prote�tive custody
without parental consent when there is imminer.t da:-iger to the
child's life or health; require that reports of child abuse b�
naintained in one of three categories: suspecteJ, indicated, or
unfounded; provide for expur.gement of reports u•,d.-·r certain cir
curistances; provide immunity to anyone taking p:,oto9ra;:,hs and
x-rays of an abused child; provide immunity to 1nyone takir,g· a
child into protective custody; provide that the D�partment shall
conduct an education, training and publicity progran in all areas
involving child abuse; provide that anyone disc o�ing inforr.adon
contained in the Central Registry shall be guil�y of a secon� degree
misdemeanor; provide that anyone who fails to repcrt or who ;:ircv"?:1t:s
an•)ther person from reporting a case of child ai,us:e shall be guilty
of a second degree misdemeanor and shall be civilly liable for
damages,
Section l.
(1)

Amends section 827.07, Florida Statutes, as follm.s:

Defines "indicated" and "unfounded" n.ports.

(2) Provides that any physician ordered by the court to
provide medical services shall be immune from cririinal liability.
(3)
Delineates conditions to be considered evidence of sexual
abuse and conditions to be considered indications of emotional
abu�e requiring a report to be made.

(4) Re�uires that any person who suspects that a child has died
as a result of abuse shall report this information to the local
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SCC'TIQll l, PURPOSE.
It i• the p..irpose of this Act to protect the henlth and welfnre
ot childron by encouraging tr.e reporting of suspected child nbuse
and chfld neglect in a zanner which assures that appropriate pro
tective aervicea will be provided to abused and neglected children

HODEL CUILD ABUSE AKD NEGLECT

and that appropriate services will be offered to families of a

REPORTING I.AW

bused and ne�lected children in order to protect such children

Final Draft

from furthe� hani and to promote the well-being of the child in
hi• bane setting, whenever possible.

January 3, 1975

�ect� I ._Comments.
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The purpose of a child abuse and neglect reporting law and
its supportive provisions is to foster the protection oi children.
All sections of this Act are meant to serve this goal.
The protection of children is furthered by e��oura�ir.J the re
porting of casea of 1,uspected child abuse and neglect. T:1is ;.ct
encourages r�porting in three respects. First, it rc��ircs cer
tain professionals to report their reasonable suspicions of ch�ld
abuse. Second, it permits professionali; and all others to re?Ort
their rea&onable suspicions of child abuse and neslect. T'.:ird, it
encourages pnrents and others to "re?Qrt" therr.i;elves or inquire
about the availability of voluntary services.
T_!l_e protection of children is also furthe::-ed l:::y the delivery
of &ervices to
children and the fa�ilies of children �ho have·
been ·aJ:>used or neglected. Reporting ii; a tool by which ir.j�red
or severely neglected children, who r.iight otherwise go u:-.::oticed,
n::ay be detected and quickly brought to the attention of t,:oze �,ro
are able to help the child and his family. Reportir.g .i�uzed and
neglected children is therefore encouraged so �hat eppro?::-iate
child protective services m.:iy be extended. While this ,\ct do;:?s
not prescribe the nature of the services which m�st. be. provided,
the purpose clause t.:ikcs into account .the· fact tr.:it_:nere. report
i_ng, without concern for the treat:nent of the child or the pro!>
lems"'i.,h{ch ·c.:iused 'the harm, muy. be meaningless if not h.:i..:i:u l.
For this rca::;on, · the purpose of this Act is described as the pro
snotion of reporting in _£�which will foster the pro•Jisiva
of nccess.:iry protective services,
This Section provides that services are to be extend�d for
the purpose of insuring the s.:ifety of the cr.ild, pre enting the
occurrence of further har-m .ind promoting the well-be ng of the
child in hii. home setting, whenever possible. 1\ jud ci:il pro
ccoding or the re.-uov.il of n child from his fumi l y or hc:i:c cn;ri ron
mcnt to a foster hoce or institution is thcrcfo1·c to be con::;idercd

-10The degree of r.uspicion necessary to make a. report is set .it
the level of
"rc.:i:;on;:ible c.:iuzc" which is a sli9htly l.c�.-,cr st.:ir,
dard of evidence th.:in "prob;:iblc cause". The latter stunrl.ird hils
been held to require more than il mere suspicion or even .i strong
rc«son to suspect. Rcusonilblc cause is support.:iblc by il stron,J
suspicion and is considered to be an "objective" stand.:ird of evi
dence. Th.:it is, it indicates what reazonablc people, in similar
circumstances, would believe to be the case.
(This stand.:ird is
to be.compared with the "preponderance of the evidence" test re
quired for a positive determination of a report by .·an investiga
ting agency.
(See Section 11 C) A lower.standard of cvidt!nce
is therefore required to make a report than to consider it "In
dic.ited" pursuant to an investigation.]
The clause "coming before him in his official capacity• means
that the enumerated individuals are required to report or.ly those
cases of abuse discovered pursuant to their professional activi
ties. For example, a physician who has reasonable cause to sus
pect the abuse of his neighbor's child who has not been brought
before him for diagnosis or treatment, is not mandated to report.
The physician, however, would be permitted to report pursuant to
Part B of this Section.
It should be noted that the named profession.:ils are �andated
to report only cases of suspected child abuse. Suspicions of c,1ild
neglect may be reported, but designated individuals a:,d others are
not required· to report.
B. This Part permits all professionals listed in �art A and
any other pArson to re?ort cases of child abuse and ne7lcct. As
such, no one is required under penalty of law to report the rea
sonable suspicion of child neglect.
The reasons for this are four-fold. First, the manifestations
of child neglect are more difficult to define ar.d detecl tl">an l'.1ose
of child a!:luse. While the "battered child syndrome" is a medically
defined entity, many of its ch.:iracteris tics are reco:;niziliile to
the untrained eye. Characteristics of neglect, on the other hand,
even as defined in Section 2, are less succinctly described and
more difficult to recognize. In determining the scope of munda
tory reportable conditions, the factor of observubility hils si,1�i
ficant policy consequences. If·one is to be required under pen�l
ty of law to report a certain harm or injury, it should be one a
potential reporter can be expected to identify with rcasona�le ef
fort. It is therefore likely that if professionals arc reg•.iir,"?d to
report their reasonable suspicions of child neglect, a gre�t n��ber
of cilses will be reported which do not, in f.:ict, constitute child
neglect, resulting in significant over reporting .:ind unwarranted
inv.isions into the privacy of countless children and their fa�ilics.
Second, as a result of the often vugue definitions of ne9l�ct
and the consequent discretion granted reporters, it is pro�c•··.
that cultural, raciil 1 and economic distinctions between the re1,orter
and reported will influence ilnd unfairly bias the reporting of cer
tain groupz of children. Most profession.:il:;--physici.:inz, school
te.:>.chers, soci.il woi:kers, etc.-- come from middle or upper cl,1:...:i
white background,;. /\ mand.:>.tory law which inclu<les su:;pocted neg
lect as a report.iblc condition is therefore likely to -<.litocrir,1in.itc .ig.iinst or result i.n the excessive reporting of children f..-o:n

- ... lower sociill and economic clu:.zcs ancl cultural .ind raciill minorities.
Third, the �andatory reportir.g of children :;u�pcct�d of ne�
lect would significantly increase the casc:loud of ager,cics ch,n-:;ecl
with receiving reports. In jurisdictions which require reporti:1g
of neglect, such reports usuully outnum0er reports of u::use. by
a six to one ratio. Agencies which ahve a limited ilmount of !1u::iiln
and fin.incial resources to investigate and treat atuscd children
may be so taxed with the influx ·of reports of suspected c)1ild neg
lect that the level of services offered to a�l maltreated children would decrease dramatically. It may
be more �ruc.ent
to emphasize those aspects of the reporting syste::i which have
proven to be beneficial, rather than to dissipilte available re
sources with increased and often confusing de:nands.
Fourth, there are often more
efficient and beneficial
methods of dealing with children suspected of ne9lect t�an re
quiring formal reports to be made to a state a�ency. Unlike
cases of physical or sexual abuse, whi�h the state hus a great
interest in attending to at once, many casas of ncglccc �2y be
treated successfully through solely voluntary or private �el?
rather than with the mandatory invocution of official pro=cdures.
Permissive reporting, moreover, docs not mean that reports of
suspected neglect arc not to be made; it means they are not legal�
ly demanded of the reportc.r.
Another factor to be co:1sidered in deterr:iini:1; ,-,t.£!t1-.er re
ports are to be required or pcrmitted is that child ne,:; lcct. as
defined in Section 2, includes the cateory of e::ictional"i�?air
me-nt. Th�re is gener11 l agreer..ent among chile. c.e·:e lop.°:'.�:-:t e:<
perts that a c�ild may � h.irmed psycholo:;ically ilS wel:i. us ,:-�ysi
cally, and that emotional abuse or impairrr.ent may !:le as scv'!re or
even more damaging than bodily injuries. The proclec.1 :or r..�:>rt
ing, however, lies not in admitting that there are chilc:-e:i who
Buffer emotional impairment which cun be caused or worse:ced by
the acts of others, but in recognizing the nature of t�e ha=.
In this regard the mandatory reporting of £motional i�?airnent
is subject to the same problems inherent in the re�uirec. re��rt
ing of neglect itself, if not more so. The diffi=ulty o! o·;ser
vation, for example, is more acute since the mar.ifestations of
emotional harm may not develop immediately.
Even when the manifestations of emotional i:'.1oair.:-.e:ct are
somewhat recognizable, the indices of emotional h;irm r,,a:., !:e in
terpreted in vastly different ways, depending on the past cx��r
ience and present outlook of the observer; econc"'ic, c�:ltural
and even moral factors are likely to play a si;r.ificant rol� in
the determination and reporting of c::iotional h2rr.1.
Furthermore, the mancl.itor-1 reporting cf children s·.is!'c=ted
of emotional impairment may result in the creation of a cl.is� of
children labelled "cmotionillly abused" which n.:>.y not, in :.ice,
cxi&t. It is often the Cilse that the zealous and often ,-:ell-in
tentioned labelling of children obscures the re.:il pro�le"' and
results in the est.iblishment of a new cate<Jory of you:-ir; ?cople
who may suffer more from tho b.:iclge, they .ire given thnn t!-.cy .:ire
helped t¥the services they receive. Like the word "clclinc;ucn�•.
tho l.ibcl •emotionlllly ubused" m.:iy follow children for the rest
of their live•, even if the di.ignosis changes or becomes irrcle-·
VII.Tit.

-tJof failure to thrive l , whose health is imp.iircd due to a lac►. of
adequate shelter or clothing, who is not arlcquately protected
against the assault or abuse of another, or \,hose life or hc.:illh
is imp.:iired due to lack of proper medical.attention. It should
be noted that a child whose mental condition is seriously imp:i.ired
as a result of any of these conditicns may be'considered neglected.
Emotional disturbances resulting from conditions or cnuscs other
than the inadequate provision of food, shelter, clothing, physical
protection or medical care are beyond the scope of this Act.
While such children may be in need of attention, and while it is
hoped th�t public or private agencies will be able to provide ad
quate care and treatment, their condition is not meant to bo reme
died throu�h the process of reporting.
Alternate Propcsals

1.

A child shall not have to suffer •serious• haITD,either p�ysical

or mental, in order to be abused or neglected.
Discussion. It is suggested that reporters other than phy
sicians co not have the expertise to judge whether or not harm
is serious or whether a relatively minor injury relates to a
larger pattern of harm.
2.

A child shall be considered abused or neglect'od it he ia

seriously •threatened• with harm.
3.

A child shall be considered abused if he ia auffering from

aerious.•mental• as well as physical harm.

1 The term •failure to thrive• generally descri�--os a chi ld who,
though being fed or offered an adequate amount of food, ncvertl:�less
·exhibits signs of severe malnutrition, extremely slow growth rates
and delayed bone, motor and nervous devcloi:xnent.
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Any physician, nurse, dentist, optometrizt, medical ex:i�iner or

A.

coroner, or any other medical or mental health professional,• Chris---· ..

\I

tian Science Practioner, religious hea ler, school teacher and other
-· ·-- - --•/
V
pupil personnel, social o� public assistance worker, child-care
worker in any day-care center or child-caring institution, police
or law enforcement of�icer having reasonable cause to suspect that
a chi ld caning before him in his official or professional ca?acity
is abused shall be required to report.
B.

Except as provided in Part A of this Section, any person who

has reasonable cause to suspect that a child is abused or neslect

ed may report.
�

Section 3.
A.

Co��ents.

Persons specified in this Section include t�ose who, in

the course of their professional activity, are likely to o=serve

cbusecl chilclren ancl who, by virtue of their training a::d e::�cri
ence, can be expected to entertain reasonable suspicio::s a�out
the condition of children who ?.ppear to ce suf:ering frc� a�use.
In addition to physicians and medicnl ?ractitioners, oti�er
professionals are listed since many seriously ha=.ed children do
not reach hospital emergency rooms or doctors' offices. Schcol
teachers, social workers and other professionals who internet
·With children in their official capacities arc often in a strate
gic position to discover and report cases of child a'.:>use �:hich
might othP.rwise go undetected. Further.Tiore, i"t is li'ccly that
abused children brought to doctors' offices and hospitals are
those in clire need of medical attention. If the law were to re
quire only physicians or hospital personnel to report, it might
exclude from its scope children whose injuries are serious but
have not yet reached tragic proportions.
It has been suggested th.it if C!"ll.irging the group of ir.a ..
dated reporters hns meritorious consequences for the detection
of a bu zed children, everyone should he rcqu ired to report. 1·::1 .i le
logicnlly me.inin<Jful. it is proh:ible that obligatir.g everyone t.o
report would serve to diminish the im;:>:1ct n ma.ndatory rcportir,g
law wc,uld have on sp<?cifically named professions. In n<.!cJit;ion,
it would he virtu.illy imposziblc to enforce a pennlty for tr>e
knowing failure to report (sec Section O) if everyone is subjecl
to it.

-12Finnlly, the.ability of the stnte to respond to tho need� of
emolion;:,lly imp:iired children is extremely limited. Insliluli6n11
tor retard ed and mentally-disturbed children are often no more
th.in hum;:,n wnrehouses. While lack of success' in the treatment
of mentnl disorders is not limited to the experience of child
ren alone, young people have perhaps been victimized more than
nny other group by the faith our society hns placed in the prob
lem-solving ability of the social and psychological sciences.
This is especially true in considering the most drastic but
not infrequent response of the state--the coercive removal of
a child fro:n his home. The loss of a child's liberty and the
similar loss of a child's custody by the parent is traded for
a promise of treatment or reform which sc ldo:n succeeds. ?.e:no·,al
also creates an extremely difficult psychological strain or trau
ma which may be more damaging to the child's e:notional health
than the environment fro:n which he was removed, It would be un
wise to enlarge the category of childro·n sc;spected or det<?rmined
to be emotionally impaired through the avenue of mandatory re
porting if it cannot be demonstrated that treating or removing
them is beneficial to the child, his family, and society.
Alternate Prooosals
l,

Persons listed in Part A of this Section shall be required

to rep:,.!"t cases of child neglflct as well I!!!' abuse.
Discussion. It is suggested that neglectful situations �re
often as life-threatening as those of abuse. A child nu:t su[f:?r
serious harm or even death as a result of neglect. Suspicions
of chilq neglect should therefore be mandatorily reported for
the same reasons as those which justify the mandatory re?orting
of abuse. It is also suggested that the bifurcation of reporting
procedures, contingent upon an understanding of co:-n?lox defini
tional requirements, confuses the public mind and detracts from
the purpose of this Act.
2.

Whenever a person listed in Part A ia required to report in �ii

official capacity as a staff member of a medical institution,
school or other public or private ngency, the person in charge
or his designated agent shall be notified immediately, who shall
then become responsible for making or causing the report to��
mnde.

Nothing in this proposal, however, is meant to prevent

individuals from reporting on their own behalf.
OtRc11:::sion. It is suggested th.i.t this method of reporting

onnbles institutional administrators to be informed of special
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l'ENI\LTY FOR FllIT,UllE_TO REPOTlT.

Any person required to report a case of suspected child abuse ""10
knowingly fails to do so shall.be guilty of a misdemeanor.
�i9n

e.

Comm_cnt�.

T�is Section imposes a criminal penalty on mandated reporters
for their ko��ing failure to report cases of suspected abuse •
There is nothing in the n.iture of a reporting law that requires
it to be mand.itory; thEf statute could be written in wholly pcrmissive
tcnns.·Neverthcless,child abuse is such a compelling wrong that society
may justifiably invoke coercive means to promote the identification
of �bused children. The operative assumption is that unlcss people
.ire told that they must report, they will not; or at least not enough will report under non-coercive conditions to achieve the
desired goal of protecting children in need of urgent hel�. The
existence of a penalty for the knowing failure to report
strengthens the concept of mandatory reporting itself by providing
a legal means
of enforcement.
1,�ile the re!X)rting laws of over half the states contain pen
alty clauses.prosecutions for failure to report have been practically
non-existent. Despite the absence of prosecution, however, pen
alty provisions encourage reporting in at least four respccts.

i:;1:rr10N n---'

PENI\T,TY FOil_ F/1 ILtmE TO REPORT.

a case of suspected child abuse who
MY person required to report
a misdemeanor.
knowingly fails to do so shall be guilty of
�cction.
__,_
..... 8.

Comments.

This Section imposes a criminal penalty on mandated reporters

d abu se.
for their knowing f.iilure to report cases of suspecte that requ ires
There is nothing in the nature of a �eporting law

the lm·:. Second, a penalty clause makes it e.isier for doctors,
te�chers and others to explain to parents why reports have been
fflade. Third, a legal mandate removes the reporter's psychological
barrier of acting as an "informer". Fourth, in many jurisdictions,
one's vulnerability to civil prosecution for harm resulting from
failure to report is greatly increased by the violation of penal
st.itutes.
It should be noted that no penalty attaches in this Section
for the knowing failure of designated professionals to report
their suspicions of child neglect, since they are not required
to rcpc,rt such cases pursuant to 'the terms of Section 3. Simi
larly, persons permitted to report cases of suspected child abuse
and neglect are unaffected by this Section.

e
it to be mand.itoryi the. statute could be written in wholly per.nissiv
terms.· Nevertheless, child abuse is such a co::1pelling wrong t:1at societv
ation
may justifiably invoke coercive means to pror::ote the identific
unless peo?le
of abused children. The operative assumption is that
least not eare told that they must report, they wil1 not; or at
�ough will report under non-coercive conditions to achieve the
desired go.il of protecting children in need of urgent help. The
existence of a penalty for the knowing failu re to report
strengthens the concept of mandatory reporting itself by provicing
of enforcement.
a legal means
While the reporting laws of over half the states contain pen
alty clauses,prosecutions for failure to report have teen practically
non-existent. Despite the absence of prosecution, h�1ever, per.
nlty provisions encourage reporting in at least four respects.
First, professional licenses m.iy be jeopardized by violaticr.s of
the la\1. Second, a penalty clause makes it easier for cc::tors,
te.ichers and others to explain to parents why reports have been
made. Third, a legal mandate removes the reporter's psychological
barrier of ncting as an ''informer". Fourth, in many jurisd.:.ctior.s,
one's vulnerability to civil prosecution for harm resulting :re�
failure to report is greatly increased by the violation of penal
statutes.
It should be noted that no penalty attaches in this Section
for the knCMing failure of designated professionals to report
their suspicions of child neglect, since they are not required
to report such cases pursuant to the ter:ns of Section 3. Simi
larly, persons permitted to report cases of suspected child abuse
and neglect are unaffected by this Section.

�lt�r�nte Prooo�als

.a.lternate Prooosal_s

rirst, p��!es�io��l licenses ��y be jeopardized�, viol�tion� of

1.

If the reporting of neglect is required for mandate
d profcssionals (see Section 3, Alternate Proposal number
l), the penalty
shall attach for the knowing failure to
report •suspectod child

neglect• as well as abuse.

1.

If the reporting of neglect is required for mandated profes

sionals {see Section 3, Alternate Proposal number 1), the penalty
shall attach for the knowing failure to report •suspected child
neglect•

as

well as abuse.
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M11.0Cl\TION

or

PHIVIJ.t::GED COMMUNTCI\T_ION.

'J'hc privil eged quality of communication between husband and wife
and any professional person and his patient or client,

except

that

between attorney and client, is abrogated and shall not constitute·
grounas for failure to report or the exclusion of evidence in any
civil ch ild protective proceeding

result ing

fran a

report

pursuant

to this Act.
Section 9.

Comments.

This Section serves to encourage reporting by abrogating the
privileged nature of certain co�Jnunications, which, if protected
by la\-/, might render reporting child abuse ar.d neglect i;;,?Ossi!::>le.
Virtually every state protects the confidentiality of co:c-�u:-ii
catio:1 betwee:1 physician and patient, attorr.ey and client, �us!::>an:3
and wife, and clergyman and congregant, Other states exter.d pro
tection to co.'T'_'!\unication between the psychologist and patient and
the social worl;er and c 1 ient. r.-iese professio:-ia ls are bou:.d by
law not to divulge anything their clients may have related to the'TI
without prior permission. The privileged status of these co:c�ur.i
cations may only be abolished or suspended by statutory enact;;,ent.
If these privileges were to remain inviol.ite, a nwnter of re
ports of child abuse would never be made. Many reports fro� physi
cians, for example, could not be made without securing the per�is
sion of the child or his parent.
This Section also serves to make previously confidential evi
dence available in civil deliberations regarding child protective
matt ers. It is not meant to abrogate evidentiary privileges th at
may at tach i n criminal or other non-protective proceedings. The
function of abrogation is to facilitate the care and protection of
children through the process of reporting and fact finding; it is
not designed to serve a punitive or retributive purpose.
The attorney-client privilege is not abrogated since the con
fidence between an attorney and his child or adult client must be
protected in order t o secure a fair trial or hearing.
I t should be noted that whether a stat ute abrogating privi
l eged corrur.unications such as t hat proposed in this Section exists
or not, a physician's and an a ttorney's first professional duty
is to his child p;iticnt or cli ent and not the parent of the child
or t he pe rson who pays the fee.
'-lternate Proposals
l.

The pr ivileged quality of communication be tween husband and wife

ahall not be abroga t ed.

-'I.:-

SF.CTION 13.

A.

CONF'IDI::ln'Il\LITY or J!EPOTITS MID ru:c_Qnns.

�11 reports made pursuant to this Act maintained by the

suite I>cp:irtment of Social Services, local Child Protective
Services Agencie• and the State Central Register of Child Abuse
shall be confidential.

Any person who disseminates or 1>Crmit1

the unauthorized dissemination of such information shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor.
B.

not be made available to any individual or institution excepts
1. Appropriate staff of the State Department of Soci.al
Services and local Child Protective Services Agencie11
Any person who i• the subject of a report, subject to

tho qualifications provided in Part C of thi• Section.
3.

°

Civil court!' r:,f law conducting child abuse or chl ld

protective proceedings:
4,

of the finding of the investigation and ,..hcthcr

or not his name has been expunged from the Register.

Any pcrsc..1

who is the subject of a report shall be informed of his right to
inspect the report and his right to challenge any part of the
contents therein.

The only details of the report which shall

be withheld from the subject's knO'Wledge or inspectio� are the
name, address, occupation and all other identifying character

Information contained in report• described in Part A •hall

2.

be informed

Any person engaged in a bona fide research purpose,

with written permission of the director of the State Department
of Social Services, provided, ho-,,ever, that no information re
garding the names, addresses and all other identifying character
istics of subjects of the report shall be made available to the
researcher.
� Any person who is the subject of a r �port made pursuant to�
this Act shall be immediately notified of the fact that his

name has been recorded by the State Department of Social Ser
vices, the local Child Protective Services �gcncy, an� if appli
cable, the State Central Register of Child Abuso: he shall also

istics of the reporter.
D.

Por the purposes of this Section, •any person who is the

subject of n report• shall mean the child and any person re
sponsible for his care or others exercizing temporary or.perma
nent control over the child who is mentioned by name in a re
port or finding.
Section 13.

Co;nmer.ts.

'I'he purpose of this Section is to protect the confidentiality
of nll reports made pursuant to this Act, including reports main
tained by local Child Protective Services Agencies and t�e State
Department of social Services as well as those stored in the State
wide Central Register.
A. The existence of
Statewide Central Registerswill facili
tate the availability of reports to enquiring individuals or insti
tutions whether the Registers are co�puterized or not. It is t�ere
fore important that they be most carefully and strictly guarded a
gainst unauthorized access. Protection of confidentiality of re
ports on a Register alone, ho1,:ever, is insufficient if similar
reports on the files or records of other agencies are not protect
ed ns well. Reports maintained by the State Depart�ent of Social
Services (which receives original reports) and the local Child ?ro
tective Services Agencies (which investigate reports and provide
or coordinate the delivery of treatment services) are enco�passed
in the scope of this Section as well.
'I'he word •reports• is intended in this Section to mean not
only original telephoned reports, but the findings of investiga
tions made pursuant to the reports and all information reg.:irding
treatment and services provided the child and those responsi�le
for his c.:ire.
In addition to limiting access to reports, all information
contained on the reports is declared confidential. While the
term •confidential" is frequently affixed to various collections

-IIG-

�ave m�dc on the basis of his independent diagnosis alone.l
�imilarly, a physician who suspects an abuse which actu�lly
did occur, may decide not to report if he checks the Regis
ter and relies on the fact that previous reports of abuse
have not been made or are not maintained. �n other words,
physicians may over-rely on the presence_ or absence of re
ports and use it as a crutch or substitute for making a con
scientious diagnosis.
2.

Upon petition any person who is the subject of a report
0

shall have a right to a hearing before the State Department
of Social Services t9 have the report or parts th•r�of ex•
punged_ from the Central Register and all other files main
tained by the Department.

If a child protective petition ha•

has been filed the petition for expungement ■hall not be grant
ed unless the court finds that the petition was unwarranted.
If a petition has not been filed and the petitioner prove4
by a fair preponderance of the evidence that the report of
child abuse is without foundation, the report shall be marked
Unfounded.
Discussion. This proposal provides the mechanism for the
enforcenent of the right to challenge reports guaranteed per
sons who are the subjects of reports by the terms of Part C of
this Section.
3.

11.riy person who disseminates or perm!ts the unauthorized

dissemination of such information shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
•and shall be liable for any civil damagei proximately caused by
■uch dissemination.•

1 This possibility is compounded if Registers keep Suspect

ed reports on file for any length of tirne. If one phy5ician
suspects abuse and so reports, a second doctor's reliance on
the report of the first suspicion may unduly influence his dia
gnosis. Ir. fact, abuse may never have occurred, but it will
have gained credibility on the mounting evidenco of one sus
picion fulfilling another.

-117SECTION 14.

A.

INFORMATION, TR!IINI!lG

1\!-.'D PUBLICITY.

The State Department of Social Services and the local Child

Protective Services Agencies shall, on a continuing basis, infor.:i

all persons required to report of the nature, problem and extent
of cr.�ld abuse and neglect and of their duties, options and re
sponsibilities in accordance with this Act.

The Department and the

Agencies shall also, OI) a continuing basis, conduct training pro
grams for local Agency staff.
B.

The State Department of Social Services and the local Child

Protective Services Agencies shall, on a continuing basis, inform
the public of the nature, problem and extent of child abuse and
neglect, and of the remedial and therepeutic services·available
to children and their families.

The Department and the Agencies

shall also encourag� self-reporting �r.d the vol�nt�=:i· �cccrt�n==
of available services.
C.

The State Department of Social Services shall, on a continuing

basis, actively publicize to mandated reporters and the public
the existence and the number of the twenty-four hour, statewide,
toll-free telephone service to receive reports of suspected child
abuse and neglect •
�e��ion 14.

Comments.

The effectiveness of a reporting law is dependent upon the
degree to which its provisions arc known and understood �y those
to whom it is directed. It is estimated that knowledge of the
reporting process itself acts to promote reporting with greater
effort than the existence of a penalty for the failure to report.
This Section is intended to insure that persons mandated or per
mitted to report become aware of their legal duties and options

-41\-

of data, it is meaningless unless those who control access to
the information are made aware of the precise application of the
term and arc made accountable for its violation. In this Section
confidentiality is violated when any person permits or encourages
the dissemination of information to any person or institution not
enumer.itcd in P.irt · B. Persons violating th'is principle of con
fidentiality shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Furthermore, those
persons, agencies and institutions granted access to reports may
n0t, in turn, use the report or divulge the content� in any man
ner that is not authorized by this Section. This stricture is
intended to prevent the distribution of data to other registers
or banks of information maintained by the government or by pri
vate corporations, such as medical information banks or federal,
gtate or local criminal and intelligence files.
B. Access to information contained in reports ·on the Central
Register and reports maintained by the State Department of Social
Services and local Child Protective Services Agencies should be
permitted only with regard to the purpose of the Reporting Act
itself. Access, therefore, is limited· to four groups of people:
(l) appropriate staff of the State Department of Social Services
and local Child Protective Services Agencies; (2) any person who
is the subject of a report; (3) courts of law conducting child
abuse or child protective proceedings: and (4) bona fide re
searchers.
The priroary purpose served by knowledge of previous reports
aryd findings of child abuse and neglect is to guide local Child
Protective Services Agencies in their choice of action.and pro
vision of services. It is hoped that if local Agencies are
granted access to information relative to the child's history
of harm and treat�ent, as well as an analysis of the in,pact of
services periodically provided, they will more intelligently
guided in their disposition of the present case.
Access to reports contained in the Central Register will
else enable the State Department of Social Services to make
periodic examinations of the quality and efficiency of local
Child Protective Services Agencies. Since all reports of sus
pected abuse will be channeled through the Register, the Depart
ment will be able to determine h ow raptdly and thoroughly local
Agencies respond to such reports. Local C�ild Protective Services
Agencies are required to supplement Indicated findings of abu�e
and neglect with a report of the treatment program extended to
the child and his family (see Section 11 C). It will therefore
be possible for the Department to review each Agency's promise
and delivery of services and to make periodic reviews of the
...
adequacy of the reporting system itself.
Access to individuals who are the subjects of reports is
required by the constitutional guarantees of .idequate notice
and due process of the law. Civil courts should be permitted
to review information contained on reports only when the nature
of tho proce·eding itself is a child abuse or child protective
matter.
This Section also authorizes researchers, scholars and in
vestigators eng�ged in a bona-fide research effort to examine
reports on tho Register, and those maintained by the local �gen-

..

cies and State Department of Social Services, so long a� they
h.ive written permission and no access to the narr.es or other
identifying characteristics of persons contained thereon.
llopefully this opportunity will provide public and private
org«niz.itions with data regarding various characteristic
rcpr,rtcrs, children and fillnilies reporte·a, rates of f.i s of
re
porting, the quantity and quality of services providedlse
and
other information valuable for future policy decisions.
C. Subjects of reports are to receive notice of the
fact
that their names have been reported and are on file with
tr.e
State Department of Soci.il Services, the local Child Protect
ive
Services Agencies and, if applicable, the Central Registe
r of
Child Abuse. They are also to be informed by the local Agency
of the finding of the investigation and whether or
names have been expunged from the Central Register. not their
all subjects must be- informed of their right of accessFurthemore,
to the re
ports, wherever contained, and their right to challen
of its contents. The only detail of a report which isge any part
to be
withheld from the subjects' inspection is the na�c.
ac=ress,
and occupation of the reporter. Withcrut such a limitat
ion on
access, potential reporters may be discouraged fro�
reporting
since they may fear reprisals fro� the person reporte
d. A.�y
persons
may initiate legal procedures to secure
na�e
of the reporter if he has reason to believe that thethe
report
was made with malice.
�lternate Proposals
1.

Information contained in reports on the Central Regiscer of

Child �buse shall be made available to examining physicians.
Discussion. Medical evidence suggests that child abuse
is a recognizable syndrome. Practitioners claim that child
abuse is a continuing trauma and that knowledge of previous
accounts of abuse involving the same child is of cons:derable
aid in arriving at an accurate diagnosis. It is susgested that
if a physician is permitted to telephone the Register at any
time and receive notification of prior Indicated reports, he
may be caused to examine the child more carefully, take x-rays
or look for other signs of abuse.
It is also suggested that parents who repeatedly abuse their
children do not return to the same physician or hospital for
treatmcntin order to escape detection. Though several sources
may report isolated cases of abuse of the same child, it is
only when records are combined that a pattern of abuse can be
discerned.
In opposition, it is suggested that granting access to
physicians may work against the interest of efficient report
ing. The existence of an Indicated report in the Register may
unduly influence a physician to make a report he would not

.3.
or omi11ion1, .!f the report of child abu1e and neglect lnvolYel the ach or omie■IO'lll
of a public or private agency or other ln1t\tutlon or facility?
CFR 1340.3-3 (d)(2)i 1peclfie1 the need:
"A properly con1tituted authority may Include the police, the juYenlle
court or any agency thereof, or a legally mandated public or private
child protective agency; Provided, However, that a properly con1tl
tuted authority mu1t be an agency other than the agency, lnltltution or
facility involved in the acts or omi11ion1, if the report o! child abu1e
and neglect Involve, the acts or omilelon1 of a public or private agency
or other ln1titutlon or facility"
Oueetion 9
Dou the State provide by law !or the pruervatlon of the confidentiality of all
record, concerning reports of child abu1e and neglect In order to protect the
right• of the child, h!I parenh or guardian,?
Section 4(b)(2)(E) of P. L. 93-247 ,Imply 1tatee:
"provide !or method, to pre1erve the confidentiality of all record,
in order t.o protect the rights of the child, hi• parent, or guardian,"
CFR 1340.3-3 (d)(S) 1tlpulate1 a 1et of guideline■ !or the preeervation of confiden
tiality:
-rhe State muet provide for methods to preserve the confidentiality of all
records concerning report• of child abu!e and neglect In order to protect the
rights of the child, his parents or guardians, This 1ection ,hall be eatls!ied
if a State has a law which makes such record, confidential and which make •
any person who permit• or encourages the unauthori%ed d!soeminatlon of
their contents guilty of a crime. &ich law may allow acceu to 1uch record•
but only to the following agencies and pereon1: (I) A legally mandated, public
or private child protective agency Investigating a rl!port of known or 1u1pected
child abu1e or neglect or treating a child or family which ii the 1ubject of
a report or record; (ii) a police or other law enforcement agency Investigating
a report of known or auepected child abuee or neglect; (Iii) a phyelcian who
baa before him a child whom he reaeonably eu1pect1 may be abused or ne
glHted; (Iv) a peraon legally authorlr.ed to place a child In protective cu1tody
when euch person baa before him a child whom he rea1onably 1uepect1 may
be abueed or neglected and auch person re quires the Information In the report.
or record in order to determine whether to place the child In protective custody;
(v) an agency having the legal responsibility or authorlr.ation to care for, treat,
or euperviae a child who ie the subject of a report or record, or a parent,
guardian, or other person who i• reeponsible for the child'• welfare; (vi) any
person named in the report or record who is alleged to be abueed or neglected; if
the person named In the report or record le a minor or ii otherwiae Incom
petent, hie guardian ad litem; (vii) a parent, guardian, or other person re1pon1l
ble for the welfare of a child named in a report or record; (viii) a court upon it•
finding that accee1 to 1uch records may be necessary for determination of an
l■eue before auch court, but 1uch acce11 ■hall be limited to in camera !napec•
tion, unleu the court determine, that public dl1clo1ure of the Information
contained therein i■ nece■■ary for the re■olutlon o! an !11ue then pendin& before
it; (ix} a grand jury upon lt1 determination that acceu to 1uch record, I■

neces1ary In the conduct.of it, official businee•; (x) any appropriate
State or local official reeponsible for the child protective 1crvice or
legislation carrying out hie official functions; (xi) any person engaged
in a bona fide research purpo■e, provided, however, th.at no information identifying the 1ubjecte of the report ■hall be made available to the
reaearcher unlee■ it ie absolutely e11ent!al to the research purpo■e and the
appropriate State official givea prior approval."
Oue■tion 11
Does the State provide that in every case involving an abuaed or neglected child
which ruulh In a judicial proceeding, a guardian ad litem !I appointed to repre1ent the child In 1uch proceeding?
P. L. 93-247, Section 4(b) (2) (G} ■pecifically requires th.at State■:
"provide that in every ca■e involving an abu1ed or neglected child which
re■ult■ in a judicial proceeding a guardian ad litem ■hall be appointed to
repreaent the child in ■uch proc�eding■"
Oue■tlon 15
Does the State in■ure, to the extent feaa!ble, that parental organl%ation■ combating
child abu■e and n eglect, a■ recognlr.ed by the State, receive preferential treatment?
Thi■ requirement I■ noted in P. L. 93-247, Section 4 (b) (2) (J):
"to the extent fea■lble, ineure that parental organization■ combating
child abuse and neglect receive preferential treatment"
In &immary, the items dealt with In Questions 3, 11, and 15 are specified in the
Public I.Aw. Three out of four itema in Question 2 are found in the Public Law;
the other is located in the Code of Federal Regulations. Que■tions 4 and 9 are
dealt with generally in the Public Law and ■pecifically in the Code, The require
ment in Oueatlon 5 !■ found In the Code of Fedenl Regulation■•
I hope th!■ information will be u1eful to you. U you have any queation■, pleue
contact _______________at the Hou1e HRS Committee 10th.at (1)he
may relay the me■u.ge to me,
Sincerely,

Andrea P. Wood

M,. Geraldine Fell
A11htant Chief, Bureau of Children'• Servlcea
P. O. Box 2050
592 0 Mathew• Expreeeway
Jaek1onville, Florida 32Z02

.1'fffEMhl�

II.

Dear M,. Fell:
A• a reeult of our meeting on February Zl, 1975, I have made an •nalyth of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare'• official comment■ regarding
the Ineligibility of Florida for 1974 fund■ under P. l... 93-247, the Child Abuee
Prevention and Treatment Act, to aecertaln which comment• reflect the law and
which reflect the regulation,. DHEW had baeed !ti comment■ on the an1were pro
vided to a fifteen Item queetlonnalre which wae filled out at the time or application
for fund 1. Area• of Ineligibility for Florida included thou expreued In Queetlon1 Z,
3, 4, 5, 9, 11, and lS.
Question Z
Dou the State have in eUect a State �hlld abu■e and neglect reporting law with a
definition of child abuee and neglect In accordance with all upech or the Queation
l definition?
Queetlon 1 Definition:
"'Child abu■e and neglect" mean, harm or threatened harm to a child'•
health or welfare by a peuon reapon■lble for the child', health or wel
fare,
"Harm or threatened harm to a c�lld 1 health or welfare" can occur
through: Non-accidental physical or mental injury:2 1exual abuae, u
defined by State law; 3 or negligent treatment or maltreatment, including
the !al lure to provide adequate food, clothing, or •helter. 4 Provided,
Howev";r, that a parent or guardian legitimately practicing hi■ r0llglou1
belle!■ who thereby doea not provide 1peclfled medical treatment for a
child, for that reuon alone ,hall not be considered a negligent parent, 5
1

"Child" mean, a per1ot1 under the age of elghte;n, 6
"A peuon re1pon1lble for a child'• health or welfare" include, the child'•
parent, 7 uardian, 8 or other peuon re1ponslble !or the child'• health or
rf
welfare, whether In the eame home as the child, 10 a relative'• home, 11
...
a loiter care home, 12 a realdentlal lnititution.13'
norlda '• definition does not comply with !our upect, or the 1tated definition. The
four a1pech are:
mental lnjury2
eexual abu■e, u defined by State law3
Provided, However, that a parent or guardian legitimately practicing
hi• religlou1 bel!eb who thereby does not provide ■peclfied medical
treatment for a child, for that reuon alone •hall not be con■idered
a negligent parent. s
"Child" mean■ a per1on under the age of ei1h teen. 6

Citation• Z,

3

, and 6 are eet forth In P. L. 93-247, Section 3:

"For purposes of th!e Act the term "child abuse and neglect" mean, the
physical or mental Injury, eexual abuse, negligent treatment, or maltreatment
of a child under the age of eighteen by a person who h ruponsible for the
child', welfare under circumstances which Indicate that the child'• health
or welfare le harmed or threatened thereby, a1 determined in accorrlance
with regulation• preacribed by the Secretary."
Ci tation 5 II eet forth In CFR

40. 1- 2 (bl (1):

13

"Provided, However, that a parent or guardian legitimately practicing hi•
religious beliefs who thereby does not provide epeclfied medical treatment
for a child, !or that reaeon alone ehall not be considered a negligent parent."
Oueatlon 3
Doe• the State provide .!!!_peuona reporting known or reaeonably (good faith) euepected
Instance• of child abuee and neglect immunity from civil and criminal pro■ecution
under any State or local law, arlalng out of 1uch reporting?
Thie question refeu to Section 4 (b) (2) (A) of P. L 93 -247:
••.have In ,;!feet a State child abuee and neglect law which ahall Include provieion•
qr ir'munlty·for person■ reporting Instance, of child abuee and ne.&lect from pro1ecu
tion, under any State or local law, arising out of 1uch reporting."
Question 4
Does the State provide for mandatory reporting by some peuon■1 and permiulve
reporting b� al) other pcrsons 2 of known or 1uspected 3 ln1tance1 of child abuse
and neglect to a properly constituted authority with the power and respon•ibility
to perform an lnveetigation5 and take necesaar ameliorative and protective 1teP9
u required In paragraph (d) (3) of 11340. 3 -3? 6
Section 4 (b)IZ)(B) of P. L. 93-247 generally 1tatee:
"provide for the reporting of known and eu■pected in1tance1 of child abu1e
and neglect"
The more specific guidelines are found in CFR 1340.3-3 (d)(2)(i):
''The State must provide for the reporting of known or 1u1pected instances of
child abuae and neglect. Thia requirement shall be deemed ntisfied if a State
requires epeci!ied peraons by law, and ha■ a law or admini•trative procedure
which requirea, allows, or encourages all other citizens, to repcrt known or
1uapected in1tance1 of child abuse and neglect to a properly constituted authority
with the power and ruponaibility to perform an lnve1tigation and take
neceuary ameliorative and protective 1tep1 a■ required in paragraph (c):
Oue1tlon 5
Doe■ the State provide that the reporting referred to ln paragraph (I) mult be an
aaency other than the agency, in•titutlon, or other facility involved In the act■
-'-- _...,
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HB 929 (Hieber) - Amendments to Child Abuse Statutes
PROBLEM
Since October of 1971, 85,000 reports of child abuse have
been received at the child abuse registry in Jacksonville.
In 55% of the reports investigated problems have been
detected which required further treatment and supervision
by staff of the Division of Family Services.
In view of this large number of reports, the question
has been raised as to whether the penalties under present
law provide a sufficient deterrent to the potential child
abuser. In addition to the deterrence issue problems of a
programatic nature have occurred which require statutory.
revision.
WHAT THE BILL DOES
HB 929 is divided into two sections. In the first
section the criminal penalty for neglect of a child is
increased and the definition of neglect broadened to include
depriving a child of supervision and education.
In Section 2 a number of changes are made in the
child abuse reporting statute. Among these changes are:
(a) redefining a child as a person under 18 rather
than 17 years of age;
(b) broadening the definition of abuse to include
failure to provide supervision and education;
(c) requiring any person, not simply designated
professionals, to report child abuse;

John (Tom) Herndon, Staff Director
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(d) requiring the department to notify the state
attorney if it is suspected that a child has been
criminally abused;
(e) increasing the penalty for failure to report
child abuse from a second to a first degree misdemeanor
and,
(f) requiring that a guardian ad litem be appointed
by the court in every child abuse case.
ECONOMIC IMPACT
A number of the suggested statutory changes in the
present bill are being made in the hope of bringing the
state into compliance with the "Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment Act" (sometimes referred to as the Mondale
Act). If found to be eligible the state would become
eligible to receive up to $750,000 (approximate figures)
to improve its child abuse program.
There is some question as to whether the federal
money for which the state might be potentially eligible
would be offset by the additional cost the state could
expect to incur if a guardian ad litem must be appointed
in every child abuse case.
Further economic consequences could result from the
requirement that any person report known or suspected
cases of child abuse though it is difficult to predict
whether case loads would increase substantially.

COMMITTEE COMMENTS
The committee bill favorably acted upon by the full
committee on April 10th addressed itself to most of the
issues dealt with in this bill.
One potential effect of increasing the penalty
for child neglect to 5 years and/or $5,000 could be to
remove many child abuse cases from the treament setting
in which they are currently managed and place them in
a punishment-oriented setting. The extent to which
fear of criminal prosecution serves as a deterrent to
child abuse is difficult to determine. However, if a
parent is prosecuted and sentenced to a term in prison
the option 0£:- treatment and keeping a family· together '
is effectively eliminated.
Definition of the terms "supervision" and "education"
could prove operationally difficult within the present
Depriving a child
context of the child neglect statute.
of food, clothing, shelter and medical treament are material
factors which may be factually established. "Education and
supervision" may prove more difficult to materially
ascertain.
Staff Contact: JOHN PHELPS

Honorable William J. Page, Jr.
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Section 827.09(7), F.S., provides as follows:
CENTRAL REGISTRY--Reports of abuse shall
be recorded in central registries estab
lished and maintained by the department
as required by §828.041 (carried forward
as §827.07(7)), dealing with abuse of
children. Each registry shall contain
information as to the name of the abused
developmentally disabled person and the
members of the family or other persons
responsible for his care, the facts of the
investigation and the result of the inves
tigation. The information contained in the
registry shall not be open to inspection by
the public. However, appropriate disclosure
may be made for use in connection with the
treatment of the abused person or the person
perpetrating abuse and to counsel representing
either person in any criminal or civil proceed
ing. Appropriate disclosure may also be made
for use in connection with the hiring or em
ployment of persons to serve developmentally
disabled persons. In addition, information
contained in the registry may be available for
purposes of research relating to the abuse of
developmentally disabled persons. The depart
ment shall make such information available upon
a plication by a researcher or research agency
o� professional repute provided the need for the
records has been demonstrated to the satisfac
tion of the department .. Records shall not be
open under this provision unless adequate
assurarices are given that names and other
information identifying developmentally disabled
pet�bri� will not be disclosed by the applicant.
(e.a.)
An examination of this statute demonstrates that the records
contained in the abuse registry are limited access public
records which may be released only to the persons specifically
ject to the conditions prescribed therein.
hur1ze&--ftR£L._
� cases cited therein dealing with release
�
an
1thin the child abuse registry, §827.07(7), F.S.
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Honorable William J. Page, Jr.
Secretary, Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services
1323 Winewood Boulevard
Tallahassee,· Florida 32301
Re:

PUBLIC RECORDS--Release of confidential information
from the Developmentally Disabled Adult Abuse Regis
try--SS827.07(7), 827.09(7), F.S.

Dear Secretary Page:
This is in response to your predecessor's request for an
opinion on the following question:
MAY THE DEPARTMENT RELEASE CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION FROM THE DEVELOPMENTALLY
DISABLED ADULT ABUSE REGISTRY TO ORGANI
ZATIONS OR GROUPS WISHING TO INDEPENDENTLY
INVESTIGAGE ALLEGED ABUSE OF DEVELOPMENTALLY
ABUSED PERSONS?
According to your letter, the Division of Family Services has
baen advised by the Division of Retardation that a private
group known as the "Human Rights Advocacy Committee" and other
persons concerned with the welfare of retarded citizens wish to
have access to the reports contained in the Abuse Registry main
tained by the Department pursuant to §827.09(7), F.S. · These or
ganizations wish to have access to the records in order to
independently investigate alleged abuse of dev�lopmentally dis
abled persons. It is the position of the Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services that neither the Division of Family
Services nor the Division of Retardation may release this in
formation to the foregoing parties.

@��(n�ru
MAR 2
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RECEIVED
MAR 2 1976

Honorable William J. ·Page, Jr.
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Page Three

The statute clearly states that the information which these
organizations have requested may be made available only to
specified groups or persons. Whether the organizations re
questing the information could be considered "research agen
cies of professional repute" as contemplated by the statute
is questionable. Additionally, assuming for the sake of argu
ment that such organizations could be considered "research
_agencies of professional repute" the organizations would still
be required to demonstrate their need for such records to the
satisfaction of the department.
By requiring that the research agencies do not disclose the
names and other identifying information of developmentally
disabled persons, I am inclined to the view that the legisla
ture contemplated that this information be released to bona
fide research agencies for purposes of compiling generar-
statistical data and information and not to serve as a cata
lyst for independent investigations of the reports. Accord
ingly, until ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction to
release this information to organizations who desire this
information for purposes of independently investigating
reports of abuse, I must advise against the release of ·the
reports. Cf. Patterson v. Tribune Co., 146 So.2d 623 (2 DCA
1962).
·f

Your question is answered accordingly.
SUMMARY

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
should not release confidential information from the
Developmentally Disabled Adult Abuse Registry to or
ganizations or groups wishing to independently inves
tigate alleged abuse of developmentally disabled
persons in the absence of a court order.

.:-i

Sincerely, 7
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ATTORNEY GENERAL
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Mr. William J. Page, Jr.
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3. IF THE "RECORDS" THEMSELVES ARE NOT
AVAILABLE, MAY THE CASEWORKER INVESTIGAT
ING THE ALLEGED ABUSE BE DEPOSED AS TO THE
WORKER'S PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE CASE
WITHOUT VIOLATING CONFIDENTIALITY PROVISIONS

IN:

a.

A CRIMINAL ABUSE ACTION?

b. A CIVIL DEPENDENCY PROCEEDING
UNDER CHAPTER 39?
4. WHAT DO THE WORDS "EXCEPT AS PROVIDED
IN THIS SECTION" MEAN IN RELATION TO SEC
TIONS F.S. 827.07(6), (7) and (8) AND THE
RELEASE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION IN THE
REGISTRY AND SOCIAL WORK RECORDS OF THE
DIVISION IN THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS:
a. WHEN POLICE PROTECTION APPEARS
URGENT, MAY THE DIVISION OF FAMILY
SERVICES CASEWORKER CALL LAW ENFORCE
MENT OFFICIALS �IRECTLY WITHOUT GOING
THROUGH THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ATTOR

NEY?

b. MUST THE CASEWORKER CALL ONLY
THE STATE ATTORNEY?
c. WOULD RELEASING INFORMATION
DIRECTLY TO LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS,
IF THE WORKER IS NOT REQUIRED TO RELAY
ONLY TO THE STATE ATTORNE� BE IN VIOLA
TION OF THE PROVISIONS AGAINST THE
RELEASE OF INFORMATION WHICH WOULD MAKE
THE WORKER PERSONALLY LIABLE?
d. HOW MUCH OF THE INFORMATION OF THE
ABUSE REGISTRY MAY BE TRANSMITTED TO
THE STATE ATTORNEY (OR LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICIALS, IF PERMITTED)?

076-21

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTJIIENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF TIIE ATTORNEY GEJ\i'ERAL
THE CAPITOL
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1323 Winewood Boulevard
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CHILD ABUSE--interpretation of 1�75 amendments to
Child Abuse Act. Chs. 75-101 and 75-185, Laws of
Florida; Ch. 119, F .S., as amended by Ch. 75-225,
Laws of Florida; §§119.011(1), 119.07(1), 119.07
(2)(a), 316.066, 317.131, 317.171, 350.45(1),
827.01(7), 827.07(6), 827.07(7), 827.07(11), and
828.041, F.S.; Art. I, §§9 and 16, Fla. Const:. ;
United States Const., Amend. XIV, §1; United States
Const., Amend. VI.

Dear Mr. Page:
This is in response to your request for an opinion on the
following questions:
1. WHAT CONSTITUTES THE "RECO�DS OF ANY
CHILD ABUSE CASE"?
2. ARE "THE RECORDS" KEPT IN EITHER THE
STATE OFFICE REGISTRY OR THE LOCAL DIVISION
OF FAMILY SERVICES OFFICE OF THE REPORTS
FROM THE ABUSC: REGISTRY AND I:NESTIGATIVE
REPORTS AND RECORDS OF THE ALLEGED ABUSE
AVAILABLE UNDER THE DISCOVERY PROCEDURES
OF THE CIVIL AND CRIMINAL RULES OF PROCEDURE
DESPITE THE CONFIDENTIALITY PROVISIONS OF
THE STATUTE?

Mr. William J. Page, Jr.
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of Chs. 75-101 and 75-185 and, accordingly, are not subject to
public inspection except as specifically provided therein. Also
see Sll9.07(2)(a), F.S., exempting all "public records" which
are provided by law to be confidential or which are prohibited
from being inspected by the public, from inspection under the
provisions of §119.07(1), F.S. (1975).
QUESTION TWO
A definitive answer to this question is impossible to formulate
without analyzing the facts of a particular case which might
arise in which such records could be deemed to be relevant or
necessary to the maintainance or defense of a civil action or
criminal prosecution. Additionally, because of the nature of
the subject matter and the type of civil actions which could
arise in connection therewith, potential constitutional ques
tions involving due process rights could be presented. See
Art. I, §9, Fla. Const.; United States Const., Amend. XIV, §1.
In a criminal context, issues involving compulsory process of
witnesses, the right to present a full defense and rthe right to
confrontation and cross-examination might also be iivolved. See
Art. I, §16, Fla. Const.; United States Const., Amend. VI.
Generally, courts which have considered issues involving dis
covery and confidential documents have ordered in camera inspec
tions of such materials in order to determine the relevance and
need for the documents in a particular case. See, e.g., Barn£tt
v. Police Dept. of County of Nassau, 364 N.Y.S. 2d 186 (Sup. Ct.
1975); In Re L., 357 N.Y.S. 2d 987 (Sup. Ct. 1974); Addie W. v.
Chorees u., 354 N.Y.S. 2d 721 (Sup. Ct. 1974). Also see State
ex rel. R. R. v. Schmidt, 216 N.W.2d 18 (Wis. 1974), involving
the federal constitutional right of a juvenile to inspect a
hearing examiner's report made confidential by state law con
cerning revocation of a juvenile's "aftercare supervision" status.
However, in Fogarty Bros. Transfer Co. v. Perkins, 250 So. 2d
655 (2 DCA 1971), the court found to be clearly erroneous a
trial court order which had required production of certain
accident reports required by §350.45(1), F.S., to be made by
common carriers to the Public Service Commission which statute
provided that
" • • • no such reports shall be competent
evidence in any court against the common
carriers making it in any court."

076-21

Mr. William J. Page, Jr.
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QUESTION ONE

Section 827.07(11), F.S., Ch. 75-101, Laws of Florida, pro
vides that:
"Any person who willfully or knowingly
makes public or discloses any information
contained in the child abuse registry or
the records of any child abuse case except
as provided in this section may be personally
liable. Any person injured or aggrieved by
such disclosure shall be entitled to damages."
This section amended §827.07, F.S., formerly §828.041, F.S.,
which relates to child abuse. Subsequently, §827.07,· F.S., was
further amended by Ch. 75-185, Laws of Florida.
While the "records" of any child abuse case are not specifically
defined within either Ch. 75-101 or Ch. 75-185, supra, various
documents are mentioned within the latter act which can be used
to delineate the intended coverage of the prohibition found
within Ch. 75-101. For example, §827.07(6) refers to "reports
of abuse" which must be transmitted to the department. More
specifically, section 827.01(7) makes all reports and records
concerning known or suspected instances of child abuse con
fidential.
This provision is an obvious exception to those provisions of
Ch. 119, F.S., as amended by Ch. 75-225, Laws of Florida, relat
ing to public inspection of public records. Pursuant to that
Chapter, "public records" are defined to include
" . . . all documents, papers, letters, maps,
books, tapes, photographs, films, sound record
ings or other material, regardless of physical
form or characteristics made or received pur
suant to law or ordinance or in connection
with the transaction of official business by
any agency." §119.011(1), F.S.
Based on the above, I am of the view that any and all documents
or "public records" made or received by the department which con
tain any information involving known or suspected instances of
child abuse or maltreatment are confidential within the purview

Mr. William J. Page, Jr.
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deals with depositions as opposed to discovery or inspection
of tangible documents or "records," I do not believe that this
distinction would require a different answer from that provided
in response to question number two. Chapter 75-101 in effect
prohibits disclosure--i.e., any disclosure by any means, oral
or written--of any information contained in the registry or the
records of a child abuse case. Ch. 75-185 makes all ihformation
in the registri and all reports or records, necessarily and
impliedly the information contained therein, confidential. Once
a document is made confidential by the legislature, the informa
tion may not be disclosed regardless of the physical form of
such disclosure. Accord: AGO 075-203.
QUESTION FOUR

I am of the view that the Division of Family Services may call
law enforcement officials directly without first contacting the
state attorney when an urgent situation exists requiring imme
diate police action or protection of the safety and welfare of
children. The statute requires the Department to "secure the
cooperation of law enforcement officials" and, in turn, law
enforcement has a corresponding duty to, inter alia, "give full
cooperation to the department" and "to protect and enha;1ce the
welfare of abused children" and/or other children potentially
subject to abuse.
While the statute requires the departr..�nt to immediately and
orally notify the state attorney who shall assist local law
enforcement officers in the investigation of the case when it
has reason to believe that a child has been criminally abused,
there is nothing in the statute which either requires the state
attorney to immediately contact local law enforcement officials
or furnish any immedi�tely necessary police action or protec
tion or which expressly or by necessary implication prohibits
the department from so proceeding. Therefore, nothing in the
statute purports to prohibit the Department or its authorized
agents from contacting both the state attorney and local law
enforcement officials, or initially contacting local law enforce
ment officials and immediately thereafter notifying the state
attorney, when an urgent situation exists requiring police action
and protection of the safety and welfare of the child or children
involved.

Mr. William J. Page, Jr.
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The court construed this proviso as rendering privileged the
reports required to be made by such COIT!/llOn carriers and filed
with the Public Service Commission. The court in Fo�arty
further observed that such reports were no less confidential
than acciJent reports required by §317.131, F.S. 1969, nor any
more amenable to discovery. See Nationwide Insurance Co.,
Pinellas Co. v. Monroe, 276 So. 2d 547 (2 DCA 1973), cert. denied,
283 So. 2d 366, holding that the statement of deputy sheriff
given in compliance with the statute requiring an accident
report, §316.066 (formerly §317.131, §317.171), is immune from
discovery except as to its existence. It is noteworthy that
Ch. 75-101, while providing civil liability for proscribed dis
closure, does not provide that the information and records therein
mentioned are not admissible in civil or criminal proceedings in
the·courts and that Ch. 75-185 likewise does not provide that
the §827.07(7) information, reports and records are inadmissible
in court or beyond the process of the court. To the contrary,
§827.07(8) requires reports received and investigated pursuant
to §827.07(6) to be immediately transmitted to the circuit court.
Thus, Fogarty does not necessarily control the answer to this
question because neither Ch. 75-101 nor Ch. 75-185 contain pro
visions similar to §350.45(1), making reports mentioned therein
inadmissible in any action aga�nst the carriers, or §317.131,
§317.171, F.S. 1969, and present §316.066, F.S., making the
accident reports inadmissible in any civil or criminal trial
except as therein specifically provided for ce4tain limited
purposes.
Moreover, an additional factor which must be considered is the
language of former §828.041(7) which was deleted in the sub
sequent amendatory act. This now deleted provision permitted
disclosure of records in the registry "to counsel representing
the person in any civil or criminal proceeding."
Accordingly, this office is unable to render a definitive opinion
on this question. This issue must instead be resolved by the
courts based on a case-by-case analysis of the facts in any given
situation.
QUESTION THREE
In response to your third questions, I must again decline to
give a definitive answer and, instead, defer resolution of this
question to the courts when presented in an appropriate judicial
proceeding. I would add, however! that although this question

Mr. William J. Page, Jr.
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in child abuse investigations from the prohibition found at
§827.07(7), F.S. 1975 (Ch. 75-185, Sl), the legislature in
effect expressed its intention to make the prohibition appli
cable to all other persons. The rule of statutory construc
tion, "the express mention of one thing is the exclusion of
another," see Ideal Farms Drainage District v. Certain Lands,
19 So. 234 (Fla. 1944), and Dobbs v. Sea Isle Hotel,. 56 So. 2d
341 (Fla. 1952), compels the conclusion that this prohibition
is applicable to state attorneys, the police and the courts, and,
accordingly, the names of pe�sons reporting abuse should not be
furnished to these agencies or individuals without the written
authorization of the person who reported the abuse. This con
clusion is bolstered by Ch. 75-101, Laws of Florida, which pro
vides that:
i
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Because of the very real possibility that certain ind;_viduals who·
have committed crimes involving criminal child abuse or maltreat
ment will avoid prosecution because Ch. 75-185 prohibits state
attorneys and police from, in certain instances, obtaining information which could be critical to a successful criminal investi�
gation and prosecution, I intend to strongly urge that the legis
lature consider remedial legislation revising both Chs. 75-101
and 75-185 as quickly as possible. While certain of the confidentiality prQv.isions should __be . ..continued -��<:��_e_9f the
admittedly sensitive nature qf .t_his information, at the same
ime it should not be permitted to {rust�g��-�.:.jmpede investi_ative and prosecutorial functions of criminal justice agencies
\/ 'or to allow individuals who have committed criminal acts against
'�ildren to escape. d�tJ�cq9n ,fill919.r: punishment.
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_ s;ecution,
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if required. qf tbs case
Section 827.07(11) specifically·
o,l)A
exempts·· a-person from personal liability for disclosure of
information when provided for within §827.07. Since §827.07
requires the state attorney and local law enforcement offi
cials to assist in a case of possible criminal abuse, informa
tl._on forwarded to these agencies as part of an investigation
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In regard to question 4(d), I am of the view that when §827.07
(8), relating to transmittal of the report to the state attor
ney, §827.07(6), relating to investigations upon receipt of a
report, and the title to Ch. 75-185, stating that a report of
such findings will be transmitted to the state attorney, are
read in pari materia, it is apparent that the findings of the
investigation made pursuant to §827.07(6) or the entire report
of the investigation--except for the name of the person report
ing the child abuse--rendered to and received by the department,
may be transmitted to the state attorney.
However, in specific regard to the names of persons reporting
child abuse, a different conclusion must be reached. Section
827.07(7), F.S. 1975 (Ch. 75-185, Sl), provides that:

-r-

✓-?!&
(f;_---,,,,._,,-

/�I

the names of persons reporting abuse
shall in no case be released to any person
other than employees of the department involved
in the investigation of reports of abuse, with
out the written consent of the person reporting.
(e.s.)

The only individuals who are permitted access to this information
without the written consent of the person reporting the abuse are
employees of the Department who perform department investigations
of reports of child abuse. There is no provision which excepts
state attorneys, the police or the courts from this prohibition.
By specifically exempting only employees of the Department involved
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or suspected instances of child abuse or
maltreatment are confidential within the
purvie.w of Chs. 75-101 and 75-185 and,
accordingly, are not subject to public
inspection except as specifically provided
therein.
Questions concerning the extent to which
statutorily confidential records and reports
of known or suspected child abuse cases or
information contained therein are subject
to discovery under the Civil or Criminal
Rules of Procedure must be resolved by the
Courts on a case-ay-case analysis of need
and relevancy and the legal issues and
actual circumstances involved in any given
case.
The Division of Family Services may call law
enforcement officials directly without first
contacting the state attorney when an urgent
situution exists requiring immediate police
action or protection of the safety and wel
fare of children.
The prohibition regarding release of confi
dential information was neither intended to
nor does apply to rel�ase of information to
the state attorney and local law enforcement
personnel assisting in the investigation of
a criminally abused child. The findings of
an investigation made pursuant to §827.07(6)
or the entire report of the investigation-
except for the name of the person reporting
the child abuse--rendered to and received by
the department may be transmitted to the
state attorney. However, the names of per
sons reporting abuse should not be furnished
to the state attorney, the police or the
.courts without the written authorization of
the person re�orting the abuse.
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SUMtU\RY
Underlying all of Floriuu's efforts to prevent and
provide protection for children from �buse and maltreatmc11t
is the legal statute.

This paper describes the legj_slative

base for prevention and protection of children from mal
treatment •in Florida and, in addition, propo�es changes
which are intended to facilitate improved services.
This first section of the following material briefly
traces Florida's legislative history with regard to child
protection.
Next, proposed legislation is presented which attempts
to establish a single, complete legislative document with
regard to the prevention and protection of
children from
1
maltreatment.

The proposed areas of legislation are:

1.

Statement of purpose

2.

Definition of abuse and neglect

3.

Persons required to report; Persons permitted
to report

4.

Report to whom

5.

Method of reporting

6.

emergency temporary protective custody

7.

Color photographs and x-r2ys

8.

Ir�unity from liability

l
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SUMHARY
Underlying all of Florida's efforts to prevent and
provide protection for children from abuse and maltreatment
is the legal statute.

This paper describes the legj_slative

base for prevention and protection of children from mal
treatment 'in Florida and, in addition, proposes changes
which are intended to facilitate improved services.
This first section of the following material briefly
traces Florida's legislative history with regard to child
protection.
Next, proposed legislation is presented which attempts
to establish a single, complete legislative document with
regard to the prevention and protection of children from
maltreatment.

The proposed areas of legislation are:

1.

Statement of purpose

2.

Definition of abuse and neglect

3.

Persons required to report; Persons permitted
to report

4.

Report to whom

5.

Method of reporting

6.

Lmergcncy temporary protective custody

7.

Color photographs and x-r2ys

8.

Immunity from liobility

i l .L

9.

Evidence privileged

10.

Responsibilities of public agen8ics

11.

Duties of the local child protective service
agencies

12.

Central registry of child abuse

13.

Confidentiality of reports and records

14.

Information, training and publicity

15.

Legal representation

16.

Penalty.

Finally, each section of the proposed legislation is
examined separately and its variance with regard to present
legal statutes is discussed and evaluated.
The proposed legislation, and much of the material
presented in the discussion of each section, reflects the
concepts presented in a number of compreh_·,ensive model legislation documents recently compiled.
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had to be su1>plied by the newly organized Department of
Welfare (Attorney General Report, 1958).
Passage into the 19GO's found Florida (and other states)
examining throughly the provisions made by state Jegislation
for the protection of cl1ildren.

Public interest in the care

of children increased rapidly as newspapers and the electronic
media spread accounts of serious maltreatment of children.
Such accounts stirred citizenry and concerned groups to demand
legislation_that concerned itself with the· welfare of chil
dren.
As a result, in 1962, Social Security Amendments
required each state to make child welfare services available
throughout the state to all children.

In addition, the 1962

amendment revised the definition of "child welfare services"
to specifically include reference to the prevention or
remedying of child abuse.

-;

Private organizations and newly funded federal programs
began to provide basic statistical information concerning the
nature and incidence of child abuse and in 1963 the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare presented rnod�l legislation
suggestions directed toward the alleviation of the problem
of child abuse.
In the span of the next three legislative years a total
of forty-seven states enacted laws requiring reports of
injuries inflicted on chilcln�n.

The rush to go on record on

behalf of child abuse victims beg an \d th the introduction of
eighteen bills in 1963 with cl0vcn of trk,t nun1ber 2chiev.iny

/,

In 1935, district welfor� boaros wen� established as
an administrative liaison between the Stote and county welfare boards.

Although �t this time there were only a few

counties mal�ing chiJd welfare efforts and law enforcement
personnel were still responsible for investigating complaints,
�1ere was an increase in the awareness of the need for child
welfare.

County efforts in the areas of child welfare began

to increase as evidenced by the increase in the welfare
worker's time that was spent in the casework to children
(Attorney General Report, 1941).
Florida's attention to the needs of dependent and
neglected children also increased in response to the passage
of the Federal Social Security Act (1935).

With its passage

the Federal government became more directly involved in child
welfare through authorizations of appropriations for grants
to the states for child welfare services�

With grant monies

available for use in " . . . the protection and care of home
less, dependent and neglected children and children in danger
of becoming delinquent", Florida's county welfare boards
increased services in the areas of child welfare.

By 1950

there were eleven Florida counties which had special staffs
concerned primarily with the care of children.
By 1958 twenty-two Florida counties offered specializcd services to children.

However, there remained thirty-

four Florida counties which hc1d no budget outlay for ,,,cJforc
services of any type.

When such services were nc::-edcd they
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and interpretations b�sed on the perceived as well as tested
e ffective ness of th e model l0gislation in dealing with child
abuse a nd neglect.

The three primary documents used were:

Model Child Abuse and H-2glect Reporting Law, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,

1 975;

1

Child Abuse Le_gislation

in the 1970's, the American Humane Associc::i.tion, 1974; and
Child Abuse and Neg}_��t:

_Att�er�12c1_tives for State Legislat�i�n,

the Education Commissio n of the States, 1973.
The following material consists of two sections:
1.

a complete text of the proposed legisla tion; and

2.

each proposal presented separ�tely with a brief
discussion of its intentions and the advantage
of the proposed legislation over present Florida

Child Abuse legislation.

1
rrhis document is a revision of the 19G3 moc1cl stc:te law
prepared hy t�1e Department of Ilea 1th, Education and \vol fare,
Office of Child Development for the mandatory reporting of
child abuse, The !\bused Child: Pr inr.iplcs nncJ S,W!_9f:Stec�
Languaqe for J.ecrislati0:'! on He_:.:1 0rU n::.;- C?f thn Phvsict1.ll_y
!\bused Clnld. '.i.'!ic l::JGJ docur,1cnt ha:: \·.'J.dc.Ly used c:.s .::i
reference by man'/ of the states in dGsiqning cc1rly child
abuse lcgisJc1tion in the 19(,0's.
(rinc1l c'lrclft sub:nittPd
January, 1975.)
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passage.

The pace continued in 19 6·� hi th ten aclr-1.i tional

states passing similar laws.

In l.9G5

i

hE' p:.:J1: \.-.:is reached

when twenty-six additional states were add0J t0 th� roster
of states with reporting laws.
Between 1963 and 1969, all fift�- state legislatures
passed some kind of child abuse reportina statute.

However,

some of the laws passed during that period were hastily
developed and many states have on several occasions amended
their original legislation to meet the requirements of
increased reporting and needed services.
At the present time, Florida receives its mandate for
intervention on behalf of the abus�d or neglected child from
three separate legislative documents (Chapter 39, Florida
Statutes; Chapter 409, Florida Statutes; and Section 828.041,
Florida Statutes).
The material presented in the follo.{..ring proposal
c onsists of recommendations for change in Florida's present
' child abuse statutes.

These recommendations reflect an

attempt to develop a single, complete legislative text which
takes into consideration the major legislative areas related
to child abuse and neglect prevention and protection.
The recomrnenda tions presented are derived from a nLi!,,b•.: 1·
of documents prepared as models for child abuse and negl_cc�
logislation.

'I'hese documents presented a comprehensive

and up- to-do. tc dcsc1· iption of moc"ie1 leg is] a tiun conccrll.; li' 1
chilc1 o.Jycsc/nc:;1. ...--:.(:t la'v):.:;.

They also jncludccJ recorn111c1'c1,1t�L
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Legal Representation
A.

Children subject to any judicial proceeding regarding

child abuse or neglect shall be entitled to legal counsel
appointed by the court at public expense.

Counsel for the

child shall in no case be the same as counsel for the alleged
abuser or any governmental or social agency involved.
B.

Parents, guardians, or other persons subject to

any judicial proceeding regarding child abuse or neglect
shall be entitled to legal counsel.

Those persons unable to

afford legal representation shall be appointed counsel by
the Court at public expense.
Penalty
Any person who knowingly and willfully violates the
provisions of this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of
the second degree and shall be liable for any ci�amages
--proximately caused by such violation.
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B.

Except as provided in Part A, any person who has

reasonable cause to suspect that a child is abused or ne
glected may report.
Discussion
Florida Statute 828.041(1) requires reports from:
Any physician (licensed physician, dentist,
podiatrist, optometrist, and any intern or
resident), nurse, teacher, social worker,
or employee of a public or private facility
serving children who has reason to believe
that a child has been subject to abuse.
Early state legislation mandated repoits from medical
personnel primarily because of their frequent contact with
children who manifested signs of physical harm which might
have resulted from abuse or neglect.

However, the fact that

many seriously harmed children never reach hospital emergency
rooms or doctor's offices was soon recognized.

It soon became

apparent to researchers and to legislators that professionals
other than medical personnel should also be included as
mandated reporters.
Proposed legislation in this section suggests an
increase in-the list of persons mandated to report suspected
child abuse and neglect.

Selection of the suggested additions

was based on the frequency and the nature of the contact
that the persons have with children.

Such persons, by'virtue

of their training and experience, can be expected to enter
tain reason�ble suspicions about the condition of children
who appear to be suffering from abuse and/or neglect.

21
�nconvcntionnl or im�oral hch�vior of parents, undesirable
life style:s, illegitimacy of tile cl1ildrE:n, the drug or
alcohol dependence of the guardian, poverty or lack of income
of the parents, "sloppy" housE:!keeping or failure to provide
education may not in themselves constitute neglect, absent
indications of physical or mental impairment of the child.
Finally, unlike the Florida Statute 828.041(1), the
proposed definition describes the perpetrators of abuse and
neglect as those persons "exercising temporary or permanent
control over a child."

This definition serves to exclude

total strangers who may abuse a child in a public place, but
Who should be reported to law enforcement officials for
criminal or mental health intervention.

The curative and

remedial purpose of reporting pursuant to the proposed legis
lation is intended for application only to family, household,
institutional or other child-caring institutions.
Persons Required to Report; Persons Permitted to Report
A ..

Any physician, dentist, optometrist, podiatrist,

intern, resident, medical examiner, coroner, nurse, any
mental health professional, Christian Science practitioner,
religious healer, school teacher and other pupil personnel,
social or public assistance worker, child-care worker in
any day care center or child-caring institution, polic�

01

law cnforcC?rnent officer having reasonable cause to �;u,;p,

ct

t�i.1t

a chi ld corning before him in his official or P 1''

•,i,;r;i.Jl capacity is abused or neglected shall be rec;;:''
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more than strong suspicion or even a strong reason to suspect
whereas, "reasonable cause" is �upported by a strong sus
picion and is considered as an "objective'' evidentiary
standard.

That is, "reasonable cause" indicates what reason

able people, in similar circumstances, would believe to be
the case.
Another change is suggested by the clause "coming before
him in his official capacity."

This is intended to require

mandated reporters to report only those cases of abuse and
neglect seen by them in their professional activit�es.

How

ever, a physician, for example, who has reason or cause to
suspect the abuse of his neighbor's child who has not been
brought before him for diagnosis or treatment, is not man
dated to report.
Part B of the proposed section permits all professionals
listed in Part A and any other person who has reasonable
cause to suspect to report cases of ·child abuse and neglect.
This change is intended to point out that although reports
of abuse and neglect are encouraged by all persons, it is
not legally demanded.
One final issue �oncerning the increase in the number
of mandated reporters should be pointed out.

It might be

argued that since increases in the number of mandated
reporters has meritorious consequences for the detection of
abuse and neglect, everyone should be required to report.
Although logically meaningful, it is suggested that legislation
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Special note should be made o� the inclusion of
( l)

medical examiners or coroners and (2)

Christian Science

practioners and religious healers.
(1)

Including medical examiners or coroners is intended
to increase the reporting of deaths resulting
from suspected child abuse/neglect just as if the
child was still alive.

The reporting of such

cases is suggested in order to prevent abuse to
other siblings in the same household, as well as
to identify abusive parents.
(2)

The inclusion of mandated reports from religious
healers and Christian Science practitioners attempts
to secure for the child the right to appropriate
medical attention.

Although it might be consid

ered by some as a violation of parents• right to
religious freedom, it is intended to only balance
that right with the child's right to protection.
Legislation which declares, a priori, that
religious healing, as a substitute for a medical
hearing, does not constitute neglect, deprives
the child of a fair hearing.
In addition to expanding the list of mandated reporters
the proposed legislation in this section sets the level of
suspicion necessary for reporting at "reasonable cause".
This is a slightly lower standard of evidence than the
frequently used "probable cause".

"Probable cause" requires

"r

L ..J

\,,hi.ch obli0c1tc:s evcr.yc:12 tc J�0r,ort. v.rould only c"iiminish tho
�1pact a mandatory reporting Jaw �ould have on specifically
name professions.

In additic�, it would be extremely diffi-

cuJt to enforce a p�11ally for the knovingly or willful
failure to report if everyone was subject to the reoort
mandate.
Report to Whom
All reports pursuant to the preceding section shall be
made to the Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services, Division of Children and Youth.2

Presently the State of Florida mandates reporting to the
Department of Health and.Rehabilitative Services which in
turn assigned the receipt of reports to the Division of
Family Services.

Although the designation of the Division

of Family Services as the recipient of abuse and neglect
reports is preferable to criminal or judicial authorities,
some problems result from this arrangement.
The primary problem results from the fact that the
Division of Family Services, is, to a large extent,. concerned

with the poor and as a result many times unfairly considered
a "Poor people's agency''.

This is an undesirable attribute

of an agency coordinating child abuse and neglect services,
since child abuse and neglect should not be looked upon as a
2The Division of Children and Yo uth rc-fers to U:e p]�oposed
Divis.ion of Chiluren and Youth o.escril..Jcd in the Dcpa. r tment of
HQalth and Reha!Jilitative Services Reorganization Task Force
Memorandum of Junuary 24, 197S.
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years from the date the report is received, or when the child
reaches the age of eighteen, whichever occurs first.
It is not intended that in either case the report it
self be destroyed, but simply its identifying characteristics.
The retention of modified reports may be useful, for example,
in determining the percentage of reports found to be Unfounded
over a period of time, or how many Unfounded reports were made
by different mandated and non-mandated sources.
Confidentiality of Reports and Records
A.

All reports made pursuant to this Act maintained by

the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services at the
Central Registry and at local child protective services
agencies shall be confidential.

Any person who disseminates

--....

or permits unauthorized dissemination of such information
shall be subject to the penalty described in the Penalty
Section of this Act.
B.

Information contained in the reports described in

Part A shall not be made available to any individual or
institution except:
1.

Appropriate staff of tHe Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services and local child protective
services agencies for use in connection with the
treatment of an abused and/or neglected child, or
person(s) perpetrating abuse, and to legal counsel
representing the person _in any criminal or civil
proceeding;

4 ,_;

worl:er.

If aftr-..'r sixty clc1ys no investigator:,, report has

been filed tl1e report must be converted to the Unfounded
category.
The establislment of such a tim0 limit reflects the
need to ins11re rapid investigations and reporting as well
as to insure that the Registry does not become a repository
of unsubstantiated suspicions and accusations, unnecessarily
prejudicing a child or family.
Suspected reports should not be filed as Indicated
until they are accompanied by a report giving a plan of
services to be provided for a child and those responsible
for his care.

These reports should also be revised at

regul ar intervals, detailing interim and final dispositions
and evaluations in relationship to services provided.

Inter-

val reporting is crucial to the useful ness of the Registry
to local workers.

.,

Part C of the proposed changes in this Section recog
riizes that the retention of reports in the Unfounded category
may cause innocent adults and children to suffer from being
associated with child abuse matters at a later time period.
Therefore it is recommended thc1t F:i_orida adopt legislation
which requires the removal of identifying characteristics
from all Unfounded reports.

Similarly, it is recommended in

Part D that if no further reports are made, the names, ad
dresses and �11 otl1er identifying characteristics of ull
persons named jn Indicated re�orts shQ]l b� expunged seven
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Discussion
The purpose of this Section is to protect the con
fidentiality of all reports made pursuant to this Act,
including reports maintained by local child protective
service agencies as well as those stored in the Central
Registry.
The existence of a Central Registry will faci litate
the availability of reports and, therefore, makes it important
that the reports are carefully and strictly guarded against
unauthorized access.

Protection of confidentiality of

reports on the Registry alone, however, is insufficient if
similar reports are maintained by the local agencies.
Therefore, the reports maintained by the local agencies &re
encompassed in the scope of .this Section.
The word "reports" in this Section is intended to mean
not only original telephoned reports, but the findings of
investigations made pursuant to the reports and all infor
...mation regarding treatment and services provided the child
and those responsible for his care.

In this Section confidentiality is violated when any
person permits or encourages the dissemination of information
to any person or institution not enumerated in Part B.
Persons violating this principle of confidentiality shall
be subject to penalty as described in the Penalty Section
of this Act.

Furthermore, those persons, agencies and

institutions granted access to reports may not, in turn,

l:

2.

7

Cjvil Courts of Lnv conductin,::; child abuse and
neglect, or child protective proceedings;

3.

Any person engaged in bona fide research with
written application and approval from the Depart
ment of Health and Rehabilitative Services, pro
viding that no information regarding the names,
addresses or any other identifying characteristics
of the subjects of the report shall be made avail
able to the researcher;

4.

Examining physicians concerning previous reports
of abuse or neglect to a particular c hild(ren) �

5.

Any person who is the subject of a report, subject
to the qualifications provided in Part C of this
Section.

C ..

Any person who is the subject of a report made

pursuant to this Act shall be immediately notified of the
fact that his name has been recorded in the Central Registry
abd the local child protective services agency; he shall also
be informed of the finding of the investigation and whether or
not his name has Leen expunged fr�m the.Registry.

Any person

who is the subject of a report shall be .i.nf armed of his
rights to challenge any part of the contents therei11.

The

only details of the report which shall be withheld from the
subject's knowledge or inspection are the name, address,
occupation and all other identifying characteristics of
the reporter.
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of suspected abuse will be channeled through the Registry,
the Department will be able to determine how rapidly and
thoroughly local agencies respond to such reports.

Local

child protective services agencies are required to supplement
Indicated findings of abuse and neglect with a report of the
treatment program extended to the child and his family (see
Section on Duties of the Local Child Protective Service
Agencies, Part C).

It will therefore be possible for the

Department to review each agency's promise and delivery of
services and to make periodic reviews of the adequacy of the
reporting system itself.
Civil courts should be permitted to review information
contained on child abuse and neglect reports only when the
nature of the proceeding itself is a child abuse or child
protective matter.
This section also authorizes researchers, scholars
and investigators engaged in bona fide research efforts to
'examine reports on the Registry, and those maintained by
the local agencies as long as they have permission from the
Secretary of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services and no access to the names or other identifying
characteristics of persons contained in the data file.
Hopefully this opportunity will provide public and private
organizations with data regarding various characteristics of
reporters, children and families reported, rates of false
reporting, the quantity and quality of services provided and
other information valuable for future policy decisions.
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use the report or divulge the contE:nts in any manner t!J2t is
not authorized by this Section.

This stricture is intended

tq prevent the distribution of data to other registries or
banks of information.
Access to information contained in reports on the
Central Registry and local cl1ild protective services agE:ncies
should be permitted only with regard to the purpose of th.is
Act.

Access, therefore, is limited to five groups of people:

(1) appropriate staff of the Department of Health and Rehabil

itative Services;

(2) courts of law conducting child abuse or

child protective proceedings;

(3)

bona fide researchers;

(4) examining physicians; and (5) any person who is the sub
ject of a report.
The primary purpose served by knowledge of previous
reports and findings of child abuse and neglect is to guide
local child protective services agencies in their choice of
action and provision of services.

It is hoped that if local

agencies are granted access to information relative to the
child's history of harm and treatment, as well as an analysis
of the impact of services periodically provided, they will be
more intelligently guided in their disposition of the present
case.
Access to reports contained in the Central Registry will
also enabl0 the Depc1rtment of Health and Rehabilitative Servic,.·.•
to mc1ke periodic exominations of the quality and efficiency o:
local child protective services agencies.

Since all reporl s
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or not their nilllles have been expunged from the Central
Registry.

Furthermore, all subjects must be informed of

their rights of access to the reports, wherever contained,
and their right to challenge any part of its contents.

The

only detail of the report which is to be withheld from the sub
ject's inspection is the name, address, and occupation of
the reporter.

Without such a limitation on access, potential

reporters may be discouraged from reporting since they may
fear reprisals from the person reported.

Any person, however,

may initiate legal procedures to secure the name of the
reporter if he has reason to believe that the report was
made with malice.
The language of this Section differs from present
Florida Statutes [Chapter 39, Section 39.12(4); and Chapter
71-97; Section 828.041(7)] in that access is given to exam
ining physicians and those persons who are the subj,,rat of
a report.

Neither of these groups are provided access in

·previous Florida legislation.
Information, Training and Publicity
A.

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services

and the local child protective se�vices agencies shall, on a
continuing basis, inform all persons required to report of the
nature, problem and extent of child abuse and neglect and of
their duties, options and responsibilities in accordance with
this Act.

The Department and the agencies shall also, on a

Sl

Examininc; priysicians arc incluoed on this list for two
primary reasons.

First, medical evidence suggests that child

abuse is a recognizable syndrome.

However, medical decisions

regarding child abuse--and 3n some cases other forms of mal
treatment--can be facilitated if all information is made
available to an inquiring physician as quickly as possible.
Physicians if permitted to contact the Registry for informa
tion concerning previous indicated reports may examine a child
more closely, take x-rays �nd look for other systematic signs.
In addition, if a family visits many hospitals to avoid
detection (whic h is common in abuse/maltreatment situations),
a case history is sometimes <lifficuJ.t to obtain.

Although

several sources may have reported isolated cases of abuse/
maltreatment of the sa.me child, it is only when such reports
are combined that a pattern of such behavior can be discerned

.,

and relayed to a physician.
The final p ersons provided access to Registry informa
tion in this Section are those individuals wl10 are the subjects of reports.

Permitting reported persons to examine

reports regarding themselves is.required by the constitutional
guarantee of adequate notice and due process of the lav.
Subjects of reports are to rC'ceivc notic� of the fact
that their names have been reported and nrc on file with
their local child protect i vc. services ac::i::ncy Dnc1 the Ccntru 1
Registry of Child l\.buse.

'.i.'hey a.re ,,l!�O �o J.,,; .i.n[on;(-·l1 by

t),1

local agency of the :f indi nq of the ir,\'C: :;;_ :i ,3 21 ti on a nc1 \·.'hcLh·.' 1·

